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GENERAL COHHEN'.t'S ON THE BLACK QUESTION 
AND THE AHERICAN PROLE'l'ARIAT: 

THE NEED FOR A""1fLACKTRANSITIOHAL ORGANIZATION RE-EXAHINED 

by Richard Craner (Chicago) 

2. 

The struggle for black social equality tvhich emerged in the 
Civil Rights movement of the fifties and sixties must be firml¥ 
set in the context of the labor movement of the same period. Dur
ing the polit~cal reactiOn rOllowlng the J.mmediate posbvar period, 
two developments consolidated the events of the thirties and forties 
and brought the labor movement firmly under the thumb of the bour
geoisie. The first was the p,urges of the left from the labor mov~
mente This involved most notably the Stalinists but also seriously 
affected the Trotskyists and their ability to work in the proletar
iat. It was not simply the result of the manipulation on the part 
of the bourgeoisie of social patriotic sentiment and the atrocities 
of the Stalinist bureaucracy but had been prepared by the betrayals 

" of t11e American Stalinists and the Jt.ZiQespr~gd reCQg:r:1.!.~~~._9f _t:!l~. 
\-.J';'" in the Ameri<':~!1_..-~~!"~!~~ c~.~.~~ The Stalinists had already begun ~o 

l'"OSe-Ure1:r·-workJ.ng-classoase during the tvar and never succeeded J.n 
completely regaining it. _Despite the fact that it reached its lar
gestsize in the upsurges following the war, the Cp1s base in that 
period was considerably more petty-bourgeois than it had been before 
the war. With the onset of political reaction the bourgeoisie was 
able to administer the final blow to the CP effectively eliminating 
it as a force within the proletariat. In its highly degenerated 
form the CP was unable to defend itself on a class basis. 

The second development was the formal break on the part of the 
trade union bureaucracy with its previous policy of political neu
trality and its attempt to mo.Qj..lize the working class behind the 
Democratic Party. Thistvas -prepared by the widespread support the 
workers gave the Democrats in the thirties and represented a further 
consolidation of that tendency. The attempt by the labor bureaucrats 
to mobilize the leading sectors of the proletariat to vote as a 
class for the Democrats revealed deeply contradictory impulses. On 
the one hand it was an admission ttratbehind the militant upsurges 
of the thiri ~s' ·and. the ~lorkers I support for RoC?seve~ t, whom they 
saw as embodY:Lng theJ.r interests, \1as a deeper hJ.st,orJ.cal thrust 

.toward independent political action by the lab6l:' move~nt. On the 
other hand it was a conscious attempt to formalize support for the 
Democratic Party as a substitute for class political action. The 
fact that the bureaucrats felt compelled to make this step formally 

,and as a group ~las itself an expression of a contradictory situation. 
Despite the hardening of the labor bureaucracy, the deep and pervas
ive anti-communism, and the conservatization of the layer of workers 
who had led the struggles of the thirties, at the purely economic 
level the labor movement maintained a high level of activity. In a 
certain sense American workers had an understanding of class inter
ests and this created pressures for the bureaucracy to formalize its 
support for the Democratic Party. The memory of the victorious 
struggles for industrial unions was relatively fresh and militant 
union traditions retained some of their hold. A major upsurge during 
this period would have reversed the political conservatization and 
posed again the question of a political party of the labor movement. 
The fact that this did not occur and the political conservatization 
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\'lent as deep as it did, \vas not simply a result of economic restab-, 
ilization and the propaganda of the bourgeoisie but also a result 
of the fact that the whole period developed in the absence of a 
~ble class-struggle intervention into the proletariat by a 
revolutionary organization. The general ossification of the labor . 
bureaucracy and a certain erosion of class-struggle union traditions 
has continued into the present period. 

(I would like to take this opportunity to dispel a myth. The 
American working class was not passive during the fifties. During 
the height of the NcCarthy reaction, 1949-54, the percentage of 
labor time lost through strikes was 0.44. In 1970, the biggest 
strike year since 1959, it was 0.37. In general the statistics 
show a high level of strike activity in the early fifties, a some
what lower level in the later fifties and considerably less in the 
early and mid--sixties. This was reversed in the 1968-71 period 
when a high level of inflation set in. In order to understand this 
it is necessary to superimpose several things: the general response 
of the 'vorkers to the economic conditions of the period (Korean war 
inflation and the relative prosperity of the mid-sixties), the 
response of the trade union bureaucracy (especially important in 
the sharp drop in strike activity in the '72-73 period), and the 
gradual erosion of union traditions as the period becomes more dis
tant from the great unionization drives of the 30's and 40's. The 
relatively smaller percentage of the working class organized into 
unions as time went on also has played a role. The reaction of the 
fifties had a particular political character and did not in general 
interfere with the workers' ability to struggle for their immediate 
economic interests. Nor is it possible to explain the actions of 
the trade union bureaucracy if one assumes a completely demoralized 
and intimidated labor movement in the fifties. It is also interest
ing to note that as \vi th the Vietnam tolar, the working class \vas 
little inclined to delay its struggles during the Korean War as it 
had during ~m II. This reflects the generally less popular charac
ter of that \var.) 

The Civil Rights Movement 

The roots of the Civil Rights movement and the black discontent 
~hich generated it lay in the social conditions produced by World 
~ar II. The massive social mobilization needed by th~ bourgeoisie 
~n order to fight the war relied primarily on democratic illusions 
in the bourgeois state. These failed. to take firm hold among the 
masses of oppressed blacks most of whom lived in the South and 
\vhose daily conditions of life made a continual lie out of govern-
ment propaganda. In order to stir up loyalty toward the American 
government and maintain social peace the great majority of the petty
bourgeois black leadership during the war was forced to put forward 
the line of the "two wars." Blacks were told to fight for the in
terests of American imperialism abroad while struggling for racial 
equality at home. The social discontent and rising expectations 
begun during the war period eventually led to the outbreak in the 
fifties of the massive social struggle for black equality. 

The contradictory character of the Civil Rights movement as well 
as the seeds of its ultimate defeat and co-optation by the Democratic 
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Party lay in the fact that from its outset it was completely domina
ted by bourgeois democratic leadership. In fact no large section 
of the movement ever went beyond simple bourgeois democratic demands. 
The movement made its most concrete gains and had as its primary 
arena of work the lilllerican South. The existence of legal segrega
tion in the South meant that the movement could achieve a concrete 
programmatic focus \.,hile remaining firmly under the control of the 
bourgeois leadership. iioreover the ending of Jim Crow in the South 
vIas not a direct threat to the American bourgeoisie. The Civil 
Rights movement \-las largely able to achieve its lir.li ted aims in 
the South with the ending of the most blatant forms of legalized 
segregation. In the course of the struggle the strategy of the lib
eral bourgeoisie became one of democratic concessions to blacks in 
the hope of securing their loyalty to American bourgeois democracy 
and thereby \',arding off more militant and eventually class-oriented 
struggles. In fact the bourgeois class made a considerable shm'1 of 
the passage of the Voting Rights and Civil Rights Acts in 1964 and 
1965. 

The real bankruptcy of the Civil Rights movement and the reasons 
for its collapse uere revealed in its attempt to "r.love North" in the 
early sixties. The absence of legalized segregation in the llorth 
meant that black struggle had to confront directly the position of 
blacks as an oppressed racial caste forcibly segregated into the 
bottom rungs of the American political economy. It ,.,as not simply 
a matter of seeking to end the legal segregation of schools and hous'
ing, but of struggling for better schools and better housing and 
finally higher uages to allm., greater blacl: social mobility. A fight 
to end racial discrimination in hiring and an end to heavy black un
employment \'Tould have eventl,lally meant a struggle for more jobs for 
blacks as well as whites. A massive social struggle against racial 
oppression in the iJorth as '-lell as a continued struggle in the South 
would have meant that the black movement ~lJould have to confront the 
larger class question and this would have inevitably led to a confron· 
tation \·,i th the fundamental basis of capitalist rule. Despite organ·· 
izing a number of massive school boycotts and other demonstrations 
the liberal leadership of the Civil Rights movement eventually collap-
sed in the face of intense government pressure. It turned to a 
strategy of complete dependence on the Der.locratic Party. The after-
math produced a \'lave of ghetto riots in which the poorest blacks 
gave vent to their frustrated aspirations. 

Black Social Advancement 

Black social advancement over the last decade has come primarily 
as a result of the willingness of the bourgeoisie to partially 
accede to the vigorous and aggressive pursuit of better opportunities 
on the on the part of blacks. Hishingrto prevent the militant aspir-' 
ations of blacks from causing future social disruption, the bourgeoi
sie has consciously sought in different ''lays and in different sectors 
of the economy to allow greater integration and social advancement 
for blacks. Gains for blacks have come not simply as a result of col
lective social struggle but especiallY in recent years as a result of 
aggressive individual initiative on the part of blacks seeking better 
jobs and housing. There has been considerable social motion among 
blacks \'1ho statistically change jobs and move at a considerably high--
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er rate than ",hi tes. Social advancement for a great number of blacks 
has meant heightened expectation on the part of many more. In part 
this \olaS set off by the Civil Rights movement and the gains made in 
its aftermath but in a more fundamental sense is an expression of 
the dominant feature of black social struggle since the abolishment 
of slavery. Except during periods of demoralization, most notably 
in the early t\venties and early thirties,. blacks have .CihlaYs pri
mariLy .. sQ\tght._na greafe:r=:s'1c.l§::1~~~-'2Ig :fQJ: tbemsellles in .. AmeiJ~g.p._:S.9~. 
ciety thereby expressing the fact of their fundamental i!l-_t:~g_J::'Cl"t:ion 
into the AmerIcai:f poli ti'cal economy. .-

The greater role of blacks in u.s. society has included the 
emergence for the first time of a noticeable blackp.~.tJ,y._J)_Qurgeoisie
which does not simply service the black corilriiiini ty"- i·lost importantly 
however it has meant the greater integration ;of blacks into the pro" 
letariat and especially its leading unionized and traditionally most 
militant sectors. This tendency is the result of a number of factors. 
Among them has been the ever-increasing concentration of blacks in 
and around the major cities ",here these sectors of industry are pri
marily located. Younger blacks prevented by their social background 
from easy access to college degrees and positions in the petty bour
geoisie have sought positions in the industrial proletariat vlhich 
has been their major opportunity for higher ",ages. In addition major 
industries have more readily sought to eliminate racial hiring prac
tices as a 'v-laY of increasing the extent Qj:' racial divisions in tra
di tionally militant sect.orsof the.---\'10U force. Tbese tendencies are 
lIkely to continue. The gains and aspirations of blacks in these 
areas ·ll~y~not yet had the opportunity to express itself in class 
struggle. Inevitably the next period of major Horking--class upsurge 
\·Til1:---revearthese socia.l changes in all their explosiveness. Black 
\-lOrkers can be expected to play an even~lgreater role in initiating 
and leading class struggles than vlQuld have been true in the past. 

aecessarily these trends have been contradictory and very in
complete and have given rise to very contradictory manifestations. 
Continuing racial discrimination in large sections of the work force 
has occurred at the same time as proposals for "affirmative action ll 

and preferential treatment Hhich have sought to insure that any 
gains for blacks will immediately be perceived to be at the expense 
of v/hi tes. The continued practice of red·~ lining neighborhoods in 
major cities and disputes over school busing have gone hand in hand 
uith the election of an increasing numrer of black mayors in largely 
black cities. One of the major motivations on the part of the bour
geoisie has been to exploit the hostile reaction of large sections of 
the white proletariat to the black struggle. The increasing integra
tion of blacks into the work force and the racial transformation of 
major cities has meant that the race question has affected an ever
increasing number of both black and ,,-,hi te 'v-lOrkers in directly personal 
\-lays. The "\Vhi te backlash II ,.,hich set in in the sixties in the con
text of a conservatized labor movement \<Thich did little or nothing to 
support the struggles of blacks has meant that a greater and more tho
rough integration of blacks into the vlOrk force has had the effect of 
making the race issue an even more pervasive source of social divi-· 
sion in the proletariat. 
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'::.'he Black nationalist Llovement 

It is in this light that an historic evaluation of the black 
nationalist movement must be made. rrhe black nationalist movement 
gre\v out of the failures and frustrated hopes of the Civil Rights 
movement. It \"laS a response not ~only to the co--optation of the moye
ment by the liberal\"ling of the Democratic Party I but a revolt 
against joint struggle of blacks and ,·,hites which it saw as synony
mous \-lith liberal influence. The passivify of the labor movement 
and the hostili t of \"11' \"lOike to'tvard dem - for 
eSluality Tea the greaf bulk of rad1cal1y--·mind~ett brac s to conclude 
that revolutionary struggle miis"f---be--coriducted-'apart from and even 
against BYe- \vh1te population. At its height it ",as repre-s-ented by 
thenest period of the Black Panther P.a~ty whi.ch undoul;>tedly includ
ed among its ranks many subjectiveiy revolutionary young blacks. The 
fundamentally utopian nature of the Panthers I social vie,', \"las indi
cated by the fact that neither theyn.9~,aDy other section of the 
black nationalist movement was able to concretely formulate a real 
program for black struggle. Iloreover it was unable to attract any 
sizeable follovling among black I':lOrkers who sa"l their positions as a 
part of capitalist society and to ,,,hom the nationalist program had 
little to offer. The Panther membership \'las primarily recruited 
among lumpen youth ,·]ho being less integrated into society \"]ere more 
open to nationalism. At the same time their isolation from any 
social group 'vi th real pm'Ter combined \"i th their ul tra--mili tant rhet
oric meant that the Panthers \'lere especially vulnerable to state re
pression. In the end the movement split ,,,i th one "'ing finding its 
way back to reformism and the Democratic Party "lhile the other 
sought urban guerrilla warfare and was eventually eliminated through 
a combination of isolation and repression. 

The black nationalist movement undoubtedly had ,·Tidespread sym'· 
pathy among many blacks and especially younger blacks. It even had 
a kind of vicarious authority as a result of its being a militant 
expression of black struggle. The fact that it found little actual 
base among black \"10rkers is not surprising. The black nationalist 
movement in its seeking of solutions to the problems of blacks out
side of American society was actually profoundly contradictory to 
the actual aspirations and social movement of blacks during the same 
period. Far from seeing an escape from a predominantly \'lhite society, 
the majority of blacks were actually looking to improve their own 
position within it. That the potential for militant black struggles 
continued to exist \"las der:lonstrated "'hen a ,,,ing of the nationalist 
movement turned its attention to organizing black workers. The ex
perience of the League of Revolutionary Black ~-]orkers in Detroit is 
extremely important for Nhat it revealed about the actual state of 
social relations in the recent period. Within a relatively short 
time the LRmJ, "lhose program embodied a confused combination of nat
ionalist and class elements, was able to achieve something of a mass 
follO't'1ing in Detroit. l'Jith no history or connection to the tradition
al cOIPlnunist movement it was unabl~ to formulate any effective progr
am for class struggle. In addition it \"las deformed by its national
ist impulses and this eventually led it to a form of dual unionism 
and finally to dissipate itself in meaningless community activity. 
Nevertheless the LRm'l had an important impact on the political cli
mate in Detroit. Its ability to transfer to itself much of the auth-
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ority of the black nationalist movement indicates the enormous impact 
a revolutionary party can have on black workers given sufficient his
tory and authority in the \Vorking-class movement. 

In the present period the nationalist movement as a radical 
left \'ling movement has all but disappeared. The present cuI tural/ 
nationalist II pan-African,H movement is more a cultural than a politi
cal movement. It has even less to offer in terms of social program 
than the revolutionary black nationalist movement. Its loosely 
organized and amorphous following barely if at all see it as a poli
tical movement. The cultural/nationalist movement is neither a pro
letarian nor a left response to present social conditions. Its soc-
ial composition is highly petty-bourgeois with some influence in the 
black lumpen-proletariat. It has made almost no impact on the black 
industrial proletariat. In general the cultural nationalist move-
ment represents a cultural cover for the petty-bourgeois aspirations 
of many young blacks as a result of the increased social \Veight and 
upward mobility of blacks in recent years. Its nationalist veneer 
is a defensive reflex to the continuing pervasive racism in American 
society. He can expect that in general thoughtful young blacks whose 
political impulses are in a left .. "ard direction \-,ill find little to 
attract them in this movement. ' "'I'I/u./ ~/I,t'& iJ I1tA.~ NI~i~" "~~c .. ~ I-~"" /'.1;" 

I ''-f .I. ML. ury/,.I ,I"S'./ eo r .... ,-"./~ - ~<." 4/ .. ,A: ;1f/;oJ"'~" i/ 
,~,,.. __ ,.v' T~ ..., ,." c 0"1.-' ., ~ v C "'f P" <.vC"'"" 

The Black Ilovement and the AmericcJ.n Proletariat "I./4r ... ~h,) ...... 

Had there existed socialist traditions or general political 
traditions in the l'.merican proletariat, had there been any signifi
cant force advocating class unity and labor support for black equal
i ty, the entire course of development of the black struggle 'I."ould 
have been different and the political relationship bet,,,een blacks 
and whites in the \'lorking class "'1Ould look significantly different 
than it does today. Despite being a very deep and thoroughgoing 
social movement the Civil Rights movement generated almost no 
directly labor-oriented struggle. The League of Revolutionary Black 
Horkers made its appearance only at the tail end of the movement and 
then in the all black section of Detroit and in virtually all black 
plants. This situation \-las conditioned by the \'lhole character of 
the labor movement at the time. The support of the labor bureaucracy 
for the Civil Rights movement "las only nominal. Little 'vas done, 
nor could it be expected, on the level of the rank and file to devel-
op class unity or to \Vin \vhi te \'lOrkers to the support of equal rights 
for blacks as being in the interests of the \'lhole class. A ,,,hole 
series of mainly craft unions worked in the opposite direction delib
erately maintaining racist jOb-trusting out of fear of losing their 
privileges. Of key importance in all of this \'las the racism and 
hostility to the black struggle on the part of rank and file \"hite 
''1Orkers. It meant that the black movement focused im'lard into 
largely co~nunity oriented struggles. The dominance of bourgeois 
democratic leadership and the final disintegration of the movement 
\'lithout its generating a sizeable class struggle 'I."ing \'las thereby 
assured. An interesting comparison can be made "lith the struggle of 
immigrant "'lOrkers at Renault in France. Nothing of this sort ever 
appeared during the Civil Rights movement. It was prevented by con-
ditions in the labor movement. iJeedless to say the response of white 
American workers ",ould have been different than the response of the 
French "'lOrkers 'I."ho ended up supporting the struggle of the immigrant 
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workers in the face of a company lockout. 

For two decades social struggle in the u.s. has meant largely 
the struggle of blacks against their racial oppression. Not only 
was the movement predominantly under bourgeois leadership but the 
bourgeoisie has had almost the complete say in hm., advances for 
blacks ",ere to be made. On the one hand this meant the lessening of 
racial barriers to black advancement in certain sections of the work 
force. On the other hand it meant the continual use of the race 
issue to further inflame racial antagonisms. This has produced 
continuing racial discriraination, red-lining of neighborhoods, pre
ferential hiring schemes, and the inevitable resort to racist propa
ganda to insure divisions in the proletariat. The absence of any 
social force advocating class unity has assured that gains for blacks 
have genuinely or been perceived to be at the expense of whites. 
The threat to the jobs and homes \'lhich many \vhi te \-lorkers have faced 
in recent years has been thb sort to which a class struggle response 
has been impossible. This has contributed to the breaking down of 
class-struggle traditions and brought many ",hite ,.,orkers more firmly 
under the influence of racist bourgeois ideology. Many have turned 
to conservative politicians and even outright racists like \7allacc 
in the hope of a solution. This political milieu has in turn affect
ed the young generation of '''hi te ,,,orkers although the attitudes are 
far less strongly held and can be much more easily broken dmvn in the 
course of united black and \'lhite class struggle. Deep and sharp 
racial antagonisms are more pervasive in the American proletariat at 
present than ever before. This fact and its generally conservatizing 
effect has played an important role in limiting the response of Ameri-· 
can uorkers to the sharpened social crisis in the present period and 
facilitated the hold of the trade union bureaucracy over the class. 

It \'las in the 1972 elections that the underlying transformation 
of race relations in the aftermath of the Civil Rights movement \-las 
clearly revealed. The labor/Democratic Party coalition "lhich had 
been a dominant part of l'..rnerican politics in the post NH II period "las 
decisively broken up. Hhile the social unrest over the Vietnam War 
played an important role in breaking up the electoral coalition, the 
single most important factor 'vas the race issue. The inevitability 
of nixon I s victory '-laS recognized early by the old guard in the Demo
cratic Party and they virtually surrendered the nomination to NcGovern 
Hho was supported by dissident elements in the party including many 
aspiring young black politicians. The labor bureaucracy, responding 
to pressures among racist ,.,hi te \-lorkers, also recognized the si tua·· 
tion and the l:.FL-CIO broke \',i th the Democrats and came to a position 
of near support for iTixon. The attempt by the UA~'7 and other unions 
to mobilize support for IlcGovern met \,li th little response among 
vlhi te '·lOrkers. Blacks largely voted for HcGovern or simply didn't 
vote. Hi th an· end to the Vietnam ~'7ar in sight at the time of the 
elections, \·1~.9Qrrectly analy.zed .. the ovenlhelrniI=lg.-1li.xo.n.._Y9_t..~alLbeing 
motivated primari1.¥ .. 1?y .. t.hg .... Y."n~.a~t:i,D.~:3S9~ .. ~·,hi tes, especially in the" 
inner cities, 'to ," the increasiI1,g"penetr.aticiii.',(if. bla:c1'cs.":an:<:1·.·:9Jlier .. minor
i ti e s .i.l1 to .t:lleu:c?J;:'Jt· fo.te·e.·and .i.ntQ .. p.r.ey..i.Q.lJ.sJ.y" .. Q,~LNb.it..e ... D~j,gh!?9.:r::hood s . 

The political situation in 1972 \'laS clearly prepared by all that 
had preceded it. The first symptoms of the change \-'ere to be found 
in the celebrated "ldhite backlash" that had begun in the middle six-' 
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ties as a response to the Civil Hights movement and the ghetto 
riots. It was aggravated by the attempts of sections of the bour-· 
geoisie and the liberal politicians to promote the cause of blacks 
\'lhile others consciously sought to ''''hip up racist hysteria. All the 
while black neighborhoods in the inner cities continued to gro\"l 
while clacks made certain advances into the ''lork force. 'l'he first in
dication that a fundamental transformation of American politics vias 
taking place was given by the large \'lallace vote in '68 'vhich includ" 
ed a heavy turnout on the part of the more racist sections of the 
whi te working class. It \vas further and more dramatically demonstra' 
ted by the success of Wallace in the '72 primaries especially in his 
victory in llichigan which 'included strong support, from traditionally 
Democratic sections of the \'lOrking class. All this finally culmina
ted in the Nixon landslide. 

That the basic features of this situation remain intact can be 
seen from the present maneuvers of the labor bureaucracy \d th the 
Democratic Party. The widespreaddiscreditment of the government as 
a result of the \'latergate scandal and \vith it the Republican Party 
will produce a probably landslide for the Democrats in the '74 elec
tions. At the same time the labor bureaucracy is t~ying to re-estab
I ish the labor/Democratic coalition on a political basis \vhich goes 
beyond the immediate effects of Hatergate. In attempting to forge 
an alliance 'vi £I1'fhecons'ervative bourgeois democrat and cold \'Tar 
liber~:J...;racl,s9n, LIeany is revealing not only his min reactionary 
appet~,~,e~, bU~_,j::l1egen~eraJ=)?§lIt:i.£ar"corise·r~a~j.3.C1~;i.on ~t_.J.~rge s..,~,~~,ions 
of Slip l'lQillng Gl.ass ,·,ho ln the-Iast electl0n vOted for Nlxon. The 
maneuver \-li th Hallace is significant for 'vhat it reveals on the race 
ql.:!estion • 

On the one hand by offering the possibility of a Jackson/~'Jallace 
ticket iieany is seeking to assure the !:;upport of conservative white 
sections of the vlOrking class who voted for nixon largely on the race 
question and Hho might again vote for the P.epublicans once the immed" 
iate effects of l1atergate have 'vorn ofr.·', '(The longer range effects 
will inevitably make themselves felt in the next period of major 
working class upsurge. The previous general discreditment of the 
government ~/lill accelerate the draHing of political conclusions by 
the \vorkers.) On the other hand Nallace has ostensibly fI softened;' 
his stance on the race question and even succeeded in getting endorse
ments of certain black politicians in the hope that the traditionally 
Democratic black vote might not be alienated by a Jackson/l'1allace 
ticket. The manuever is in the worst traditions of bourgeois politi
cs. Even if it is successful in producing a Democratic victory in 
'76, it \vill not re'-establish the labor/Democratic bloc on the old 
basis. Depending on the particulars of the political climate in '76 
it may not even be successful. Certain Democrats have already voiced 
the fear that an incumbent Ford might win the '76 election. 

The ~~~~'e aftermath 
",as not the uct of simple bour--

esu the cO"optation of a 
ern~~r+;.s,"'ith the help of the labor 

bureaucrats and the Stalinis It was ~titute for independent 
class political action. voting as a bloc for"~ Democrats, 
American workers for e first time perceived to a d'~.t,.~in extent 

/'" 
",r"''''" 
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their interests cellectively as a class altheugh the re~ult ef that 
perceptien was a vete fer their class enemy. In the years ef cen-
ervatizatien and relative class peace fellm.,ing the ,,,ar it is reas

en le to. expect that such expectatiens and perceptiens en the part 
ef t e werkers '-lOuld erede. The eld tradi tiens if they are net re
inferc lese seme ef their held especially en yeunger generatiens. 
\-Jhile so. e ef this has undeubtedly been present, a mere ;fundamental 
disruptieil""ef the black vete fer the Demecrats has eccurred. He 
cerrectly pb~nted to. the race questien as the mest impertant rea sen 
fer this disrh~tien in analyzing the electien results in 1972. This 
change, accumul~ed ever a peried ef time and finally censelidated, 
is fundamental an~far-'-reaching in i ts impli~atiens. In the centext 
of a censervative i'a.'hQr mevement, the militant struggles ef the Civil 
Rights movement, the cihe.:t:te riets, the ¢leeper penetratien ef blacks 
and ether mineri ties into·'·-j.pbs and ne,ighberheeds previeusly deminated 
by whites, and this cenIDined~~ith ~ racial demegeguery of bourgeeis " / prepaganda, have breken down th'e'4?artial understanding the werkers 
had ef their O\vn interests as ;r/cla~s. This is especially true in 
the leading, unienized secte,Zs ''\7here'·'tl1e Demecratic vete w-as tradi
tienally strengest. The pefceptien ef'Class interests has been to. 
a large extent supplant.~ by an understand'illg ef interests divided 
aleng racial lines. is explains ~,,'hy i·leanY·,{c Co.. can never recreate 
the eld laber/Demec atic cealitien. It 'vas thepreduct ef misled 
class struggle. 'eany's present attempts to. recreate it is simply 
beurgeeis peli cal maneuvering expleiting reactiena~y prejudices. 
I-my success' getting laber to. vete heavily Denecrat'i-f;: en neany' s 
terms will e an episedic alignment. Only a revival ef'4 ",idespread 
mili tan-t;. class struggle mevement \'lhich directly cenfrontsthe race 
questien will regenerate and qualitatively deepen a sense ef class 
interests en the part ef American werkers. 

UJI..H--Detrei t Area 

In no. sectien ef the werking class is the present situatien mere 
clearly revealed than in the UAY1 and especiallY in the Detrei t area. 
In many ~lays it epi temizes the present racial si tuatien in the prele-
tariat. The gradual racial transfermatien ef the city and auto. in-
dustry in the area have created ene ef the mest inflamed racial situ
atiens in the ceuntry. Recent histeric events have sharply affected 
the pelitical climate in the city. Detreit had ene ef the ceuntry's 
werst race riets in 1967. The pepulatien shift in the city has been 
censiderable in recent years. In 1970 Detreit ,,,as 44% black. Teday 
it is 51%. It \"as in Detrei t that the black natienalist mevement 
sa", its enly werking--class expressien '<lith the develepment ef the 
League ef Revelutienary Black Herkers. '1'he LRBI-l had an enermeus 

• impact en the city and attracted a censiderable fellewing ameng black 
\'\7erkers \-lhe thereby demenstrated their epennesstoexplicit:ly" 
revelutienar_:'LJ:.q§;as_L Thi:s in turn had a reactien amoI1g, .wh~ t..e .. \-lOrkers 
in-e.J1EL:...Q):;ffIYing areas ef t1ieci.tyancLint.lle$\.U)4~l;>s •. It was in 
lJetrei t that the scheel busing issue had the biggest impact and ,·,here 
nallace received a high percentage ef the vete ameng white '<lerkers 
enabling him to. win the I1ichigan primary in 1972. The UAH abselutely 
failed to. mebilize white suppert fer HcGevern later that year. 

In this light the events ef last sununer at Hack Avenue are net 
hard to. understand. The black wildcats in the inner city plant were 
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met with a massive goon squad mobilized by the union bureaucracy 
among the lower level of the union bureaucrats and their close sup
porters from the plant.§_. in the out..~~.~.~.9 .. _.~.;§.9.!?_._Qtt:.11E;!.G:i"tYA .... .--That 
the UAvl coulci.haye .. -pulled q.t~ .. _.ttJ,.:j,.s unp~~_cedentedstr.ikebr~~kin~I.must 
have meant that the goon squad found a base of at least tacit sUE120rt 
for Its---actIons amQrij·· ~IIie···fa:crs~~;rIYn:e·\"o:t;Ker'i!f-Trf·th~::plliri_~~.·.1rom ...... . . _......... ....... g. ....... -...... _. ...... .......... . . ... . -. __ ... " ......... _._-_._ ...... , .... , 
which it was mobilized lmy other interpretation is unthinkable. The 
union bureaucracy···:tncluding its lower ranks does not operate in a 
vacuum. That they felt confident that there "lould not have been an 
explosion in the UAH in Detroit over their strikebreaking tactics 
and the fact that··they..=~ieIe::.: .. a:oli£'t:6--rriol)Ili:ze SUchq_ .. large goon squad 
was a'_.Qfr~ct-r~_~jiIt:of the fact ~.,§Q many white tvork~:r:!5 ~.<:1c::.~ply 
affected by the race qi"i"e'sti6nrn- recent years , either s~p.P.QI:t.ed or 
were \:r1-rHng--to.::.a~.1.:9Yr=~he'crlI§liTii(Tofw1f§1:.Jhey saw .. ,..a5 .. 1.L.black. strug
~.le. 'l'he fact that thEi"UAH bl:ire-iiucracy· '-las then able to negotiate 
the \-lorst contract in its history Hith the only opposition coming 
from the largely white and historically dissident skilled trades 
was directly aided by the sharp racial situation and the unwilling
ness of conservatized ",hite v70rkers to fight the sellout. As an 
extreme example of what vias at ,,,ork, consider the case of the white 
\'70rker who has been faced "'ith the threat of the loss of thousands 
of dollars in property values as the result of the threat of changing 
neighborhoods. It is not hard to see hO\,1 he ,""ould be um1il1ing to 
launch a st,r'llggle against a settlement ",hich. vTill cost l1im. several 
hundreds of dollars in spendable···:h1come a ycar'~ For their part, 
understanding the racial hostility of '''hi te auto \'70rkers and thereby 
sensing the lack of large scale sentiment of immediate opposition to 
the contract, black Horkers largely succumbed to demoralization dur:
ing contract ratification. The strikebreaking of the un~on leader
ship would have been unthinkable in an earlier period. Even in the 
period of deep political reaction of the fifties, they could not 
have undertaken such an action ,,,i th impunity. The existence of racial 
antagonisms as a prop of the union bureaucracy and of the bourgeois 
order have been demonstrated in Detroit in their clearest form. But 
Detroit is merely ",here these conditions exist in their sharpest form 
and have broken through the surface. The same general tendencies 
are present throughout the American proletariat. 

Comparison to the 1930's 

A comparison with the situation in the thirties illustrates 
present conditions more clearly. Uhole areas of the ,,,ork force had 
been penetrated very marginally if at all by blacks. In general the-' 
refore except for specific exceptions largely in the South, blacks 
played a relatively peripheral role in the industrial proletariat. 
The race question \-1hile being important was Buch less the center of 
concern among white workers. The desperate conditions of recently 
migrated blacks and their P:r~<:>:r lack of contact VIi th the labor move
ment meant that-hl.ackshad a history of being used as scabs through
out the t,,,ent.;hes. and before. Nevertheless the double oppression of 
black \"or~~ ... ,me.an'-tihat· they coulcI"play an especially important r(.)le 
as mil j tan-ts in th~E_!:!_~ struggle. . The CIO in undertaking a special 
approach to black ,-{orkers succeeded in mObilizing tneir support for 
the union movement,and insured that this in fact happened. There 
existed the important dariger-~'-·-hbH·e"Ve-r~· that as a result of the racist 
attitudes of ",hite workers, the bistory of blacks as scabs, the racist 
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practices of the existing craft unions, and the predominantly white 
labor movement that blacks ''lOuld be turned against the union movement 
seeing it as something that had little to offer them. (This is not 
to say that they could have been turned into an expli~itly right
wing force.) This point was an important source of anti-union pro
paganda used by the bourgeoisie and large segments of the black 
petty bourgeoisie. There was a widespr~ad attempt to mobilize blacks 
on a racial basis against the union movement. Companies would offer 
special ''leI fare plans for blacks attempting to show that they and 
not the unions were the real promoters of the interests of blacks. 
There \'Ias a vlholesale movement among black ministers responding to 
the pressure of the bourgeoisie to influence blacks against the 
union movement. These attempts failed largely as a result of the 
careful special attention '-Thich the CIa gave to the black questio • 
As a result. of its ~uccess in winning blacks, the leading liberal 
blCil,ck organizations.l_ the NAACP and the Urban League, ended up giving 
nominal su t to-the un{on mOv"ement. Like the other -e;-vents'-'oIthe 
thl.rties all qf this did no a .-- ~automatically. It ,..,as the aggre 
ssive vlOrk of communist militants, largely the Communist Party which .MAl 
had strong influence in the union movement, around the race question I'll 
vlhich 'vas most directly responsible for prompting the special atten-
tion ''1hich the CIa gave the black question. A.s in other areas the 
influence of a prorninant social force with a class struggle program 
played a decisive role in seeing that the race question as it re-
lated to the union movement was resolved in the interests of that 
movement rather than against it. 

It is vIi thout question that racial prejudices vlere strong among 
'<1hite workers in the thirties. The relatively lesser role played by 
blacks in the vlOrk force made crude racial stereotypes even easier 
to accept than today. Uhile by no means eliminating them, the \'Tork 
of the union movement in mObilizing both blacks and whites in common 
struggle was able to achieve a certain moderating of racial prejudi
ces and at times there existed significantly more social intercourse 
bebleen bl.acks and whites than at present. The race question "Jas no-' 
\'lhere near as pervas i ve in the th irties as it is today. The ''1ork
force "laS much more racially homogeneous and the ability of racial 
divisions to cripple major class struggles was thereby less. 

Today conditions differ considerably. In the major class strug
gles of the future there ''1ill be no basis to claim that the vlOrking
class movement has little to offer blacks. As a result of the his
toric circumstances through which they have passed and their qualita
tively deeper penetration into unionized sectors of the proletariat, 
black ''1orkers ,,,,ill playa major role in initiating them. For their 
numbers blacks "Till play a disproportionate role in future working
class struggle and supply a disproportionate number of the leading 
militants including members of our own party. If the bourgeoisie 
succeeds in inflaming racial prejudices in the course of working-class 
struggle this will not merely have the effect of impeding the strugg
le as a whole while turning blacks against the movement, it "Till 
more fundamentally paralyze the American proletariat's ability to 
struggle. There even exists the danger that outbreaks of struggle in 
mili tant largely black sections of the proletariat \,lill be crushed in 
a wave of racial backlash ''1i th the participation of v/hi te "Torkers. 
In the thirties, while the CIa paid special attention to the needs of 
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blacks and succeeded in overcoming many of the \vorst racist practices 
of the old AFL, the union movement did not as a uhole confront direct
ly the question of racial oppression in society. It remained simply 
a movement for industrial unions. The question ':Tas postponed. Today 
it is directly on the agenda. The next massive proletarian movement 
will have to confront directly and early on the question of the equal 
treatment of all \-lorkers regardless of race. As a question confront
ing the l~erican proletariat the race problem occupies center stage. 
A proletarian movement \'lhich does not inscribe clearly on its banner 
the slogan that all ltlOrkers have equal rights ,·lill not go very far. 

Black ~']orkers and Future Class Battles 

As a result of the sharpened social crisis and the distance 
and seeming irrelevance of the anti-communist period of the fifties, 
the present period has seen the increasing openness of young workers 
to rac1ica~_ ideas. L,levertheless this has not been a simple linear 
development. At the present time one of the obstacles to militant 
struggle is the fact that whole layers of young workers have not 
learned from the preceding generation even the basic principles of 
trade union struggle. Racial polarization affects this even further. 
Young workers tend to adopt first the ideas of the older generation 
to \vhich they have the closest contact. The racist and more politi
cally conservative nilieu among white Horkers affects the younger 
generation. i':..t present ltle can expect that young blacks \vill in gen
eral be more open to revolutionary politics than their \'lhi te counter
parts. The general lack of understanding of principles of class 
struggle is a problem with both blacks and whites. The ossified 
and incredibly conservatized labor bureaucracy cannot teach the 
lessons of the past to the new generation. It provides little to 
attract them. It is not uncommon for young "lorkers to see the union 
as something completely separate from themselves. Contract negotia
tion and ratification are merely the result of company and union col··· 
laboration designed to g-ive them \-lhat they must be forced to accept. 
The older generation while remembering some of the traditions of 
the past is itself poorly equipped to teach them to the young. 110re
over there has been the complete absence for over two decades 6f a 
militant class-struggle pole of any sort in the union movement. 
Even a mass reformist party of the working class would be capable of 
transmitting to a ne", generation some of the lessons of the past even 
if in a deformed "·lay. In short there is little to inspire or attract 
young \'lorkers to the union movement and many of the best potential 
militants participate only marginally or not at all in union affairs. 
Hhole layers of the young generation of workers are therefore t<lith
out the ability to formulate even in a simple and confused ''':lay 
essential elements of a class struggle program on which to challenge 
the bureaucrats or lead militant actions. The existence of powerful
ly organized industrial unions is the firm foundation upon ''''hich 
the future militant explosions of the leading sections of the prole
tariat \'Till be based. Hevertheless the ne," generation of militants 
ltlhich \-lill be the leading force in future class struggles must learn 
and assimilate the gains of the past in order to go beyond them. 
Only increased class struggle \-,ill revive the old traditions and 
generate pressures to go beyond previous gains. 

The response of the \-lOrking class in the past year to the height
ened social crisis has been contradictory in the extreme. Social 
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crisis does not ahlays generate immediate opposition, but often 
confusion, demoralization, and passivity. Some of this has been at 
'~ork. The situation has manifested all the contradictory elements 
present in the American ''lorking class and its historic problems. 
On the one hand there are militant fighting traditions on a purely 
economist level. On the other there is the lack of political tradi
tions, the absence of reds in the class, and the problem of racial 
divisions. In San Francisco, traditionally the most militant and 
class-conscious section of the American \,lorking class and \'There 
race antagonism is considerably less than in the industrial cities 
of the mid-west and east, the bureaucracy nearly lost its hold during 
the threatened ci ty-,vide general strike. In Uest Virginia, the min
ers, largely 'V/hi te and with the memory of their victory over the 
pay board in '71 fresh in their minds, responded in a militant altho
ugh programmatically very narrm'l "lay to the atterapts to iI'Jpose gas 
rationing during the oil crisis. On the other hand there has been 
the ability of the labor bureaucracy to maintain control over most 
of the vlorking class and enforce its sellouts in the context of 
heavy inflation, decline in living standards, and the general dis
creditment of the American Governnent. (This has been somewhat modi
fied in recent months. The end of the period of economic readjust
ment follm'ling the oil shortage, the decision not to reimpose 'I,'Tage 
and price controls, and the strengthening of the dollar as a result 
of the relatively lesser impact of higher oil prices on the u.S. 
economy have reduced the pressure on the labor bureaucracy. There 
has also been the shaking off of some initial confusion on the part 
of the workers and the general realization that a high rate of infla
tion is here to stay. As a result \'le have seen a large number of 
relatively mild strikes 'Vlhich have demanded higher 'Vlage settlements 
than in the past although still below the level of inflation. These 
have largely been narrowly economic struggles in the manner tradition
al vii th the American working class.) 

Rather than fracturing, the union bureaucracy has even demon-' 
strated a certain tendency to consolidate as seen by the motion of 
l'loodcock toward the AFL-CIO, Ileany I s betrayal of the farrm'lOrkers in 
order to join hands with Fitzsimmons, and the rumored merger of the 
HilU and the SIU. The present period has not seen even one signifi
cant split in the labor bureaucracy even on a local or regional 
level. This is hardly surprising as it took three massive strikes 
led by reds in the thirties before the bureaucracy split Hith one 
wing feeling compelled to lead a movement for industrial unions in 
order to ward off the possibility of more revolutionary developments. 
At the moment there is no visible alternative to the trade union 
leadership. Our present forces are still too small and too freshly 
implanted to pose this at anything more than a local level. The 
increase in our forces, acquired experience and authority on their 
part, and the possibility that ''1e may be thrust into the leadership 
of important local strikes means that vie may emerge in the relatively 
near future as a significant and visible alternative to the present 
leadership and thus play something of the role of the communist mili
tants in the thirties. In general our opponents on the left are too 
openly capitulatory to be expected to take an independent stance over 
a period of time. In any case the development of the class struggle 
in the U.S. is likely to be both painful and deeply contradictory. 
Sharp and militant struggles \'lill mix ''lith expressions of deep conser'-
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vatization. In the latter case the effects of recent racial shifts 
and exploitation of racial antagonisms on the part of the union 
bureaucracy and the bourgeoisie will playa major role. A likely 
outcome \-lill be explosions '''hich overrun the trade union bureaucracy 
and in the wake of their defeat the beginning of searching and prob
ing for alternatives on a large scale. 

In the coming class battles black \'lorkers ,,,ill play a large and 
leading role completely disproportionate to their numbers in the 
proletariat and in society as a whole. Not only does the fact of 
their racial oppression make them generally less susceptible to the 
propaganda of bourgeois democracy, but the specific course of the 
black struggles in recent decades has prepared them for this role. 
The social-patriotic propaganda during the vmII period had far less 
impact on blacks than ,·,hi tes. At the time of the Vietnam I'Jar most 
blacks rather readily came to a position of opposition to it. The 
anti-communist period of the fifties hardly penetrated the black 
population then in the early stages of the Civil Rights movement. As 
a result today black workers, with the exception of union bureaucrats, 
have little outright hostility to revolutionary politics. Ilost im
portant however in preparing blacks for a leading role in future 
class struggles is the deeper penetration of blacks into all areas of 
l~erican society and especially into key sectors of the proletariat. 
This has a profoundly contradictory effect. If on the one hand it 
makes the race question that much more pervasive as a source of divi
sion, it at the same time lays the basis for more firmly confronting 
and overcoming that division in the next period of major class 
struggle. 

The next period of social struggle on the par·t of blacks must 
begin at the point ",here the Civil Rights movement left off and 
further take into account all the changes made since then. The lar
ger number of blacks in the proletariat means not only greater social 
"leight for black "lOrkers, and there is the general social perception 
of this, but the understanding on the part of blacks that their pre
vious gains Here \-lon through struggle as in fact they ",ere. This is 
an invaluable historic lesson. In addition the continued high degree 
of social motion among blacks if only on an individual basis is an 
indication of a continued high level of social expectation "lhich must 
eventually make itself felt through class struggle. Young blacks 
Hill seek to express their social discontent through their newly 
acquired positions. The next period of black struggle will corre
spond to a period of major class struggle in '''hich black "lorkers 
'''ill play their leading role. By being r.:1ore easily won to a program 
of struggle for the \'lhole class, blacks will provide a major level 
for activating the class around a program \'lhich t-lill include as an 
indj.,spensable part the ending of all racial oppression. I1oreover, 
any ,,,orking-class movement ,·Ii th a heavy black participation and lead-
ership 'viII have a powerfully attracting effect on the masses of 
poorer black ,yorkers in non-'unionized jobs and among those living in 
poverty. They too have been influenced by the recent course of the 
black movement even if their only direct experience has been through 
frustrated aspirations. There remains a strong drive for up,yard mo
bility and a greater role in society. This insures that a strong 
proletarian movement with heavily black leadership "lill "lin easily 
the support of the great masses of blacks. Heedless to say the lead-
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ing role of blacks \-lill reflect itself in the composition of our 
party and as \-le grow \ve can expect to make major advances in black 
recruitment especially. intlie"-proIeta.riat. A large revolutionary 
propaganda group ri1:lInbering several thousand members can expect to 
~fLrt:-.=!;;~~:~K __ ~_~~J?'~~-i tion up_to a~~" .. ~_~§_~_!J~g~"t:_~~ __ !:h.~!1: .. ~~ ~ f 

,,---.......... ,_~_v._ ... ··.--·' 

'l'he racial transformation of American society in the past fe,'] 
decades marks a fundamental historic episode. The changes cannot 
easily be reversed either in terms of the social positions occupied 
by blacks or in the consciousness of the black masses. Periods of 
poli tical reaction and economic dmmturn 'vill take their toll dis
proportionately among blacks. This will at best produce a quantita
tive change. The reversal of these conditions will lead once again 
to an increase in the expectations of blacks and their struggle to 
regain their lost positions. ~'Jhile under specific conditions epi
sodic revivals of movements for black civil rights and even nation
alist movements are not impossible they will be far more transitory 
than the Civil Rights r.:lovement or the Garvey movenent of the twen
ties. Even in the sixties the black nationalist movement took 
little hold. Today the Black Iluslims, with a real membership of 
probably about 100,000 and 'vi th a genuine nationalist program, have 
little influence in Shaping black opinion. The entire thrust of the 
social movement and goals of the great masses of blacks is in the 
opposite direction. The NAACP, CORE, and other Civil :Rights organ
izations had far more influence 'vhen they Here of a size comparable 
to the i-luslims. A revolutionary party vIi til 100,000 blacks "lill be 
a major social force. The degree of integration into American soc
iety at present assures that blacks will continue even ,·,hen faced 
\'lith adverse circumstances to pursue social equality 'vith \vhites. 
Only a major crushing defeat of the proletariat on the scale of the 
1934 defeat in Germany will be capable of removing blacks from their 
central role in the proletariat. In so doing such a defeat must 
necessarily sn.ash the union r.:lovement and v70uld mean the postponing 
of the revolution for a whole period. " 1905 defeat "Till not succeed 
in doing this. Hili tant labor struggle ,·Ti th heavy black leadership 
''lill inevitably bring hysterical racist propaganda in an attempt 
to defeat it. (At present in the Day Area the attempt to inflame 
racial antagonisms, the Zebra stop and search, and the recent arrest 
of 14 Black Panthers are only a small taste of what is in store.) 
Such a defeat of a '-lorking-class movement ,,,ill bring 'vi th ita great
er 'veight of repression on black militants, even their indiscrimin
ate murder at times and possibly pogroms on the part of rightists 
and police. lIevertheless short of the bourgeoisie being faced \vi th 
the necessity and the ability to completely crush the labor movement 
most blacks will retain their positions in the economy. Indeed the 
bourgeoisie \-lill have an interest in maintaining the smooth function
ing of the capitalist economy and avoiding the massive social and 
economic disruption that the \'lholesale elimination of blacks from 
the industrial proletariat \vould cause. 

The small number of black SL cadre in the present period has 
affected our \-lork in several \oTays. In all of our Hork, on campus 
and especially in the unions, it has meant the relatively reduced 
ability to effectively intersect blacks. Consequently our work and 
our program have not received a completely fair test, one \vhich is 
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a true indication of the present. social situation in the U. S. \'le 
have been effectively cut off, for example, in our ability to in
tervene in the milieu which created a mass following for the League 
of Revolutionary Black_J'lQrkers in Detroit. ~'le must introduce an 
impo:r:t?-nt corrective in trying to gauge the response of the labor 
mQY?Inentto.oursupporteri:;in .. trade unions. It is significant none-· 
the less that so many of the initial contacts of our trade union sup·' 
porters have been black. As the number of our black comrades in
creases we will be more able to correctly judge the response of the 
proletariat to our program and insure a steady stream of black re
cruits. The lack of black cadre has affected us in another related 
and equally important way. ~le lack intimate contact with the most 
socially active section of the population in recent years. ~ve have 
therefore only an indirect and somewhat abstract understanding of 
the social vie\lTs of the great masses of blacks and the impact of 
recent historic events on them. A greater number of black cadre 
will deepen 'and enrich our understanding of the social conditions in 
the vitally important section of the proletariat. As far as future 
black leadership in our party I this \vill of course, \vi th our present 
small number of blacks, present a problem. There \; .. lill be a correc
tive hONever. Our first significant layer of black recruits can be 
expected to include exceptionally good human naterial \'lho \vill pro
gress rapidly. 

Transitional Organizations 

I \'lOuld like to re-examine in light of the above analysis th~ 
question of a black transitional organization linked to the party. \ 
To pose the question more concretely, this organization is generally \ 
considered to mean a black section of our party, an organizational \ 
form analogous to the youth section which Ne already have and the \ 
\vomen I s section "Thich we project. The black section "lOuld have a i o:;r",~ 
well defined organizational and political relationship to the party. IdA~ 
It would be part of the common movement and subj ect to its common \ J(,,,/~.., 
discipline. At the same time party members operating in such an \ 
organization 'vould not be required to maintain party discipline \ 
and the issues under discussion in the party \vould be the property \ 
of the common movement including the black section. Such a rela- \ 
tionship is absolutely required in order that a section of the party \ 
may serve its function of assisting the development of members of a : 
particular group to the consciousness and commitment demanded of 1\ 

party membership. There \-Tould be an exchange of representatives be- ! 
tween the leading bodies of the section and the party thereby giv- i 

ing an important democratic voice to members of the oppressed section \ 

~;o~~;.!!!:~i~.~.~~~~.!~iI~~~~;~,~~.:g_~f~~i~¥ri~-iXpi~~~;~~~f _u:;~~~~~ly ?he~ 
Any organizational form set up by the party is a response to a 

particular political need and is an attempt to concretely facilitate 
the work of the party in dealing , .. lith a specific problem. This is 
true of united front committees to struggle around immediate issues 
c~~fronting the workers, trade union caucuses to struggle for power 
around a revolutionary program in the unions, and the RCY whose 
primary purpose is the development of young communists and the 
training of ,.i~-· ~-i-ons--ofrevolutiQn~J:Y .. lea9€!rs ..... A .. section 
of the party, having a definite political and organizational relation-
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ship to the party, is necessary in certain cases to deal with the 
particular needs of a certain section of the population. This is 
true in the case of both the \'lOmen I s and youth section although the 
political problems involved are considerably different in both cases. 
In having a well defined_relationship to the party the section there
fore is particularly suited to deal \,lit.J1 a certain range of poli ti
cal problems. t'le do not propose the same relationship for our trade 
union caucuses as ,,.,e do for the RCY. Party members maintain discip
line in the trade union caucus and members of the caucus \'1ho are not 
members of the party do not have full access to the internal life of 
the party. These caucus members participate in the struggle of 
the caucus for pO\ver in the union but differ from party members in 
their full uI),ge.rs tanding_.~~d c~!TI!!!i t:It1.<'~!!._1::: __ tQ_:the_I::larxis t pl:''?9:J::'am._ The 
party is abletomaint~il1: __ itj31ea9:i:I1.9 __ I::o:L~ py vi:t;ttlEL:qf the fact that 
the-'!!}Qet_ deve1.9ped mil~J.ants in the caucus _g.p~_J::'_ate as a fraction \vi th~ 
~.E th_~ __ ~_~1t~ The polf£ical developirie-ntof caucus members-Ts--ari=' 
swered by Eroposing-party membership to-fhem·r-at.h·erthan by -opening 
up-the. I:rfe-o-rth~ '-partyd-t6-~---The'-caucustherefore differs 
considerably from a section of the party. 

The general relationship of the section to the party is contain
ed in the formulation Q1_.~.aniz.§,tiQng.l_ independence b~~_-'pQ_:L.i,j:.Jcal 
su~q~_<:.linat:.i.on. Essential to this is the creation of an independent 
organizational life for the party's section. By this V1e hope to 
create a situation in \vhich the comrades involved in the work of the 
section, by having their O\vn leadership, press, and by democratically 
making decisions relating to their work will develop their capacity 
as revolutionaries and be prepared for a full future role in the 
party. They must:.j;here.fore ___ h9.,y.e .. f.ul.l __ 99_£§S~_.t:0 t1"!§! ___ ~_1!t:ernal li.fe of 
the COffi!I\Q.r.l movement. I1oreover because such a section develops its 
own-rnternal poli tigal J,j"~~_._and.dec_i_si.o.n:::IDaking. it must be tightly 
polJt;i.ca] 1 Y.subor.dinate.d . .t.Q_.:t::.h~ __ E9-.x:.t:.Y and in certain situations be 
guided by the par~~_J.~3!9~rsl}~E. In creating the RCY ,,.,e '<lorked out 
the essentiaT-po!it.~_c~l and orgaIirzational forms through \'1hich this 
rela tionship.. . .i.s.... m~;:::.~:--l1ar.eQyg~_ a sec'C'ioll15y-viYeUe--nf its 
some\'lhat different social composition, -l.Es-Tn-ter·vention into gertain 
ar_enas. afwru:;:k, and the difference' ih the character and tone of its 
propaganda can have animportant-Tmpa·ctOn th-ose-',i"hom1ght: other\-lise 
h~'ye··-·a--moreH~.Ci:lfficul£:~-ti~~.Ti.l maxiiuj-= theIr "lay. to_the -program of the 
par.:.9' as a resul t_ Qfsacial barriers created..by- oppression-H-in .capi.,.. 
t~-HSOCi_~_~.Y.. In undertaking tho is w. ork. __ .it_i.S_ClearWhY thQ-.~graQ 
of U~r-~:{ .. ~~ct~Qn m\l,$.t be tl1e f\l,J,l prog:r;.~!t1_of th~§..rli~ The work 
of a sectiOl1-~_nQt __ :t::<?mobilize. a pa_rticular.gr_o~ ___ aroul:tLC! PC?.!"tion 
of the party's program- but to achieva ... tbe f.1J1..:t_ill.<2!?JJJzation and 
as~n;ilat~_9.:r!_. of ?Hc~~..t_C!.:i.I1.9;:.QY12..j.nto the_.movement 1~_9 __ ..Qy-=.tli_~_npvanguard 
p~ for t.1:!!.s .:i~:t:: __ ~e.q~,!!,e~_tba full party program. -

Youth Section 

In the case of a youth organization the specific "70rking out of 
all of this is readily evident. Youth lack political experience and 
development. They are somewhat socially removed from the adult party 
members. In internal party life they can be easily dominated by old
er and more experienced comrades. Iloreover the fact that they have 
these difficulties means there is an important question of theyouth~s 
democratic voice in the common movement. Despite the fact that the 
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only ongoing youth arenas in American society are the campuses and 
these are predominantly non-proletarian, we generally maintain our 
young comrades' membership in the youth organization until their par
ty tasks necessitate their removal. This is done in the interest of 
their political development. It is without question that the RCY 
has made an enormous contribution to our movement. It has drawn our 
young comrades into full political participation in our movement 
far more easily and rapidly than if the party had simply ''lorked the 
campuses in its O'Vln name. The RCY genuinely makes its m'ln decisions, 
elects its m'm leadership nationally and locally and produces its 
own press with only occasional guidance from the party. 

Despite all this the maintenance of a youth group is not a prin
cipled question. Under conditions of illegality we ,,,ould have to 
liquidate our youth group. This would mean that many youth members 
would simply be sympathizers of the party. This would be an unfor
tunate necessity imposed upon us by a situation beyond our control. 
The entire experience of the communist movement including our m'ln 
experience has shm-m houever that 'Vlhen it is possible the creation of 
a youth section of the Leninist party can be an invaluable aid in 
developing young comrades and in intervening into youth arenas. It 
is not a question of mobilizing and assimilating the mass of student 
youth into our party. This predominantly petty-bourgeois strata ''''ill 
inevitably split under the impact of the class struggle. In what 
proportions of course depends on the concrete relationship of forces 
at a particular moment. Rather it is a question of fully integrating 
those youth, both on campus and in society at large, \,lho can be 'V10n 
to our program into the work of our movement . 

Homen's Section 

The women's section of our party is scheduled to play an enor
mous role in party \'lork among 'Vlomen as a result of the importance of 
the \-lOmen's question to the class struggle. Because we are still a 
small propaganda group and have not seen widespread class struggle, 
our experience has not brought us directly into contact 'VTi th the 
important role a ,,,omen's section ,·Till play in mobilizing the masses 
of proletarian ,,,omen. Nevertheless we have important experience on 
the question of a '-lOmen' s section. The"~~il.ct- of a] 1 J:lOmen' S special 
o~ression in capitalist society has meant historically that ''lomen' s 
movements neea not dQVQlop in the course of class struggle. Since 
classques tions have a vi tal role in the condi tioris '--6x'-ryre-o-t pro
letarian women, such movements have not as a rule deeply involved 
working-class women. They have been predominantly petty-bourgeois 
and have hardened around a bourgeois program. The \-lOmen's liberation 
movement 'Vlhich developed out of the Ne'V, Left and soon consolidated 
around feminism is an example of this. Nevertheless ''lhile the move
ment existed in a fairly fluid state, it ,,,as an important arena for 
our intervention and one out of which we gained a good number of 
recrui ts. The fact that the He\-l Left ''lomen I s liberation movement 
arose specifically in response to women's oppression and was predom-

i nantly if not exclusively composed of ,.,onen created difficulties in 
our intervening simply in the name of the party. In order to overco
me these difficulties ,,,e created the Homen and Revolution group '''hich 
in fact, although it was never formalized, functioned as a women's 
section of our party. In addition the situation demanded special 
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propaganda \vhich could not be adequately covered in the party's 
press which must reflect the entire \..,rork of the party. As a result 
vl&R had its own press. The purpose of this press and the H&R group 
was not simply to propagandize or intervene only around that section 
of our program dealing ,..,rith the women's question, but starting ,-lith 
an analysis of women's oppression and the presentation of our. pro-
gram for women, to develop its...x.e.latiousb i p ___ to·.our .. full .. prO.gJ;.affi .. and 
Harxist analysis .Sil"!}1,;!j;fuJ..e.Qu..s.ll".h\'le. ..... ~>-Q!!g.:gj;: not simply to mobilize 
women .. around that· se(}ti-en-o-f ..... our-_.p.k.Qg!.9.:.!I~ .... ~l~~).ln:g.J.'1.1.tl1· •. vlOmen: .. but .. us.~ng 
ou·r~·Jnter.v.en.tion ... -.an......th~9 ... men' s qu~s~~gI}.g.$._.a .. hasis_:eQ:r m()biliz~n.g. 
~rn.und_o.ur.--.ful.L .. p.r~~_.~_I}.9:.~~~.$c..i·jiI t Tog to._aur.'h.mQy~ment. The eXJ.st
ence of the t1&R group, its press, its aren~d its m..,rn internal 
Ij..ie and·<!f~~~ss_I.Q!"! . ..pIE!Y~d an important role in facili tatin<J.$.!~~-Tii~ 
tervention of the party into .th~. ~'1.QInen' s movement and recruJ. tJ.ng 
\-IOmen to the party. T~1e fact of '-lOmen is oppressionanc1the deform-
ing effeC"i::s of the vlOmen I s liberation milieu meant that our approach 
to potential ''lomen recruits was made easier through the intervention 
of the Homen's section. Hhen the movement dried up and no longer 
provided an opportunity for intervention and recruitment, the N&R 
group was liquidated in favor of a high level propagandistic inter
vention through the journal. 

It is not impossible that a petty-bourgeois women's movement 
along the lines of that of a fe", years ago could recur ~ He may v.ery 
\1ell vlant to :reform a group such as ~-I&R to effectively intervene in 
it. In addition heightened·trade uni9.p~·-a:g.t.bl,:i, ty in the .. context. of 
the prevailing climate of opinion might generate a viable \vomen' s 
~iling of the tr-ade·"UriioifmoVement. Such a movement ~vould be generated 
by real activiEy"'-cit the base unlike CLUU "'hich is simply a bureau
cratic production designed to increase the existing bureaucratS' 
authority in the context of heightened social consciousness around 
the women's question. If t-le have a sufficient number of 'vomen trade 
unionists, the formation of a vlOmen' s section ,..,rould be a likely 
possibility . 

. The ultimate importance of a '-lOmen' s section goes far beyond 
these particular examples. The task of mObilizing the masses of 
proletarian "lomen, of raising them to political life, of \vinning 
their support for the proletarian movement and of bringing many of 
them into the party is one of the major tasks confronting a mass 
proletarian party. A mass party would be in a position to create. 
Homen's arenas and struggles for 'vomen' s rights. The specific nature 
of women's oppression, their closer ties to the home, family, and 
the church, their more marginal participation in the \-lOrk force, 
means that the masses of proletarian women are more back\vard politi
cally, less able immediately to understand and support the revolution
ary program, and capable of being used as a vehicle for reactionary 
pressures on the "lOrkers movement. The creation of a women I s section 
is the best means to assist the party in meeting these specific pro
blems. The need for a \vomen I s section flo\'1s therefore not from the! 
need to do \vork around the vTOmen' s question or to combat ,..,romen' s I 
oppression. This is a necessity in all periods whether or not the 
party has a \vomen' s section. It flm-ls rather out of the need to make 
a special approach to women in order to insure their revolutionary :J 
mobilization. The different social composition of a women's section, 
its internal life, its Ov111 press ,-lith its special approach to all 
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social issu9s relating it to the conditions of \-Tomen, and its work 
in mobilizing women in struggle not only around the women's ques
tion but around all aspects of the partyis program are the concrete 
ways in \'1hich the party facilitates its approach to proletarian 
\..romen and their integration into the revolutionary movement. The 
existence of a ,\lomen' s section vlill undoubtedly mean a certain re
division of labor between it and the party as the women's section 
,·!ill be more directly responsible for intervening into many women's 
arenas. The mere existence of these arenas at various times is not 
the most immediate reason requiring the creation of a women's sec
tion. In many arenas the party can simply intervene directly. Rat
her it is to respond to the special conditions of women's oppression 
which demands a special propagandistic and organizational approach 
that the party creates a women's section. 

Trade Union Caucuses 

The reason why trade union caucuses are not sections of the 
party is fairly clear. Trade unionists as trade unionists are not 
a group whose access to the party is impeded by special conditions 
of oppression. The trade union caucus is the arm of the party for 
a struggle for power in a particular union. As such it requires a 
full transitional program but its program need not include all the 
prograr.nnatic positions of the party. Caucus members \'1ho are not 
party members are differentiated from party meMbers in conscious-
ness and commitment. This differentiation is purely individual 
however and not social. The further development of caucus members 
is met by posing party membership to them. In their \'lork in the cau
cus \-Ii th its leading members who "Till be party members, non-party 
caucus members \\lill be dra\vn into the party. This is not to say 
that caucus nembers \-Tho are youth or women ,·,ill not have special 
problems. The caucus ".,hile it must raise the questions of special 
oppression in its program is not the organizational vehicle designed 
to directly deal with the social problems confronting a particular 
group. 

"B lack and Red' 

In order to see how the question of special organizational forms 
Hill intersect the black question, I \-lOuld like to examine our most 
extensive public statement on the matter ",hich is "Black and Red. I: 

An examination of the formulations made in the article ",ill clarify 
the specific nature of the confusion I believe exists. In the first 
place the situation into \'lhich "Elack and Red:r \'laS attempting to 
intervene "las an exceptionally difficult one. The massive social 
movement among blacks \.,as completely independent of the labor move-
menta One section of the proletariat was in the course of intense 
social motion while the rest remained passive and hostile. 'l.'he 
black movement \-las therefore highly deformed failing to generate a 
class struggle \-ling and remaining under bourgeois and then eventually 
nationalist leadership. The SL ''las very small Hi th an even smaller 
number of black cadre. The ability of revolutionaries to intervene 
with a significant impact was therefore virtually non-existent. In 
speaking about the vacuum of leadership the article is completely 
correct. A revolutionary leadership for the black struggle could 
not hm-lcver have been simply a community leadership. The particular 
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condi tions in \vhich it existed gave to the bla.ck struggle an exag
gerated community orientation. In reality the road lay in breaking 
out of this orientation and penetrating the labor movement. There 
is a tendency in the article to make simple linear projections on 
the basis of a deformed situation. 

The article makes a call for "revolutionary ghetto organiza
tions,1l sees as the incipient form of such organizations various 
tenant councils, and calls on them to braoden their activities in
cluding the undertaking of armed self defense of black neighborhoods. 
Such councils in fact vlould be vlOrkers committees in black neighbor-
hoods. They would be the beginning of dual power and "lOuld have to 
confront a whole series of tasks \'lhich would include the organiza
tion of defense and the control of local prices, rents, and the dis
tribution of goods. Vie",ed simply in isolation the mood in the 
black community was undoubtedly ripe at times for the creation of 
organs of alternative political power. The black struggle did not 
exist in isolation hm·lever. The general passivity of the labor move-
ment eventually provided an absolute bloc to the straightforward 
development of dual pm-ler in the black community. Neighborhoods 
are inherently more difficult to organize than the ,,,ork place ",here 
a tight system of social organization and common interests already 
exists. Tradi tionally organs of dual pO\'ler in vlOrking class neigh
borhoods do not exist in the absence of a militant labor movement 
and dual povler in the plants. To create and sustain them requires 
that they have links to other forms of "lOrking~·class struggle. That 
the situation in the black community could have come to the brink of 
dual po",er in the sixties is an indication of the enormous discre-
pancy in a desire for militant struggle bet'Vleen black and white 
workers, the extent of the general hostility of the white proletariat 
to the black struggle, and the highly deformed character of that 
struggle. The immediate __ ~.sk <;Qnfronting the blac_~_J!!QY.~!:Il~_!lJ: __ ._~n the 
mid-sixties---was.--··for---i-t- to-be-w;ed as a means of activating the entire 
19J~9J::")!lQy:'~_~ent _ around class struggle- demari(l::i"tiiiich paid spec-fFfe--"'-
attentiQD.....t.Q.--th~_._n..§~Ji_s. ___ of. __ blacks. Only the decisive leadership of 
the labor mc>,,~roertt. __ 9Qu.l~tJl<?-ve ~!:2.~9ht to flJlfillment the impulses in 
the blgg~_gh.e_tto. '.:'he events since then confirm th:i,~_analysis in 
the negative. Horkers committees wer-e; never---formed in the black 
neighborhood. In the absence of class-struggle leadership the move
ment spent itself in spontaneous riots. It has been followed by the 
active pursuit of blacks for betb2i-i-posi ti.9_11~ in society • In the 
context of the sixties ,had t10rkers cOnUUfttees and defense organiza
tions ever existed in- the black neighborhoods they ,'l7Ould have undoubt
edly been brutally smashed. This gives added emphasis to the need 
for militant class-\'lide struggle • 

• _ ••••• ' ,,~., .... ~~w· .... _ ••• » __ .. ···_·_·_ .. _·~··"· • 

In the future the situation will look considerably different. 
The historic lessons of the Civil Rights movement ~-lill make themsel
ves felt. The continually changing racial configuration of society 
will also contribute. A leading role will be played by young black 
\'lorkers ,·ri th newly acquired positions in important sectors of the 
proletariat. From the outset th~re~o.t;J:LbJ.._ack struggle \"ill mean 
class struggle and the labo_J::" __ mQ.y'~:f!}~!l_t __ ~:?J.:l.)_be-faced-'·Tiththe necE!ssity 
to confront d~rectly ___ the ~H.9~ __ q.ue.s..tionor---be ... stopped in its tracks. 
The call for a "revolutionary ghetto organization" will be a mean
ingless abstraction. The situation will require a whole series of 
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class organizations depending on the state of development of the 
class movement and the situation it directly confronts. These will 
include both organizations directly dealing with the race question 
as well as those which in the course of their work, e.g. around 
unemployment, defense, will be required to give special attention to 
the race question. (The term Ilghetto"is in itself a bad abstraction 
and not very useful in fJlarxist analysis. As applied to blacks it 
actually covers a whole gradient of neighborhoods, ranging from areas 
of squalor and high lumpenization to whole stretches of proletarian 
black neighborhoods, and even those neighborhoods where better paid 
blacks and some tilack petty-bourgeoisie live.) 

In defining the need for a blaG~ tr<::<.nsi tignal or.gCi.nizati,on I 
believe "Black and Red\! was directly influenced by the situati.on into 
which it was trying to intervene. I assume here that the black tran-
sitional organization to which it is referring is a black section of 
the party analogous to our women's section. In calling for this org
anization the article cites as the reason the !!special needs and pro
blems" of blacks. Th~s is too abstract. In analyzing any situation 
and the optimum method of organizational intervention on the part of 
the pa:rty~ the specific political character must be taken into 
account. 'lBlack and Red" does not do this in' sufficient detail. In 
addition it makes a number of specific errors. 

The article states: "Because of the qenerations of exceptional 
oppression, degradation, and humiliation, Black people as a group 
have special needs and problems necessitating additional and special 
forms of struggle." Then later: "With its program of transitional 
struggle around the felt needs of a section of the class, the (tran
sitional) organization mobilizes serious struggle by the largest 
possible number." I believe that here there is a basic confusion 
between two interrelated but still somewhat separate points. On the 
one hand there is the need of the revolutionary party to struggle 
around the black question. It is today the single most important 
imme4ig_tsL.qy.~~.1;.:i.<?1l facing the American proletar.:j.Cl:t .• ___ ~h~LJ]'~~9to_ 
s....truggle around it-helorigs·to-·tne··party -and' the common movement as a 
whole whether or-no-t':-"the--n~--has:·:"a::':'bi:ack section. .. The second point 
is--·fhe--que sfion·-of-·wEethe~~g~..I;·not:--th-e-·partY·'rieeds a black section. 
This question boils down to whether the~~ .. _i.s_ .. t..h~ n~~df._9..r_._the parti
c4;laJ:.......sp.e..c..ia.l. approach to th~Lh...fack: mri-sdes that a black section would 
entail. The.p~.rty'~_prog:t:'Cim Qn~he'--bracK"que-stioh1snot the proper
ty of the black section but of the common movement. Horeover the 
party's program is also the program of the section whose primary task 
is not simply struggle around the black question but the mobilization 
of .Ql~cks.-a.:r~nd·the--wh()le-·pt;ogLa.ID_.g.t' the party. ( /I Black and RQd" is 
also confused on this point and seems'--toifuply tha'E-uie program of 
the blacJs..~raDlltiQnal organl.zatJ.on -wou14·:::ne-·-sGme-·pGrtl.on .o£.the 
part~~'s=PE~5E::~ dealing with the black question.) As with_. __ the case 
with £lie \voman' s section the-exisEence-"'Or--a black section will mean 
a redivision of labor in the arenas worked by it and the party. 
Nevertheless the question of whether or not a black sec~.~_ needed 
must be answered apart fro.Irl the .need of -the party to ipi tiate work 
on theb-lack . .qusstion.:which. is .. pressingin ... any ... .c.as.e. .• _-

Concerning the need for a transitional black organization the 
article states: "Such a transitional organization is necessary for 
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Negro workers at a time when large sections of the working class are 
saturated with race hatred. II This is incorrect. The character of 
racial attitudes and their effect on the class struggle is rather 
complicated. The greater role of blacks in American society over (------r, 
the course of the last t\'JO decades has done a lot to break down " 
crude racial stereotypes. Hany racist whi te ~!JOrkers often make " 
exceptions to their racial categorizations when speaking about bl~ck" ( 
workers who work directly with them. HQ.reover in part racis~ att~- \ 
tude~ on the part of vlhi te \'lorkers embody a heal thy proletar1an d1s-- \ 
like for the lumpenproletariat. (There are also sharp antagonisms \ < 

between black workers and lumpen blacks both of whom live in the same ) 
"ghetto.") While racist attitudes cannot be expected to completely 
disappear until after the socialist revolution, in the course of 
class struggle and especially with a leading role played by blacks 
they will be greatly reduced. The key tasks of the party on the race 
question are twofold. The party having both black and white cadre 
must come to be seen as the leadership of the class by both black 
and white workers. Secondly the ~arty must win both blacks and whi-
tes to a program of class struggle which includes as a central slo-
gan the demand that all workers be treated equally without regard 
to race. All other tasks on the race question including the need 
for a black section must be derived from the necessity of the party 
to meet these two goals. The existence of racist attitudes by white 
workers is only one of a number of considerations which determine the 
degree of difficulty which the party will have in appealing to blacks. 
It is in the final analysis a secondary consideration. Today blacks 
can be relatively easily won to a revolutionary program despite the 
pervasive racism in society. 

The Need for a Black Section? 

As I mentioned in discussing the youth and women's sections, the 
necessity for this particular form of organization flows from the 
existence of certain social barriers to the effective assimilation of 
certain groups into party life and in the case of women to their 
general mobilization in support of the proletarian revolution. In 
order to determine the ~cessi~c>f a black section the relationship 
of blacks to -EIi"eworJUiig-class movemerit··rij.ris:t-beexaminedconcretel~. 
The general features of the relationship of women to the working
class movement "are rather constant in capitalist society although 
they can change. guantitatj 'rely. ·-The-·specifl.c nature--·oX--women-!s
oppre~cjri makefi them more backward and creates the pr...Q.Ql~m of their 
~ration into the revolutionary movement. The youth question 
also remains relatively constant. Racial oppression is more compli
cated in that the relationship of a racially oppressed caste to the 
labor movement can change. 

Certainly in the thirties a black section of the revolutionary 
party would have proved useful. As a result of their racial oppres
sion and their rather peripheral role in the working class, blacks 
could have been turned against the labor movement. A black section 
would have directly aided the party in confronting these problems 
and in helping to integrate blacks into the party. Both the economic 
and political changes that occurred in the Civil Rights movement and 
afterwards have altered conditions fundamentally. Nevertheless as a 
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result of the deformed nature of the black movement in the previous 
decade, and especially since a revolutionary party was not in a 
position to fundamentally alter the course of the movement, a black 
section probably was a necessity to facilitate the intervention of 
the part into th~ fuile e isodic movements for black 
r' s may occur, a deep and·thoroughgo1ng 19 s movemen 
will not recur despite Jesse Jackson's call for itr for precisely 
the reason ~h§L_:eirst one fell apart. Changes since then""have"'only 
further-assured this. ------.-..... -- .. ---

On the present terrain of the American working class and in 
view of the inev~t.~le.course of c..evel()J?):Llent of future class strug 

;~~~~r: _ef~~~~T 1;~!9~e t~e~b:s:~ii re T~~ a;:'~~r;~~=mb~~~he 
earty, form a large Eart of its membership includin man of its 
b ' , enera play an espec1al y promi 
nent class stru les means 
necessitating the creation of a black section will not be Eresent. 
This is - -- ---art will encounter no deformations ~ 
of 'consciousness as a result of the a 'f blacks. 

n conc e y 1S wether these pro ems W1 s t 
and solved through the creation of a black section. A party which 
is very heavily black will meet with few directly racial barriers 
to its further recruitment of blacks. In fact it is likely to be 
slandered in the bourgeois press as a largely black movement and 
even partially perceived to be such on the part of white workers. 
In addition the leading role blacks will play in class struggles will 
assure them full democratic participation in the party. r1oreover a 
heavily black party can be expected to be able to appeal more easily 
to the masses of poorer blacks than would be expected in a racially 
homogeneous population. There will be problems with sections of 
the black lumpen-proletariat but there is little danger that they 
will be firmly integrated into a right-wing movement. In any situa
tion there is the important question of the proper social intersec
tion of the party with the working class. In the process of trans
forming ourselves into a considerably larger propaganda group and 
even into a small mass party in the course of future working-class 
struggles, our party must necessarily have a heavy black component or 
it will not accurately reflect the real conditions of American soc
iety. The question of black recruitment must be confronted directly. 
If we are successful in achieving the proper racial composition we 
will not'need a black section. If \'le are not successful very little 
w ill help us. 

The experience of the early Communist Party in the U.s. is use
ful in examining the question of a olack section. The comparison I 
wish to make is with the foreign language federation rather than the 
black transitional organization which the CP set up in the twenties • 
It is certainly true that conditions among foreign workers then were 
considerably different than among blacks today. They were a larger 
percentage of the working class although no particular nationality 
was larger. They had a higher previous level of culture than blacks 
who have migrated from the South. There was no specific racial bar
rier to their effective assimilation which they largely achieved dur
ing the boom period of the twenties. Nevertheless they faced par
ticular problems of discrimination and had been prepared by history 
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to playa leading role in the class struggles of the ti:.lle. The 
early membership of the CP was overwhelmingly recruited from this 
section of the proletariat. It was perceived by native American 
workers to be a foreign movement and had difficulty in reaching 
them. While the foreign language federations were not sections of 
the party, they were organizations within the common movement which 
had an overwhe~ing composition of workers of their respective 
nationalities. Because of the especially advanced consciousness of 
the foreign workers the existence of the foreign language federations 
played a deforming role and gave rise to particular political devia
tions. The proper course would have been to liquidate them into 
the party, while making special considerations in view of language 
difficulties. It seems inconceivable to recommend to the early 
American CP, the creation of Lettish and Russian sections of the 
party despite the fact that these workers faced particular needs 
and problems. 

As conditions stand now the development of the revolutionary 
movement in the United States is likely to encounter the deviation 
of black vanguardism. If blacks were less integrated into key sec-
tions of the proletariat, pervasive racism would be likely to stifle 
black radicalism. In view of the enormously favorable concentration 
of blacks in key cities and sections of the work force, blacks 
working class militancy will continuously be generated and the 
continued existence of racism and racial oppression is likely to 
lead certain sections of blacks to the conclusion of some sort of 
black exceptionalism. The League of Revolutionary Black tvorkers 
provides us with an early example of this. While a black section 
would not be all black, its composition would have a heavy black maj-
ori ty. The conceg~;:Cl~i0I1: _,gJ many of tile best preletariall mi litaatg- V 
and -a~QlleralJ¥ po'litlcally more aduanced section of the prQletariat 
into anindependefl'&--e-E'''jallization wjthin the common movement is likely () 
to have a deformjng effQct ~may even lead at important moments ~ 
to .. --eo-nrrIcting command centers. In short a black section would ~ 
have an inordinate weight and will likely give rise to political 
deviations. Another alternative is that its existence would be mis
understood by the black masses who have been prepared by history to 
be fairly easily won to.a program of revolutionary integrationism. 

The example of the Arab workers in Detroit provides an example 
of the different sort of relationships that can exist between an 
oppressed racial minority and the general labor movement. The Arab 
workers demonstrate a fairly extreme form of a particular type of 
relationship. Strong barriers exist to their effective integration 
into the labor movement. They corne from a completely different cul
tural background, suffer langu..-sge._.diJ;.fJCulll-es, and often are not 
even citizens. Their con.sciousness demoij$~ra.tes .t.lle_~.C::>.:t,".~,~$ponding 
deformations. On the orie'hand they participated almost to a man 
in a political strike against the UAW's buying of Israeli war bonds. 
This example shows the enormous revolutionary potential this oppres
sed group has if it can be effectively tapped by a revolutionary 
party. -On the other hand they were the first to break a strike by 
black workers who waIRe-aout"overH··tne'·lack of' a contract last 'fall. 

~-mu:r:e=Arab.~workeIs~iOXm.-a--large. ,proportion . .o.fHthe~orkforce in- cer
tg,tn plants, 20-25% in Dodge Main, their generalr-perceptj..On of them
selves.i!L oi".J;;,eing._.a.._xather,, __ pe,);'-iphe-ral part of the labor movement. 
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The particularly desperate conditions which they face, their rather 
small number in the UAt'1, and the racism of other workers tmvard 
them meant that they rejected the plant-wide walkout seeing it, as 
well as the labor movement as a whole, as having little to do with 
their own particular interests. These are the sort of problems 
which can be most effectively met by the creation of an Arab section 
of the revolutionary party in Detroit. Such a section is the par
ticular organizational form best equipped to make the special approa
ch to Arab workers which is required. It can effectively overcome 
the language barrier, draw them into political life, mobilize them 
around the party's program, and assist their integration into the 
party. 

While the existence of a number of specially oppressed racial 
and ethnic groups, Arabs, Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans, feeds into. 
and overlaps with the race question in American society especially 
as it is seen by white workers, the particular history and conditions 
of each must be examined separately in determining the party's 
approach to work among them. They cannot be lumped together. Often 
sharp racial antagonisms exist in particular plants and areas 
~etween them and blacks as well as whites. It is very likely that 
o·ur.-.liork will require not only' the'eStablisnment of an Arat> ... seg-
tion ;in Detroit.RYt:_ a Chicaiio- sectiOn-,··--especially in . the Southwest, 
and a Puerto Rican section iii'-Ne't;:; York'. In the last two cases the
se particular groups' integration into the ''1ork force on the whole 
is below that of blacks. For their part black workers demonstrate 
considerably different behavior from the Arabs in Detroit. Their 
whole history of a strong drive for integration and the greater 
integration into the proletariat which they have achieved in recent 
years assures them in almost every conceivable circumstance of a 
leading role in future class struggles. 

All of this is not to say that the party's work around the 
blac~ questionwil1no.t nec:essitate special organizational forms. 
In the. Sou.th,.in otper areas,· a.nd in plants· where-eheques·ti-en---of 
raci-a-r-d~-i-minatiQn.J_s.._a IilCijc:>r.problem the party will want to set 
up _~~J;~al couunittees . .to.-fight._g..:L.sG1;imination. These will have the 
char.a.cte.r ..... of. ... un:L:tgd .. fr..9nts but. __ wil.l.pl~o_serve to bring additional 
mil;i.:I:;.~ntlL._~oui1~ ... tlle par ty ~_ The party will almost certainly want to 
have a black commission and even a special press devoted to the 
needs of blacks. Racial oppress~on· and the different experiences of 
blacks will create the need for additional propaganda directed to
ward them. All of these can exist independently of a black section. 
In addition almost every area of the party's work and every organ
ization the party sets up will touch on the race question. Unemploy
ment leagues and defense organiEations will have to deal with the 
race issue as a result of the greater toll which unemployment and 
bourgeois repression will have on blacks. A black section however 
will not be required as a result of the enormous role which black 
workers are scheduled to play in the party and in the leadership of 
future class struggles. Only a fundamental qualitative change in 
the positions of blacks in the proletariat will recreate the need for 
the revolutionary party to have a black section. 

8 July 1974 
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LA.BOR, LUMPE!';S AND THE BLACI~ QUESTION 

by Joseph Seymour 

Despite much perceptive, quite valuable analysis, comrade 
Cramer}s document "General Comments ... t: tends toward liquidationism 
of the black question. It presents the black question as essentially 
internal to the labor movement, denying the decisive importance of 
extr~ -lab.or~--genera] ly glle.t...to--bas.Q4--strttggie-s---v±e"Ting these· as mar
ginai"p6ii tical phenomena. ThQ .. negative ... c.o.:n<;:J1l.s~9.ns-.. ahoJlt.. a bla.ck 
sec-~l:Gw--±e{lic~Tly fEom-'this conceI?t:.!9l}.~ .. -'". ~ ... -~ ... ,.~. ,. 

Black Oppression and Class Structure 

The central, although implicit, concept underlying comrade Cra-" 
mer's analysis is that of a hard political and social division be
tween the black proletariat and the lumpen and petty bourg~ois 
sections of the black population. This produces a systematic under
estim9-tion of ... thfLc:.aI;@.city of some form of trans-class political 

~.--2f'0gr am-£o"I'i1'f 1 uence the15Tack·--pro-l.et.aiTa-:t~~:::~:::r:r:::;-:::n:rn.faot, ... there ~'--'. 
~x~~}:~.~ .. ~5Ie'~r;-·:s~·C1j:)Ie.-;.'P9--:t:tt.l.Q~!~~ .. Q1-~~~Jt:.g;t.J~.~:r;~jj.!:!~!-~§~··.~·'-.~~~.i? .. t.he 
black populatl.on, l.trCil.SeS th~questl.on as to t-lhat concretely Black 

---?ppres-sicYfr'ConsIStsof. rlhat. is .. ti1:e.:··bI"acIC·qlXe!:l't±on?·· ........... . 

Comrade Cramer's encapsulation of a program against black op
pression is II all \vorkers have equal rights t: or again "all \olOrkers be 
treated equally \'lithout regard to race. ,. The black question is thus 
reduced to that of democratic rights for a section of the \olorking 
class. 

The ce~al economic ~~p.~~,~ o~J~.!.ack oPJ?res.s.ioB----at the.,pre.Qat 
time is enormouslyaTfferential concentration in the reserve army of 
~he unemploy~~, :i0ducin~ a proleta:ian la~er.broadIy overlapprng,~ 
l.nterpenetran ng=t::ae .LlIDpen populatl.on. 11l.l1l.ons of blacks hold l.n
herently ruargina~,._.p.Qorly paYHt9 jobs and . .are,subject. t.o __ lengt.hy, 
periodic unemployment. The black industria~ ... p'J;9Jo§.!:.~riat ha~ .. l1.y.mer·-· 
ous and strong affl.iiations ·~;ltli··tfie">lump·en population. [I. typicaI"
black factory operative has a mother HhoTs .. 9rijieJ"uxe , and brother 
who i.E \,1ho i~,L.j.lln.ld e anda'frie"Iidwh6' :Ls·in prison. In contrast to 
his \-lhite counterpart, the capacitY ... :Q!_:-~.9: .. E.~9-_~~ semi-skilledc2mion
ized Horker to transmi.t.....his--eeonOIITt-c·st·atu5-.. to....hi.e.... .. children is ve~ 
i1l2.eclre··:-··StE~:~f-g.~D outh are often as not the chIIci'ren-oT .. ---·-···· 
socia ly stable, black.':'<?J:.:!<.ezs. . .. e rans-c ass I SOl. arl.yoftl1e 
"black community'" has a strong ·obfectTve·foufidifti6riancr· cannot be 
diamissed as a passIng poli tic?lJ mood. 

Huch of the democratic content of the black question arises 
-f-1:-OlU. .. tl:1e racist victimization of thelurnpe.npopulation--bythe--s-tate 
~~rat\t$ .. (e.lLg .. prQmisGuous police brutality, cutting ,~el:Eare beme
fits in response to a more racist political climate). The lumpeJ 
question is inextricably bound up Hith racial oppression in the 
democratic sense of the term. ----- . 

Is There a Black Proletarian Consciousness? 

It is so evident that there does not nOll exist a characteristic 
pr.Ql.etari.an., . ClS distinct from plebian; polJ.tical outlook among blacks 
(much of comrade' Cramer's analysis leads to no···oEher cOn ... · ... 
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c1usions) that I \,1i11 limit myself to a fe~'l of the more important 
indications. 

If there does exist a distinctly proletarian political outlook 
among black \'lorkers, hOVl does this manifest itself? Comrade Cramer 
correctly observes that younger black workers are generally alien
ated from the unions, so that labor reformism/economism is not a 
characteristic outlook. Thus, a characteristically proletarian 
expression could only be some form of black syndicalism. Despite 
seer,1ing1y favorable circumstances, the past fe\'l years has not "li t
nessed the grm'lth of black syndicalism counterposing itself to the 
ghetto/1umpen ';b1ack movement. II The highest expression of black 
proletarian radicalism, the League of Revolutionary Black Horkers 
(LRBH) did not embrace a purely \-lOrkerist, point·-of-·production out--
look. The demands for black foremen and for channeling UNJ dues 
money into the "community" indicated that the LRBH had not broken 
from a trans--class !lblack movement II concept, but rather sa\.; vlorkers 
as the strategic (not political) vanguard of such a movement. And 
the contradiction bebleen the LRBW's class and race loyalty \Vas re
solved through a split v1hich took the proletarian ''ling out of the 
"black movement;' altogether via nativist left Stalinism (the Com
munist League) . 

If _.~~harp politiccll-sep.ar,g.:t,.:i,.o.~.existed bet'veen black Horkers 
and 1 ump~!ls, .~~E.!.~:l~JJ.9,gg=Hixon - Agne",'I:la~L= aii~ "(>ider'" campaign \-lOU ld 
have -.~Q~I}9:,_.~.I.1.9i~Jeren~,~, if not ,~~p£.()rt.l,_,among wIq:~. ~eCti()ns 0 f . the 
black P9P.ulation, since it "laS '''essentially directed at lumpen youth. 
In fact, the mass of black ''lorking people correctly reacted to the 
"la,'l and order" campaign as an intensification of general racial 
oppression. Police murders of black youth, pretty much regardless 
of \'lhat the victims actually did, polarize cities along racial lines 
without significant class differentiation within the black population. 
On the personal level, black workers are undoubtedly hostile to 1um
pen violence, but they do not support state suppression of the black 
1umpen masses. 

Comrade Cramer notes the ''lidespread sympathy among younger b1a'
cks for nationalism. Contemporary black nationalism tends to exem
plify the militant as a ghetto/1umpen agitator. Angela Davis ancl 
George Jackson are far greater hero figures to young black Horkers 
than any labor movement figure. iJot unrelated to this is the popu" 
1ar glorification of the 1umpen--desperado--expounded in b1ackp10i ta'" 
tion movies \',i th the characteristic super-pimp hero. Thus, to a 
disturbing extent, young black "lOrkers are influenced by 1umpen cul
tural vanguardism. 

Organically, the black masses tend tm-lard a race-caste/plebian 
political outlook, associated either with a separatist or integra" 
tionist program generally depending upon circumstances. Given the 

~~~~~;~.tt! fh~t~ ~1~~:~'~~~~6I6~s~~~.~:¢,~t~·~:~~~~riij~~~ici·: ·i~ 'a 
narrow. .... e.90nomist form:"--''"Ra''therprole'tar ian socialist' co'nsciousness" 
can make "cl'eep"inroadS" among black Horkers in the form of party loy
a1ty. Em-lever, the process of transforming a race-caste/plebian 
outlook to a proletarian socialist one will necessarily be partial, 
uneven and most importantly reversible in the face of racist upsurges 
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among whites. In other 1,-10rctS, as long. __ .a-s---\-lhi Le sapremi-ei-sm--is--domi-
nant, some form of trans-class program Hill be a cOIl~_~E .... ,~~E ___ ~E~_._ ... · 
lo~.!.t..Y._9.f .. the-black. masses, the high proportion o_f ... blac.k..~d.ustE-ral 
WOrkers notwithstanding. ----- . 

The Extra-'LaDor IIBlack. llovement fl 

Comrade Cramer systematically understates the inportance that 
extra-labor, community-centered black organizations have had on ' 
the r~erican left. Thus, his treatment of the'30's omits any men
tion of the tremendous burgeoning of ghetto-~based organizations ar-
ound such issues as evictions, welfare and police atrocities. These 
organizations "lere predominantly CP front groups, 'vhich competed 
with liberal reformism of the NAACP-type on the one hand, and nation
alist sects, on the other. Ralnh Ellison'S Invisible Han and Richard 
t'7right's section in The God That Failed give a good picture of the 
CP's ghetto-'based black vlOrk -:---The CP' s solid organizational base 
in the black comr1unity gave it a distinct and important advantage 
over the Rooseveltian union bureaucracy, and unfortunately also over 
the Trotskyists. 

Also symptomatic of comrade Cramer's tendency in this regard 
is his too dismissive attitude tm'lard contemporary Pan'-Africanist 
organizations. Hhile :in a general sense Pan-Africanism does repre
sent a rightw'ard development from revolutionaz:.y __ hlack na.1:~.9nalism, 
t~e !:...an-A~_+:i.<?:~i~~ organizations <?~:mtinue to int:~act vl~th the <?sten-
8.1bly SOCl.a11ost: le~~ tlll.s sprlhg's Africa1'l Ll.beratl.on Day 1.n 
Washington, the effecti ve--lriteivention of-'t:m::i--Bla:ck Harkers Congress 
and Communist League succeaded .. inpolarizingtlie pan-Africanist org
anizations around the slogan, "Q1ack ,.,orkers must lead. !, 

Shortly thereafter, a no less significant event took place show
ing a similar political dynamic displaced to the right. An openly 
CP organized rally Ilagainst repression" in Raleign, N.C. dreH 5,000 
people and induced Ralph ]\.bernathy, \-lho \'las one of the speakers, to 
make an anti-anti-comt1unist declaration. Thus, there have been two 
recent, rather drameJ:.i.~.J)1g.i.9,a, tions that.th.s--''-black. movement~~: .. ...hQ.!:.h 
in its separ.a::E·i-st-/nat±ona-l·ist .... and liberal reformistt-lings, $trongly 
interaqts Hi th the osten§J!:?lY_ sQQj,.alist left. " ". 

Extr~r,gbetto based stl.;,ggg,leswil,tcontinue to decisively 
affect the political consciousness of all sections of American soci
ety ,particularly blacks. Failure . .o.L,a._.re.yplyt:i.gn.~ry vanguard'~to in" 
tervene in black community-based struggles and to fight for leader
ship "Ii thin the, .. !'-l'}-laGk---mevement· l'1ill -be-all Msolute--ba-rrier·to\:lin-· 
ni~,.oY~.:r .... the._.Das..s.._of black workers, that is, to socialist revolution 
.4r" this country. He cannot ,,,,in over the mass of black \'lorkers solely 
through activities at the point-of-production and in the unions. A 
major obstacle to recrui tifig 'ourincreasing"number of black trade 
union'·1rnd·also··student· 'conta·c'Cshas .heen our relative lack of activi
tY-·ceJ!teredon'fhe··"bI-a-ck"que"sti'op, p.ossibl¥ .. giving the false impres-· 
sion tf)At.·t:ie·have "a:"DebsiAna,nd/Qr ... __ S¥nc1ical-is.t .. attitude on the black 
question. 
-------; 

The Purpose of a Black Section 
--.: .. 

Given this racist society, blacks are pervasively distrustful 
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of and resistant to white political leadership. This is particular
ly the case when blacks are organ; zed on a cOlllnmnj ty basi.s_. __ .r.gth~r 
than as workers c67&tydcftt ae~iviB~B. The formal exclusion of 
wnites from organizations set up to fight some form of black oppres
sion is common and is a far older and broader phenomenon than 1960's 
type black nationalism. 

r It is obvious that to do ghetto-·based black \'lOrk 'viI] 
eCl.al forms of or the hic'"hest expression bein 

black section of the party. It is possl.b e 0 sa S~l. u e for a sec
tiGa.-.of·the party' various ad hoc organizations •.. HOHever, a section 
is qualitatively superior as a stable pole.qJ ... i3-j:::j:;ra.ction to those 
\'Iho come to reyolutionary politics.thr.oughghetto--based struggles 

~~~h~h~o; b~:c:m~~V~-~~~i~ t~~~·c~~~~~f{o~L:Y·~~:~~~tn:d·C.-~~~~li.~.~JL_t~ __ 
men ··\'l1iraf:·tends to e organi~ed on a community basis l.n response 
to the extra~ la}?<:?~ __ QPQI:.es.sion--of--the"·-biact--people. 

lJ9t all, or even most, blacks \-lill be recr.uited through the 
black section. ~"1Io"Teye..r,.._ . .mO:S_:L_b.laclc contaet:s, reg-ardless of arena, 
will "'Vie\v the activities of the black_2_~_G.t.i9.n._._a..s __ .a decisive fest 
of ~ur J?_~~t¥_~_~ ___ .9.~.n.y._iDe 1 yP-·commun:~.:t:;=-aJid. ... not---woxke.r.is-t,.. s.truqg Ie 
against racl.al oppression. 

Concluding Summary 

( I. )The objective economic basis of b~ oppression is enor-'
mous~different±at"-eohc'eltEration in the re-sEH:·Ve·-army·of··theunem- :::::0, 

ployed, producing a proletarian layer broadly overlapping and inter~ 
penetrating the l-umpem population . 

. €) i~uch of the democratic content of the black question 
derives from the racist victinization of the lumpen population by 
the state apparatus . 

. ~ Organically the black masses tend tm'Tard a race-castel 
pleb~olitical outlook. The overcoming of that characteristic out·
look through loyalty to a proletarian socialist party will necessari
ly be partial, uneven and---most importantly---in the mass, reversible. 

6.'''/Extra-labor movement, generally ghetto--based, black strug
gle w~continue to playa decisive role in shaping the political 
consciousness of all sections of American society, particularly 
blacks. Failure of the revolutionary vanguard to intervene in and 
strive for leadership in such struggles will be an absolute obstacle 
to winning over the mass of black \·JOrkers. 

~}'llhe central purpose of a black section is to fight for hege
mony ~hin the conventionally defined !:black movement" "Thich tends 
to be organized on a community basis in response to the extra-labor 
oppression of the black people. 

11 August 1974 
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EXCHl\NGE eN DE'I:';'OIT POLICE RESIDENCY ISSUE 

SL PB 
Ne\'7 York 

Dear comrades: 

Detroit 
13 August 1974 

32. 

Ne had the discussion this ~·!eekend in the local on the resi-
dency-for-cops issue. There was a split in the exec (with [2 
comrades] abstaining), but the majority of the local voted for the 
motion I put fon-]ard (see enclosed [appended]), so I feel some 
responsibility to layout my arguments for the information of the 
PB. The vote was: 

for Adrian motion: [10, plus 2 consultative] 

for Steve S. motion: [7, plus 1 consultative] 

abstain: [5, plus 1 consultative] 

I. First, I think it is important to make clear that I think the 
residency issue is a secondary one. That should be obvious, but 
the issue has generated such heat here it is necessary to state it. 
Support or opposition to residency requirements for cops uill not 
be the cutting edge of our intervention into the cop-issue in De
troit. This is to be contrasted v!ith, for example, the weightiness 
,.]hich \ve attributed to the issue of critical support or non-support 
to the OCI in the 1973 elections in France. As I understand it, 
that ",as an issue ",hich was useful both internally, in connecting 
a bulge in the organization, and ",as also very important externally I 
as \-]e did not "rant to abstain in the French electoral arena. The 
issue of residency requirements does not in my mind have that kind 
of significance at all. Our position on the police and the prisons 
is a unique one----i tis not just that ,.,e oppose community control, but 
unlike the rest of the left, He state ve-fy clearly and unambiguously 
thfftne' cops can I t be... reformed and He in12 .. is...L.tb..atthe·y· .... aie-ut1ot part 
or-the ,'?orking class. It's a pmverful line, and one quite exploit-
-able in Detroit right· nmv. 

The main arguments for critical support to residency fall into 
blo categories: it is a blm-l against the autonomy of the police and 
the issue is a referendum on racism. To give sufficient considera-
tion to either of these arguments comrades have to keep in mind 
that truth is concrete. Besides being an admonition, this is some
thing of a statement of Detroit exceptionalism, or, perhaps better 
put, large'-urban--center exceptionalism. (I encourage comrades to 
read some of the clippings from the Detroit press \\1hich are in the 
t'JV file.) I do not think that at all_ times in all places J'lfLs.hould 
gIve critical support to a residency requirement, because in and of 
itse.l.J, isolated-from its context'afiathe'''dynamic of the situation, 
it wouIcr-Cif"course not' represent any gain for the working class .~~~. __ __ 

[In this case the "gain" is not a blacker or more sensitive police 7 
force but a limitation or deflection of the cops' ability to impo~ 
their organized will. 
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II. So to get back to ,- truth is concrete.:1 I find it useful to 
list some examples of situations in "'hich "le ,,,ould give critical 
support to something ",hich '\'le do not call for in our program. I 
recognize the limitations of analogies and the imperfections of 
parallels, but I don't think this issue is i~~ediately obvious and 
so I think some indirect argumentation is in order . 

1. We give critical support to the ILA's boycott of Rhodesian 
goods even though, because of its ineffectiveness, it's not a tactic 
we would call for. In fact, were it to be a successful tactic, it 
could actually weaken the workers movement there by increasing un
employment. Nevertheless, the boycott is an expression of anti
racist sentiment, and to call to end it ,",ould be to bloc with the 
reactionaries. 

2. The same criteria apply to quota hiring. vIe dray! a line 
of principle at government intervention into the unions. But if the 
government is not involved, we might give critical support to a 
quota proposal, especiallY if our forces are '-Teak and unable to 
provide more than a propagandistic alternative in a very hot situa
tion and/or if the issue is a referendum. 

3. Al though vle are opposed to the setting up of excluionist 
academic departments and indifferent to others, we will defend, 
even exclusionist departments, from reactionary administration 
attack (with the exception of cop training). 

40 We critically supported the quota system at CCNY seeing in 
this instance that the defense of the racist and class-biased status 
quo was a greater evil than preferential treatment of one section 
of the population, even with the possible resulting friction and 
divisiveness. 

5. We very critically supported the civilian police revie,,, 
board in Nevl York City. My understanding v'as that "le did so not 
primarily because we thought it ,,,ould represent even a minimal gain 
for the \>Jorking class (i.e. we predicted it '>J'ould be virtually in
effective) but that it was a line-up~ for or against the police. 

III. It is of course necessary to ask if this is a principled or 
tactical question. I feel that it is not a principled question. 
The RSL used to sneer at the SL's conception of principle; the RSL 
would have it that the SL uses principles as a barrier between it
self and the masses. This is of course absurd, but what their 
snotty lauding of flexibility demonstrates is the Shachtmanites' 
failure to understand that principles do constitute a barrier of 
sorts--to class collaboration. For example, it would be unprincip
led to call for any kind of support to a community control program. 
And as I said before, vle ,,,ould give critical support to a residency 
requirement not because it is a reform of the cops, but because it 
is a limitation on their Bonapartist appetites. This also does 
not mean that vIe are forced by the logic of our position to give 
critical support to the opposite of ,,,hatever the cops \-lant, \>lhen
ever they decide to make an issue of it (e.g. foot patrols vs. 
cars, mini-precinct stations, etc.). But this issue has ramifica
tions beyond a simplistic knee-jerk reaction of "no' to vlhatever 
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the cops \'lant--vTe don't have a position on hmv the sta'ce wants to 
run its armed fist. (\'Jere we in a parliamentary situation we \.,roulC! 
vote 'no" on everything of course). 

IV. What demands have t.;e raised with regard to the police and the 
prisons? We do not believe, for example, that the prisons can be 
reformed under capitalism; therefore we demand "Smash the Prisons.'; 
But certainly it would be ultra-left and stupid to understand this 
to imply that we couldn't support the demands that the Attica pri
soners raised for reform. And support to their demands is not, a 
call for "Better Prisons Under Capitalism. '/ 

We also call for disarming the cops, jailing a cop who has 
committed a particular atrocity, cops out of the ghetto, etc. All 
these are demands designed to limit the independence and military 
might of the police force. Also we are opposed to blacks or women 
being discriminated against--implementation of this will mean more 
black cops. Does this mean \',e call for more black cops? No, 
clearly not. 

It seems then the real question to ask is; does ra1s1ng cri
tical support to residency going to build more illusions in Coleman 
Young than it does limit the autonomy of the cops? In the context 
of the other propaganda we would raise, I hope to demonstrate \.,rhen 
I discuss the particular situation here that it \.,rould not. 

V. Are there any situations in which vle take a position in \.,rhat 
is primarily a dispute among ruling class elements? 

1. In some cases something a capitalist politician favors 
may overlap with our program, e. g., the ERA, in \.;rhich case v!e sup
port it, always with our accompanying propaganda. 

2. A slightly more complex case is illustrated by the Boston 
rent control law, which the Boston SL originally took a position of 
abstention on because the la\,l specifically insured "adequate" pro
fits to the landlords. Later, they reversed their positioJ?sinee 
the rent controLla.waq.tually di~l p_ut __ ,~ome~.bE~son···Ftses' in 
ren ts and thus was cri1:~-s.UI?p.ortabt'e.' , 

3. In t\1V #11 in the article on the VNL it is implied that vie 
would give mIlitary support to the National Guard smashing the cops' 
strike, at least in some situations. 

Now the important thing about these situations is that support 
to something that happens to be in a capitalist politician's pro
gram (where it overlaps ours like the BRA) or to particular legis
lation is n?t support to the politician or t.o, his prog,~~m. We do 
not support Young's reorgcmization plan, just a~ __ w§~r.e logically 
not forced to speak-t;o.eyerY·'Tsstre-·'!fra€'Th.,E!.cops ever ... raise. A 
necessary part of the leaflet··'tilfilch \'le-\,iould put out around this 
iss~~.",j...§., __ {i.D..-,.attaek on Young (and Fraser of the UAN, who is on 
Youn~ s police bqClrdl-.. an(;:t.th~ calTto dump"EIfeburea"iicrats, build 
a l_abor-pa'rty'~'----, 
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VI. Nm.·, to the specifics of the Detroit situation. 

~ The context includes: 

a. The defeat for the cross district Detroit busing case, 
which produced relief and jubilation in the suburbs. The inner city 
reaction is mixed; many black parents don't like busing either. Hoat 
of them who don't, don't like the vicious hassles their kids have to 
go through; there are a fe", hard nationalists who oppose busing 
for their own reasons (The Black Christian Nationalists--BCN---pro
bably fall in this category.) Liberals like Young try to avoid of
fending anyone by saying busing wasn't adequate anyv,ay, "'hat the 
city really needs is quality education for all. Despite various 
things that people say, I would say that there's no question that 
the Supreme Court decision is seen as a setback "lith reactionary im-
plications (remember, just t,vo years ago the buses ",ere bombed in 
Pontiac to prevent busing.) 

b. The nationwide cop atrocities covered recently in t-vV, 
",ith the cops ominously seeing themselves as judge, jury and execu
tioner. 

c. The city is technically 50% black, but a recent NY ~imes 
article on busing indicated that the high school population ,,,as 
70% black (I believe that excludes a small percentage of '-Ihite stu
dents vlho attend Catholic school). t-Jhat this means is that many of 
the vlhi tes \-lho live in the city are over 65 and too poor or too tied 
to the house they finally paid off to move (our LI workers have com
mented on this, too). In other words, the active population of 
the city is well over 50% black. 

d. 80% of the cops are white. 

e. I assume everyone is avlare that the cops are actively de-
monstrating against Young and Tannian (the police commissioner). I 
thought I had a copy of a report dealing with these demonstrations, 
but I don't so Ifll describe them briefly. One of the earlier ones 
was held to protest Justin Ravitz's (famed Marxist-Leninist Detroit 
judge) attempt to jail a cop for brutalizing someone he arrested. A 
fe", days later I saw one do"mto"m. As far as I knm.-] this one ",as 
not reported in the bourgeois press. It was a car caravan Hith 
signs saying things like "Fire Detroit's Red 1-1ayor and Red Police 
Commissioner;" "Out I a", Communists Not Handguns;" IIJail Ravi. t;:, Not 
the Police;" and others in a similar vein. Various other kinds of 
protest actions continue (some directed against increase in foot 
patrols, etc.). 

f. Young's campaign vIas seen in parimarily racial terms--if 
you ",ere black, you voted for him, if you ",ere "'hi te you voted for 
Nichols, the ex-police commissioner \vho instituted STRESS. 

g. The STRESS campaign--I also assume most comrades are some
what familiar with STRESS. It was the epitome of the kind of thing 
described in the last rlV--something like 19 blacks were killed by 
the STRESS "decoy" units in a year. One of the last STRESS actions 
was a nationwide manhunt for three young blacks who had allegedly 
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shot a STRESS officer (the HaY\"lard Brmm case) i there "Jere numer
ous reports of illegal searches allover the cities and the various 
brutalities that can be imagined associated with such searches. 
There were several large rallies and a fairly active campaign to 
abolish STRESS, although \'Je got here right at the tail end of it, 
so I don't know many of the details. Young has "abolished" STRESS 
and promised in its place 1000 more uniformed cops on the streets and 
mini-precinct store front stations to ;'serve the community.' 

h. There are t'·l0 cop organizations. The DPf)A is the bargain·
ing unit for all the cops, but the \. acti vists ,: in it are \vhi te. 
The SPOA has led all the protests against Young, some of \vhich 
black cops have participated in (e. g. a ticket 'vri ting slmv-dm·m in 
protest of more foot patrols). The Guardians is a black group, 
which apparently includes black city vlorkers and small businessmen. 
The cop section of the Guardians has demonstrated in support of 
Young. 

i. Young has set up a police commission \oJhich does more than 
hear complaints from victims of cop atrocities. It has policy mak
ing and budgetary powers and recently approved the affirmative 
action to preferentially promote black cops. I think the most im-' 
portant part of this Board is that Doug Fraser, head of the Chrysler 
s~q.tion of the UAv.], is its president.--(One tfil.ng He pla-rr"TO--nave--'" 
tu 'er5-do 1s raise the demandPraser off the board'- in their union 
si tuations. Kei th indicates that -although the' ~7orkers have fevl 
illusions in the cops, they might see an advantage to have "their tl 

voice re~resehted in 'deer-sTons abo"titthe cops', Now Fraser is' very 

~~~;, _~~~'!h~e~!~~1i~':b~:f~~!Y~!~~~e-~~ m~~~~~~enl~i~a~:~o~f~f ...... -.. - ____ I' ...... ' __ .... __ .. __ .. ' ... ' ,', ........ ---... ____ .. ________ 9_ .. _ .... _ . . ... ,,_ " . " 
g-e'C~!!j.Si.~_mQ~Egl_ .. __ !~"r.e.P.resentati ve t: yoice ori"--tlje-""bo-a!"9l'~JJ]~e..~~Jordan 

'Sfms .... Sqc:lgain it's an issue vlhich must be accoInpanied by clear, 
sharppropagandt;l,_Cl:~.~ .~.~pJ?nqt..i6ri.} ." .-_ .... , 

j. I should also mention that the affirmative action recently 
passed by the Police Board also met vTi th a great deal of opposition 
among the cops. 

k. One other factor, which doesn't play any major role at 
this time but does exist, is the Ku Klux Klan. They vlere involved 
in the bombing of the buses in Pontiac and they do exist in places 
like Southfield. Also, {IIlallace did well in Hichigan at one point. 

1. There is also the recent incident reported in t·JV of a black 
family moving into a neighborhood inside the city and meeting with 
physical harassment of a fairly intense nature. 

m. A residency requirement has been on the books for many 
years (I believe around 20). Last year, the DPOA took it to court 
(we don't yet know all the details but it appears that the DFT 
supported the DPOA's court case, whether or not they were actually 
part of it). The Michigan Supreme Court ruled that it couldn't be 
done through legislation, that it had to be a bargaining issue. And 
it will be a separate bargaining issue for each union, i.e. the 
DFT will bargain it separately from the cops. The DFT has postponed 
a struggle around the issue until next year--their negotiations be-
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gin in October for a contract that will be up in the Slli~er of '75. 

4tr This technical piece of information is important because it 
demonstrates concretely hm'l defeat of residency is an actual org
anizational victory for the cops. 

VII. Objections have been raised to critical support to a residency 
requirement for cops because it will affect the teachers. However, 
the two unions will bargain it separately, so ",hatever is decided 
for the cops will not be legally binding on the teachers. Of 
course, if residency for the cops is maintained, a precedent will be 
set which the school board will use in its negotiations with the 
teachers. And I suppose that Young is as determined that residency 
be maintained for the teachers as he is for the cops--I suspect 
that he determination is based not on a heartfelt desire for "in
volved" public employees, but rather on a heartfelt desire for a 
larger tax base--there is something of a move on to spruce up 
Detroit and make it livable (hah!). Nevertheless, I don't ·chink it 
will be that difficult to make clear our differing positions on the 
two cases. Cops are not workers! We don't think they should be 
unionized and \'le don't hesitate to say that for fear that it ,"ill 
be used to weaken organizing drives for other city workers. In 
fact in WV #11 \1e criticize VNL_ .. for precisely that' logic.· In dis
cussing the Ne\'l,York police strike the VNL, while disassociating 
itself .from the vlL'srarttirigs about the cops, insisted that: 

·'The rank and file of the entire labor movement must demand 
that their leaderships enter into a united front and a binding 
commitment for a general strike in the event that either 
strike-breaking weapon is resorted to by the City. 'i 

In other words, for fear that reactionary legislation would be used 
against city workers as well as cops, VNL called for an organiza
tional victory to the police strike. 

VIII. This is not a plan for community control; if I thought it 
was, I would think it would be unprincipled to give critical support 
to it. Young himself has come out explicitly against decentraliza
tion, now that he is in office and in control of things. He does 
use the rhetoric of community control and undoubtedly there are 
illusions about it in the city, so our propaganda would have to 
state clearly what's wrong "lith it and why we are against it. 

No one likes living in Detroit. It's crime-ridden, ugly, op
pressive, etc. But I would contend that the cops organized refusal 
to do so does have racial overtones. (The press has recently cover
ed the ludicrous spectacle of the DPOA chief, Gary Lee, sneaking 
out of his "wife's" house in the suburbs, while he maintains a 
phony residence in the city. Now he's divorcing his wife to make 
it all technically legal.) The cops have no qualms about shooting 
blacks, but will fight like hell to avoid living in the same neigh
borhood with them. We in general understand the cry for 1 a\'] and 
order, especially when it's raised by the cops, to have heavy ra
cial overtones. The point is not that they'll be more "sensitized" 
if they live here, but that this issue has enough other ramifications 
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(racial and bonapartist) that it is lt70rth it for us to take a posi
tion on it. 

An interesting argument against this position was raised by 
comrades who insisted that the DPOA ltlaS on the defensive, not the 
offensive. They insist, I believe correctly, that the '1abolishing' 
of STRESS and Young's election victory \'Jere a defeat for the cops. 
But "'hile this may be a necessary modification (for Detroit) of 
our observation of increasing moves towards bonapartism on the part 
of cops around the country, it does not alter the appetites behind 
the cops' I, actions !I here. The fact that they have suffered a set
back in their efforts to fulfill their appetites for bonapartism 
should not mean that we think it's no longer necessary to fight 
against this. 

Comradely, 

Sue A[drian] 

P. S. I ,,,,as not in Berkeley when the local put out the 'Vote Yes 
But Hold You~ose" leaflet! 

* * * * 
Hotion: Since the context of the dispute betltleen Young/Tannian and 
?~S~ the DPOA is; 

~) l 1. a rising attem~t on the part ~~cops around the country 
~k to be a~tonomo~s ~xpressed_i.fo1 al'i ten~ency t<;>. see the~sel-Ql''0<,.;J- ves as Judge, Jury' and execut10ne+"; b)1ncreasl.ng organ1za-
ij'If'!"~ tional and political consciousness/esprit de corps expressed 
U" in their attempt to unionize and "lin bargaIning rights) i 

, ("r 
~~ ~~2. a sharply polarized racial situation in Detroit (with 

'?, 'Vi \.')"\ busing defeated, a largely black city population surrounded 
\ < by totally white suburbs, a largely white police force, that 

the cops refusal to live in Detroit is seen by the cops and 
the population as largely based on racist sentiment); 

3. a residency requirement is already in effect so that a 
defeat of the residency requirement \v-ould be an organiza
tional victory for the DPOAi 

4. that there is not an immediate posing of community con
trol (i.e. Young himself is opposed to decentralization 
although Young uses community control rhetoric); 

We must give critical support to maintenance of residency 
seeing it as a blow against autonomy of police and as a 
referendum on racism, while we also raise; 

iNo to Community Control 
Disarm the Cops 

Workers r·1ilitias 
Fraser Off the Board 
Dump the bureaucrats, for a labor party, etc. 
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[accepted] amendment: 

SL PB 
New York 

We are opposed to a residency requirement for the DFT 
[Detroit Federation of Teachers], as a higher principle is 
involved, i.e., intervention in and control of the unions 
by the state. Haintainance of residency for the police 
will not directly legally apply to teachers because the 
issue is bargained separately for each union. 

* * * * 
Detroit 
17 August 1974 

Dear Comrades, 

Comrade Adrian suggested that I write my objections to criti
cal support to residency requirements for police because I 'I.'TaS a 
principal spokesman against that motion at our local meeting. I 
also feel obligated to "Vlri te since I believe my motion "VIas poorly 
drafted and does not adequately represent my vie\'ls. 

1. In essence my position is that residency requirements for 
police in Detroit at this time in no way intersects a working class 
program. They are not anti-racist or democratic measures, the 
motivation of people supporting them is not supportable, and support 
for this bourgeois program for the police is in no ltlay a working 
class response to police bonapartism. Therefore, even critical 
support ltlOu1d be unprincipled. Further, even if this issue ",ere 
a tactical question, it would be unwise to give critical support 
to residency requirements. 

2. Residency requirements for the Detroit police are not 
anti-racist. They do not speak to the racist hiring practices that 
have existed in the police. This is reflected by the fact that al
though residency requirements have been in effect for over 20 years, 
only 15% of Detroit's cops are black (1972 city publication) in a 
city that is 43.6% non-white (1970 census). Furthermore, Mayor 
Young and Police Commissioner Tannian are not conducting hiring 
practices discriminatory against blacks. They are hiring mostly 
blacks and have the stated intention of creating a 50% black police 
force. In short, given the significant white and black communities 
in Detroit, the bourgeoisie could hire a police force Nith any 
racial composition it desired. 

3. Residency requirements do not speak to limiting the pO\'lers 
and scope of the state. They are not analogous to slogans like; 
'Cops out of the ghetto," IlDisarm the police,' or IlCaps and cop
training off campus. 1I 

4. Residency requirements are not a democratic demand, but a 
restriction on employment. There is no democratic right to be pol
iced by someone from yo~ community. 
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5. Critical support, however, can be given to a measure that 
does not directly advance the working class if it intersects sup
portable motivations. This ",as the case ~qi th the Ludlo\-l amendment, 
school busing, and the Phodesian boycott. rrhis.. I believe, is 
comrade Adr'ian' s argument \\1hen she suggests that the issue of resi
dency requirements for police is a 'referendum on racism.!' While I 
will concede that the police opposition to residency requirements 
has a significant, though not exclusive, racist motivation, it is 
the motivation of the other side "Vlhich determines \-Thether or not to 
give critical support. I submit that none of the three main moti
vations of supporters of the residency requirements are supportable. 

6. The most expressed motivation is that city employees should 
be ·taxed by the city and should spend their money in the city. This 
is posed as a solution to the problem of decaying cities under capi
talism. This motivation is used against all city employees. It is 
reformist, utopian and in no 'Nay supportable. 

7. The second most common motivation is that only someone 
from the community understands and sympathizes with the needs of 
the community. Therefore, oqly they can serve the community. Of 
course, there is 'the' black nat'ionalist variant of this. This is 
aimed at both teachers and police, and with regard to the police, 
it is utopian and reformist. It also plays on community control
type illusions. This motivation is also unsupportable. 

8. The third motivation is that r1ayor Young has the interests 
of the black eommunity at heart and should be supported. No comment 
is necessary on this.' 

9. I submit that almost no one ",ould motivate residency re
quirements in a supportable 'ftlay (i.e. Blacks have as much right to 
any job, including cops, as anyone else). Here division along 
racial lines does not mean ~\1e support either side. 

10. The remaining argument is that of bonapartism. The posi
tion is that the Detroit Police Officer's Association (DPOA) re
presents a danger to the \,Torking class as an independent political 
expression for cops (\vhich it does). Further, a victory for the 
police on residency requirements \'lOuld be an interference in police 
policy-making and would strengthen Detroit police morale and the 
DPOA (which it would). The conclusion is that ,,!e should support 
politically measures taken by the bourgeoisie against the DPOA, or 
at least defend politically positions taken by the bourgeoisie 
which are attacked by the DPOA (which we should not). 

11. A struggle between the government and part of the state 
apparatus (e.g. the police or the army) represents divisions in 
the bourgeoisie. The proletarian position in such a struggle could 
be support for democratic demands giving them a class edge, it 
could be military struggle against the bonapartists, it could be 
propaganda or agitation about the bourgeoisie's inability to defend 
democratic rights and the need for working class self-defense, 
but it cannot be political support to one side even though working 
class interests are tied up in the outcome. This has been our 
position historically both in electoral confrontations and military 
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confrontation (e.g. Kornilov and Franco). 

12. If it is accepted that the demand, 'Only Detroiters 
should police Detroit,' is not a democratic demand, is not an anti
racist demand, and is not a partial demand relating to abolition of 
the police, the remaining arguments to support it are for political 
support to one section of the bourgeoisie represented by Young 
and Tannian. If the argument is that we should give critical sup
port to residency requirements because a victory for the DPOA on 
this point would strengthen police morale and further police inde
pendence, then we should support each aspect of Mayor Young's 
Police Reorganization Program opposed by the DPOA. For example, 
part of Young's program already in effect is that a higher percen
tage of cops should \\Talk a beat and a lower percentage cruise in 
cars. The police response is even more racially motivated, ("A 
white cop would not be safe on foot in the black community!!). In 
fact a DPOA victory on this would be an even greater ·threat to 
the working class since it is interfering in how the policing is 
done, not where cops live \·!hen off-duty. 

13. Because there is no basis to support residency requirements 
for cops in Detroit, it would be unprincipled to support them. Even 
if it were principled there are tactical considerations which mili
tate against critical support. 

14. If 
polarization 
should be to 
support it. 
racism would 
and teachers 

Comrade Adrian were right and there is an anti-racist 
in Detroit for residency requirements, our orientation 
counter that, and try to diffuse it, not critically 
The identification of residency requirements with anti
weaken our position in defending other city employees 
from res.idency requirements and union busting. 

15. Residency requirements are part of a bourgeois program to 
make a more effective police force by building illusions in the 
black community as to the nature and role of the police and the 
state. Critical support to residency requirements would make our 
attacks on these illusions and on Mayor Young more difficult. 

16. Residency requirements are part of a program whose thrust 
is to build community control-type illusions. Young's program is 
that police can better serve the community if: 

More cops were from the community, 
More black police are in the black community, 
More mini-police stations are available to people in the 
black community, and more foot patrolmen are in contact ",ith 
the community. 

Our task is to smash these illusions and to discredit Young and 
whatever ORO's might support Young's program. Critical support to 
one aspect of this program will weaken our position in accomplishing 
this objective. 

Bolshevik greetings, 

Steven s. 
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P.S. To be sure that one point is clear, I do not believe that 
Comrade Adrian's motion or its motivation are unprincipled, but 
that they are based on the misconception that there is a referendum 
on racism. What is unprincipled, I believe, is the argument that 
the threat that the DPOA poses is_ sufficient reason to support 
aspects of Young's program that come under attack, 'V'lhether or not 
those aspects coincide in any way with the needs of the working 
class. 
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MEMORANDUM ON THE IN'l'ERNl\.TIONll.L MOVEHENT--ON THE 
OCCASION OF THE NATIONAl. CONFERENCE OF THESL7TIS 

I 
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1. In the past five to seven years, the renewed pressure of 
class struggle and inter-imperialist rivalries has significantly 
exacerbated the tensions within the rotten federated bloc which 
calls itself the United Secretariat of the Fourth International 
(USec) . The rapid grovlth of the various sections of the--YSec.during 
the first .part of '. that. . .period.-w&s-.pr.imat:JJy<::l:tJ.e., J:.otl::te.ir .. _varying 
adaptations to thepetty""oou.~.ge.g..i-s--st.udent-.r.adical.izationlinked 
both to the aftermath.·ef·-May-~.s··2iJ:t---~~.-..and..tQ .. theJlietg.am war, 
which waspercei ved as the syrnboLof third vJorld revolts against 
colonial and"imper',{alist domination·~·Th:ecurrent state of semi-· 
open warfare between the International Majority of the USec, led 
by the French, and the International Hinori ty, led by the S\'7P, is 
but the other ':face.!of the Pabloites I previous "success. "Faced with re
newed and incre9-_s.~d levels~ss str~9.91.~._~,~._!"~~P~~~.~ ... -t::.? a"~.t:~rnpts 
by the_}:)9P:~9,~oisi~"toma~.~.u.j;.,.he_._WQiE.1-..!lg -- cl_c!:§_§1_.~~.~~.".~1i.~.,,,1?r.:unt of lts 
ecc:>no~ .~.~!.f!.~1J.l~:s.-~-~~-pe:tty:-bourg.~()is ~ ,gu,' erril,l, aist" and student
orl~,.n:t.eG:'lfO'l'i-si.es... .. oLt.h.e.USeG- cO\lld .. not.. ,pr.ovide .. any ansvler tot:!1e 
ob j ecti'ye __ ~JS . .a.u.rQlJO lut :iGni.s..~$.?l;q:~.today..cal.led_.uPQ.n.to fu I f i,ll 0 

The Pabloites' response to the world political situation re
mains within the framework of their effort to find the empirically 
optimal IIshort-cut"to building a revolutionary organization: a 
search which is but the expression of their refusal to construct a 
proletarian party. The federated character of the "United!l Secre-' 
tariat is amply illustrated in its different international organs. 
The Hajority has begun publishing IlInprecor,H in French, English 
and Spanish to compete (but notpc>!.~micize.J .YJith 1:~e S~vP's Inter-: 
continental Press, ':::lhich: .. in'turn has ·begun ... pub,li.s,hing articles in 
Spanisl,l.: Open splits in the USec sections in Canada, Mexico, Aus
tralia, Peru, and Spain before the IlTenth World Congress" and in 
the United State~ a~d Argentina after the ban on expulsion~ and 
spli ts.".at.t.he .. ~:nWot'l-d:.:eGfi9-r.ess,..!:as well as de-facto splits in Den
mark and England and.,. deep-.going·diy,isions which could shortly lead 
to open SPlit:S;i,rL.Germany".and.~alY .. be.ar ,witness to the bankruptcy 
of the politics of the USee an ~o flie historical crisis of revolu-" 
tionary leadership. 

The USee Majority is further divided among itself. One vling, 
led by ~~~c1~1 and Ross (of ths.--BriLish !HG) and to which other his
toric Pabloite ,leaders sUC.h . .a..JLb.e.J::.~e Frank anc1 Livio Maitan have 
thus far capitulated, favors, conciliation with the SWP at all costs. 
Already at the "'r~.nt.h World Congress," Handel was opposed by a vling 
led by "the Ftemch (Jebr_gg) anc;l Tariq Ali \"rhich aims at expelling 
the Slo'lP, the sooner the betfer. Finally, in addition to the tlthird 
tendency," there are numerous elements within the niT \'Thich tend to 
oppose either or both of these wings, but \'lhich have no firm and 
principled position (e.g. Beauvais and Natti in France). If the 
USee should split (possibly over the expUlsion of the International
ist Tendency by the SWP), these different factions \<lould no longer 
be held together by their scorn for the legalist SWP and further 
factional struggle would be likely to break out within a short 
period of time. 
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2. The split in the International.~9-DlIDitteer between the 
Healyite Socialist Labour League'(SLLr(now t-lorkers Revolutionary 
Party) and the Lambert-Just led Organisation Communiste Interna
tionaliste (OCI), was a similar response to the urgent political 
problems now facing would-be revolutionists. After 1966, Healy 
turned sharply to the right on a series of issues (support to the 
Red Guards and the Arab Revolution; eulogy of Ho Chi Minh and the 
"eternal values of peoples' \'.Jar"); after the 1971 split in the IC 
the SLL abandoned all pretense of an international with national 
sections having earned political authori tY . .in .. .thei-r own-··cnunt.rtes 
and 0J?enly . as s,§rteQ.-.the...E.!:':!:!!~~J?JeQL.a ... seri8s ... -O-f.hero""figures owing» 
allegl.ance to the greatest hero since Lenin, ar-l<l, Trotsky,_Gerry 
He~ . The periodfoilowiri~( 1966 saw the'defini ti ve degeneration 
of the SLL into the political bandits they are today. Hmvever, the 
OCI continued to exhibit a series of centris.t .... con:t-rad·ietions·:andos
ci +.Jat"ions .. in·Ttspor~-··i:±ne;···-----·····-···--· 

While the OCI asserted verbally and at length its rejection 
of the federated nature of the IC, it refused to come to grips 
with Healy's degeneration, and continued to assert the SLL's via
bility as a Trotskyist party, at least until the SLL was rebaptized 
the WRP. Further, its practice consisted in futile attempts at per
petuating the kind of compromises on which the IC and the USec had 
been based--in particular over the issues of the POR's behavior 
prior to and during the 1971 coup in Bolivia and over the nature of 
the Cuban state. It 'vas therefore ultimately unable to arrive at 
a clear political differentiation within the groups linked to it 
through the Organizing Committee for the Reconstruction of the 
Fourth International (OCRFI), especially the Latin American groups 
which support the policies of Lora's POR and which have left the 
OCRFI de facto, if not formally. The OCI attempted to deal exclu
sively administratively with the Varga affair and refused to answer 
explicitly the more leftish criticisms of OCI practice made by indi-
vidua1s or groups who eventually came to support Varga. The groups 
either linked to Varga or repulsed by the OCI's treatment of the 
Varga question also dropped away from the OCI. At present, the 
OCRFI can hardly be said to exist as an international grouping. 

Due partly to the OCI' s .e>pposiJ:iQJJ. to rightist positions of the 
SLL, ..such. as i tssupport for the Red Guards, for the Arab side in 
the 1967 ~e9.-x-_~.~~t ji'ar,anCi ··l.ts··us·e of'ifi:Jie" d,i~.lg9.t.t91IilS mystifi
cation, and to ;its asserted desire to drive forward the OCRFI in a 
way that would havemeailt"a'sha-rp break with the federated tradi
tion of the IC, we patiently and persistently sought contact and 
discussions with the OCI. Equally important to our orientation to 
the OCI, it possesses a pool of cadre hardened in the struggle 
against Pabloism and there was reason to believe that there existed 
left e1emen:ts.Jn tlJ,e OCI(a fact apparently confirmed since by 
positiorULPublished..by··some expelled members of the OCl who joined 
the l'erga grQup). The SL therefore 'oJrote the OCRFI and the OCI 
seekin<faI'Efclm'sion between our oganizations, while clearly stating 
our sharp objective differences, both political and organizational. 
However, we have never received an answer to this letter, nor in
deed to any of our other letters to the OCI. 

The failure of any left elements within the OCI to form an 
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organized opp')sition to the leadership's capitulation to the popular 
frong Union of the Left in the 1974 Presidential elections (at a 
time which coincided with the OCI's discussion period prior to its 
19th Congress) have effectiv.e~y,"-r-eso.~ved--any con_t:_:i;"Cl.q:i,Q:t:i,9ns> ,wi thin 
the OCI. While we must continue to orient to the OCI rn.:Lli tants and 
seek to maintain· organizational contact, barring-unexpected, develop
ments our atEItude---eoward the OCI will be fundamentally altered in 
the c<:>l:l'ing pe£~od. 

3. The growth of the Spartacist League/US in the late 1960's 
and sharply accelerating beginning with the regroupment with the 
Communist Working Collective in mid-197l enabled and required the 
SL/US to commit a substantial investment, both financially and in 
terms of cadre, to its continuing struggle to break out of national 
isolation. International work has absorbed a large amount of time 
and effort on the 'part of leading cadre in the SL Central Office, 
to the poInt of deforming other aspects of the SL I S work. This 
effort was, however, absolutely necessary if the Spartacist tenden
cy is to successfully break out of the national isolation inflicted 
on it after the 1966 rupture with Healy. The opportunities pre
sented by the crises of the USec and the IC in particular had to 
be seized as they occurred. The opportunity for intervention in 
groups outside the U.S. is typically very brief. Thus, whatever 
possibility for a principled intervention and consequently for a 
regroupment with at least a significant segment of Spartacus-BL 
was probably squandered by Moore's clumsy effort to form a rotten 
bloc with them in the first six months of 1972, even though inter
vention was still possible after that time. If the international 
Spartacist tendency (1ST) does not carry out a successful interna
tional regroupment policy, such groups will continue to emerge and 
represent further barriers to the work of authentic Trotskyist 
groups. 

As a result of fuis massive effort, the Spartacist tendency 
internationally is now facing the prospect of transforming itself 
into an international organization with living member sections. 
But the l-irn~~,~~,"_il.~~€!i::~-__ 9~"'-,~·nl~Ii.--'sYmp·atnl.z·erg-roupsor"th"e""tST are 
not consolidated and stabilized ,t"he'IiKeT11rooa·-efiit---they-will stag
nate .o-r.:_,~disI~J:~egr~te--- e"ri.t:ir·~_J.:y-~-:nrvery great. In order---to-'achieve 
this stabilization, the 1ST as---a---wnOTe- and in particular the SL/US 
must increase t~ __ ;Qrces devoted to recruiting ne," forces both in 
the countries --.---~ rou s anct to extendi the-tendency 
gee ra hical Combined with the wel. t of-theO-sLjus, 

;~U~~f~~f a~~eI~e r!~~~~~i ~~-~'~afl-6-~t"~iE~~il~~¥1.~~~~H .. :!ass 
effOrt--c-an-'p't'eV'entsignlfi'cant losses by the tendency. Thus, in 

- some ways this transf_o_!:!!!§!~i(;>n' is akin, .. -to-H·tl!~..-::E!~~~_ss projected in 
t:h~~:,:!~Li:.:::_~_~!!l6Xl!tfgum~,_Qn_"the"_,TransfoI;"ma-t.-i()n--&f--~he- -Spartac i s t 

----Le.ag.ue.,J; , 

4. In the past period, the SL/US \'Jas able to assist central 
cadre in successfully rebuilding the SL/NZ, now SL/ANZ, after its 
near destruction by Owen Gager's political collapse. The expansion 
of the SL's main propaganda weapon, its press, and the increased 
forces directly involved in international work were instrumental 
in crystallizing groups and individuals sympathetic to the 
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Spartacist tendency in late 1973 and early 1974, primarily in 
Europe, but also in Canada and the Near East. During this period, 
the principled political struggle and evolution of the Revolutionary 
Workers Party in Ceylon, led by Edmund Samarakkody, brought it to 
political positions largely convergent with those of the Spartacist 
tendency, and therefore to the increasingly serious exchanges be
tween the SL/US and the RWP. 

During the process of this development, the SL struggled with 
centrist forces emerging from the disintegrating USec, such as 
the IKD/KJO and Spartacus/BL in Germany, and the Communist Tendency 
and the Leninist Faction of the SWP in an effort to win significant 
portions of them to revolutionary politics. While a certain number 
of valuable political cadre were won to principled Trotskyist posi
tions during this process of clarificaton, the organizations which 
emerged from these groups continue to present a centrist barrier 
to the construction of revolutionary organizations in their respec
tive countries. 

s. The political work of the years follm"ring the adherence 
o~ the SL/NZ (now SL/ANZ) to the Declaration of principles of the 
SL/US received a first formalization at the interim conference 
held in Berlin in January of 1974, which accepted the agreement 
made between the SL/US and the DBL as a principled basis for work 
in Germany, as well as a comparable agreement with French comrades 
on work toward the USec. The conference represented a major step 
toward the crystallization of an international Trotskyist tendency 
based firmly on international democratic centralism and the best 
practices of the Trotskyist movement historically. The continued 
political development of the groups and individuals present at or 
associated with the decisions of the Berlin conference, as well as 
the recruitment of new forces, laid the basis for the Declaration 
for the Organizing of an International Trotskyist Tendency (DOITT), 
adopted by -the Central Committees of the SL/US and the SL/ANZ and 
promulgated on 6 July 1974 at the European summer camp of the 
Spartacist tendency. Based explicitly on a series of programmatic 
documents, the Declaration represents an organizational codification 
of the political agreements which have been reached over the past 
few years, at the same time that it lays the basis for further poli
tical development and organizational expansion of the international 
Spartacist tendency, based on its present member sections, the SL/ 
us and the SL/ANZ, and its sympathizing groups, the OBL (Austrian 
Bolshevik-Leninists), the German Kommunistische Korrespondenz group, 
the Spartacist--Nuc!eus-. .in Israel_L.".smd __ tb~ __ Canada Committee of the 
~ST ~ ~he coale"~_£~!l_<;!"_Frenchcomrni~:te~_.as w~II~ls""sympathl.zing 
l.ndl.vl.duals else\'lhere. 

6. The DOITT represented an organizational consolidation re
sulting from political clarification of certain key issues inter
nationally. Just as Trotsky fought to test the practice of osten
sible revolutionists against their professed agreement with the 
program of the Left Opposition by demanding from them a clear 
stance"O.D""the""role6f:~omintern leaqersh,ip _ in advising the Chinese 
CP to suborg.:lnate itself politi.callyto Chaing !{ai~_S.1:!"~"~"~and in pro
voking the Canton uprising, on the role of the Anglo-Russian Com
mittee in and aroundtfie British "g"e-nera""1strike of 1926, and on the 
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nature of the Sovjet regime under Stalin, today the 1ST seeks to 
crystallize an intf:rnational tendency as a step in the struggle for 
the rebirth of tht~ Fou~,th··'Int.-e.rnatiQ.rU1J. around. issues which repre
sent current ana.l:>gues to the positiorlf; around which Trotsky fought 
for the creation of t:h~.· ¥Qurili::·-:tnter..~~tiona1. 

The upswin~, in the clas$ .... s.trJ.lggJ§..._9Y~;-t:he .past years has re
suI ted in a turn toward reformist worker's' parties.globally, although 
the concrete forms .. v.ary_ considerably 0, In England and' Australia, .-
the election of LabOur governments has served to limit the class up
surge. The formation of popular fronts--of_QPen coalitions between 
bour~eois workers parties and the bQurgeoisi~, in particular the 
Allende .... governI!lent in Chile (1970-73) and the formation of the 
Union of the Lell"-~~.,.!tr_ance'T·--be9'i~-. .ilL,.1~73--has served a similar 
function else-wnEire-: 

These class-collaborationist coalitions are the last resort 
by which the bQ1lrgeoiili.Q (and the reformist workers parties) respond 
to radical incre'ases in class militancy .. '. As Trotsky stated, IIpOpU
lar fronts O~-c:5l1enancr';--fascism-€m the other,are the last poli
tical resources of Imperialism in the struggle against proletarian 
revolution" (Transitional Program). The p~omises (usually a speci
~ic written P.!:9.~.,!~ich.,t.he .coz:tcrete aJ:1:ianc=_ .. ~~ t!.:._:ve~, the 

shadow of the bour eOJ.sJ.e" are bas e J.nt::ern~rl con~ 
trq . eformJ.s workers arties are tern oranT-'" 
p~essed (though not eliminated) for the dijratJ.on of the class
col"taboratloI1is't: coalJ.tJ.on. Under these conditions, it is Impossible 
fOr revolutionists to gJ.ve electoral support to any of the workers 
parties in a popular front. Instead, only the demand that these 
parties break wi~p.tAepopular front (which also means that-the 
base break with its reformis~aership) can le..ruL..t.o.....a. .. s.i.t.ua.tion 
in which the-eentradictions'organ-ie to'l:ne--bourgeo~,~_.:!t?.9J:'kers par
ties can agaifCbe .. :.expJ§it.~~._,!?y'.!"~volut1on1sys:··· .. 

A second concrete programmatic test by which ostensibly revolu
tionary organizations can be measured is their willingness to break 
definitively from the--fe'derated bloc concept commori'to the USec and 
the former IC, and to reas'se?t the vital immediate--necessity of 
forming an internationally democratic centralist organization. Ex~ 
perience has shown that enforced or unavoidable national isolation 
will eventually lead to national deviations from, and ultimately 
to the renunciation of, the revolutionary program due to the social 
pressures exerted on an isolated organization. Neither the plain
tive excuse that "conditions are not ripe" nor misplaced protests 
against "Cominternism"--excessive centralism as practiced by 
Pablo prior to the split in 1952-53--can disguise repudiation of 
internationalism. A prime example of such degeneration is the ex
Trotskyist SWP which had played a leading role in the initiation 
of the International Committee in 1953, only to rejoin the Pabloites 
organizationally and politically~n 1963. It is for this reason that 
the Declaration for Organizing an International Trotskyist Tendency 
placed central stress on the need for international democratic cen
tralism. 

Critical examination of the history of the world Trotskyist 
movement must also lead to the conclusion that the Fourth Interna-
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tional as an organization was destroyed by the Pabloist split in 
1952-53, and must be re-created, or in the slogan of the SLjUS r 

revolutionists must call"For the Rebirth of the Fourth Internation
al." While elements of historical continuity with the program of 
the Fourth International existed in some fragmented instances and 
in the struggle against Pabloism, it must be recognized that any 
substantive claim to "be" or "represent" the continuity of the Four
th Interna·tional is obviated in its essence by the fact that the 
groups which formed the IC, above all the SLL and the OCI, failed 
both to carry the fight against Pablo and Pabloism through to its 
conclusion at the 1954 world congress and failed from the outset 
to struggle systematically for programmatic homogenization of the 
IC, that is, for authentic international democratic centralism. 

7. The tasks and perspectives of the SLjUS in relation to 
the 1ST are based both on the analyses contained in the previous 
declarations and agreements made among organizations supporting 
the 1ST as well as on the main documents preparatory to the coming 
national Conference of the SLjUS. The present memorandum takes the 
analyses presented in those documents as its starting point. 

II 

8. At the present time, the 1ST has t\OlO essential concrete 
and immedi.9,.t..e politiea-i- tasks it it is ""ttJ-carry--forward·the·sl:;r.uggle 
to rtf~;fpQnd.-.~c:lequately to the crisis of revolutionary leader~hip by 
leading .. :t:.}:1epolitTca"l""batt:le-s--:prcreguisite ~OYfiUng-·-t.Iie·world 
part,Y capabl~':":'of'-leaarng-Jh--eproletariat j n a rict..ur.io.us ..... s.oc.lalist 
r~volution. While it is clear that the world party of socialism, 
the Fourth InternatioriaT; must ultimately politically discredit 
and destroy the Stalinists (including the Maoist variety) and other 
reformists and revisionists, the level of forces at our disposal 
at the present time dictates that we orient primarily toward the 
ostensibly Trotskyist movement. 

Recognizing that the path toward the re-creation of the Fourth 
International is "difficult, long and, above all, uneven" (DOITT), 
\ole must struggle _~im_tl.;I.taneously against the USec, the primary source 
of revisionist lIquidatlOi1!mn'in-'the os·f~iisTb.:I.y-~roE"sKyrEfE""iiiove-,::----
men t -;----an<r=for-.--tlieconfioi.£datiQn_ .~nd .. _tJJrtheL . .ext..eii:SI.Qii--ana··growth 
of tll~ Sparta~~_~_~ __ t:~rt<!engy_t_l),1="()ug.J::t_.l2r29rammatic clarify"ancr real, if 
nece~sa.rtl.¥:::,"mod8S'E at the....--Pr.e_~ent time, involvement in the living 
clas~.~_tryggle. --.... _-..... -. . ........ -... -..----.-.------.-..... --.------.-------

9. One result of the evident bankruptcy of the existing ost
ensibly revolutionary organizations has been the formation of a 
series of left-centrist or centrist splinter groups. These groups 
have broken at least partially, and usually empirically, from the 
open revisionism of larger groups in a search for authentic Trot
skyist politics. But the legacy of the past, as Marx said, weighs 
heavy on the present, and the road toward Trotskyism is long and 
arduous. Thus groups such as the RCG in England, Contre Ie Courant 
in France, elements of the Varga group and elements of thel!third 
tendency!! within the USec represent subjective attempts to move 
toward revolutionary politics, but remain caught in centrist con
fusion, largely inherited from their past. Not only do these 
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groups represent a potential source of forces for the Spartacist 
tendency, but the price of ignoring them or of failing to assist 
them in the indispensable political clarification will be extremely 
high: the consolidation of yet another obstacle to the building of 
the world party of socialism. A primary task of the IST is there
fore to orient toward these groups polemically and where possible 
intervene in them in an effort to regroup the best elements of them 
around the authentic Trotskyist program and practice, as represented 
in the Spartacist tendency. 

10. We must also energetically pursue the discussion of the 
important differences outstanding between the Spartacist tendency 
and the RWP of Ceylon. To this end, hopefully decisive discussions 
among leading comrades of the RWP and the IST are now projected. 
Contingent on the outcome of these discussions, the DOITT foresees 
an early international gathering to "politically and geographically 
extend the tendency and to further formalize and consolidate it. II 
The present main responsibility for carrying out this discussion 
still resides with the section which initiated it, the SL/US. 

11. While the only ultimately fair method of delegate selec
tion for an International conference is one member one vote (with 
a minimum of one delegate for each group), the projected gathering 
will consist of poetntial IEC members, with attendance therefore 
based on the political experience and authority of the. individual 
comrades, but independent of national bases and the respective 
numerical strength of different national groups. Given the current 
organization of the Spartacist tendency, comrades will be invited 
to the meeting by the Secretariat, subject to the approval of the 
interim highest body. 

The most favorable result of the projected meeting would be 
to issue a Manifesto and proclaim the International Trotskyist 
League. The Manifesto and the organizational structure of the 
League (essentially an extension of interim forms, which would 
become the provisional organizational framework for the ITL) would 
then have to be confirmed subsequently at a delegated International 
Conference. The essential content of the Manifesto will represent 
a synthesis of the Declaration of Principles of the SL/US with the 
subsequent international agreements between groups of the IST and 
the systematic incorporation of the main political issues and tasks 
presently facing the Trotskyist movement internationally. 

12. In the past, the SL/US has furnished most of the cadre 
for international work. In the long run, with the growth of the 
tendency, cadre for important international work will come increas
ingly from other countries. At the present time, the resources 
of the SL/US will be strained to the limit in order to fulfill its 
most pressing international obligations. The IS proposed to the 
SL/US further withdrawal of its comrades from domestic responsi
bilities to aid developments in the Near East and Central Europe 
as well as in Europe generally and also to exploit an apparent 
opportunity in Northern Europe. Primary responsibility to assist 
developments in England should lie with the Australian and/or 
Canadian group s • 
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In addition, the SL/US and especially its youth organization 
should undertake systematic effort to increase our over~all lan
guage capacity, in particular in German, Spanish, French, Hebrew; 
Italian and Russian are also strong priorities. Comrades whose 
studies give them the possibility of spending time in other coun
tries should attempt to make use of it as much as possible (includ
ing Australia and England). Comrades with some language training, 
but who have not kept up their language skills, should make a sys
tematic effort to revive and improve their ability. This involves 
subscribing to the left press of the countries in question, includ
ing of course the press of any sympathizing group of the Spartacist 
tendency, and acquiring a basic political library (Lenin, Trotsky, 
etc.) in that language. Only in this way will we be able to develop 
multi-lingual cadre over a long period of time. Comrades in other 
countries should be similarly encouraged to develop corresponding 
language skills, although in general this is more of a problem in 
the US (and Australia) than in Europe. 

13. A not unimportant corollary of the strengh of the SL/US 
in relation to groups in other countries is a relative weakness 
of the Interim International Secretariat, currently composed ex
clusively of North Americans. In order to strengthen the IS and 
to render it more sensitive to the needs of the tendency on a 
world scale, it is imperative that leading comrades from other 
groups be delegated to spend 6 months to a year in the internation
al center as soon as it is possible to do this without fundamentally 
weakening the work of a particular group. Not only will this be 
beneficial for the individual comrades in question (and ultimately 
therefore for work in national sections), but it is an important 
element in the homogenization of cadre internationally. 

14. An essential element in the expansion and consolidation 
of the Spartacist tendency must be an international press. We 
project transforming the different editions of Spartacist (English, 
French, German and eventually Spanish) into such a journal. Until 
the projected international conference, Spartacist will be publish
ed under the direction of the Interim Secretariat. Eventually, 
the different editions of Spartacist would be published under the 
centralized direction of an International Editorial Board (IEB), 
-consisting essentially of the comrades present at the projected 
international meeting or chosen by it. While the IEB would have 
political responsibility for Spartacist, subject to the ultimate 
control of the tendency as a whole thro~gh world congresses, the 
composition of the editorial board of different language editions 
would be chosen by the IEB. 

English Spartacist should appear quarterly on a regular basis. 
Both French and German Spartacists will appear not less than three 
times a year. The Spanish Cuadernos Marxistas will continue to 
appear irregularly. Any increase in these frequencies must be 
dependent on the availability of new forces to assist with editing 
and production. 

15. At the present time, the SL/US still bears a special 
responsibility to aid in the development of nuclei both in coun
tries in which sympathizer groups of the IST have not yet stabili-
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zed, and also in countries where the IST has either isclated sup
porters or no disciplined supporters at all. ~~ integral part of 
the tasks of the SL internationally is therefore intertwined with 
an evaluation of the tasks and needs of our movement in specific 
national arenas. 

III 

16. France. For about 2 1/2 years, the SL has maintained 
systematic work:centered on Paris. This work, in particular that 
of cde. Harvey, has been outstanding and under very difficult con
ditions. At the present time, the growth of the Spartacist ten
dency, the recruitment of several French comrades, including a form
er CC member of the FCR, and most importantly, the consolidation of 
the contradictions within the OCI toward a hardened right centrist 
position, barely masking its reformist appetites over the 1974 
French Presidential elections, combine to change our orientation 
in France. We now project a Paris (or French) committee of the 
IST when (a) a short but decisive step in personnel growth and 
composition is taken, and (b) the basic technical means to func
tion are acquired. 

At that time, the Paris Committee will emerge as a clear oppon'
ent of all the existing French groups (despite the extreme dis
parity of forces) and through an aggressive regroupment policy 
aimed primarily at left elements within or offshoots from the exist
ing groups (such as Contre Ie Courant, the Varga group, or the rem
nants of the "Bulletin Critique" 'vi thin L.O.) will seek to consoli
date itself as a propaganda group in France. The French comrades 
will also bear the special responsibility of exposing in detail the 
rottenness of the FCR, widely accepted as the "model section" of 
the USec majority. 

As a corollary of the existence of the Paris Committee, the 
SL/US, under the direction of~the IS, will publish a Marxist Bulle
tin in French detailing the history of its attempted discussions 
with the OCI, including all the correspondence. Pending the 
establishment of the IEB, French Spartacist will establish an edi
torial board, functioning under the Interim Secretariat, on which 
the French comrades are substantially represented. 

" 17. Austria. The comrades of the Osterreichische Bolshewiki-
Leninisten~BL) have requested the SL/US to render it specific 
assistance. The IS is making a concrete proposal to the SL/US 
to this effect. 

" The main tasks of the OBL at present are all related to 
organizational consolidation. The comrades must regularize internal 
functioning (including on an.international scale); that is, minutes, 
study groups, cadre education, systematizing archives, and generally 
laying the basis for organizational expansion and for establishing 
a regular press as soon as possible. 

" The main weakness of the young OBL comrades is an impatience 
which causes them to have difficulty in establishing a clear set 
of logically ordered political priorities. The comrades tend to 
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see all priorities on the same level and/or be unable to choose 
among them. In our opinion, the main priorities in the immediate . " per10d for the OBL are: 

(1) internal consolidation 

(2) intensive contacting and intervention in order to gain a 
new set of sympathizers, the last one being nm., either recruited 
or rejected 

(3) systematically laying the basis for a regular press. This 
will mean bringing technical and political quality of the Bulletin 
up to acceptable standards and only then increasing its frequency 
from twice a year to three or four times a year. The Bulletin 
should orient primarily to the Austrian left, for example through 
reprinting selected leaflets and publishing articles directed at 
Austrian opponents. 

18. Germany. The basic tasks for Germany remain those out
lined in the DOITT: 

"to programmatically win over subjectively revolutionary 
elements from among the thousands of young left social 
democrats, centrists, revisionists and Maoists; to fuse 
together intellectual and proletarian elements, above all 
through the development and struggle of co~~unist industrial 
fractions; to inwardly assimilate some thirty years of 
Marxist experience and analysis from which the long break 
in continuity has left the new generation of German 
revolutionary Marxists still partially isolated." 

Virtually all of the German comrades are senior cadre who 
are, however, relatively isolated in Berlin. The stabilization 
and expansion of the Kommunistische Korrespondenz requires that 
the group expand into West Germany as rapidly as possible. Con
cretely, a presence must be established in a major West German 
city that is a center for estensibly Trotskyist groups within six 
months to a year. Comrades from other areas of Europe should be 
freed in order to assist this work including extended preliminary 
trips. Particular emphasis should be put on an intervention in 
the GIM Kompass group. From a base in Western Germany, intensive 
contacting with individuals and groups should also be carried out. 

In this context, KK should reorient to broader sections of the 
German left, and the group should pay special attention to the USec 
and the dangers of a fusion between the USec Kompass and the Sparta
cusbund. The IS must improve coordination of translations. A 
commission is being established to coordinate translations and the 
publication of articles, including major IST documents, in the dif
ferent German-language publications of our movement so as to give 
comrades more advance notice than has previously been the case. 

19. Israel. The main task in Israel remains the recruitment 
of individuals in order to stabilize the politically highly quali
fied but numerically weak Spartacist nucleus. The main orientation 
for the immediate period will continue toward Avantguard, and to a 
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lesser extent to the USec group. Israeli Spartacist should be 
stabilized at about one every three months. 

53. 

In this connection, it is imperative that dher sections acquire 
and develop the capacity to translate from Hebrew into various lan
guages, in order to take advantage of the valuable contributions 
of the Israeli comrades. 

20. Australia-New Zealand. The ANZ comrades will have the 
main responsibility for pursuing our work in England, particularly 
after they have consolidated two functioning locals and their news
paper. In order to do the English work, they must also develop an 
Australian leadership which will not be disastrously affected by 
such an extension of responsibility. At the present time, both the 
IS and the ANZ comrades do not feel that ANZ will be able to meet 
the obligations involved in less than a year without seriously damu
ging the organization. 

21. England. The situation in England is ripe for an inter
vention by the Spartacist tendency. We are beginning to be known, 
Workers Vanguard has developed a small but regular readership, and 
we have one solid, although young and inexperienced comrade there 
and perhaps a developing sympathizer or two. By the same token, 
if we delay systematic English work for too long, the fact that we 
are known there means that other groups will harden their cadre 
against our intervention, and the openings which now exist will be 
closed off. Due to the unusually rotten state of the British left, 
comrades in numerous groups are open to us since these groups are 
unable to answer our arguments, as has been amply demonstrated by 
discussions with them at various times. In particular, the Chart
ists, Workers Fight, the Revolutionary Communist Group and possibly 
the OCI group in England would be fruitful fields for recruitment/ 
regroupment, in addition to a broader emphasis on the IMG, the RWP, 
the Grant group and the IS. There also exist a certain number of 
independent militants (sometimes with many years' experience) who 
have left established groups for empirically correct although ex
tremely limited reasons. To the extent that they are known to us, 
these militants need to be contacted intensively, otherwise they 
will tend to drift away or into other groups. 

At the present time, however, there appears to be no way we can 
exploit these opportunities systematically. We must seize on spor
adic openings and possibilities should a more sustained perspective 
open up. England remains the No. I unfulfilled priority inter
rationally. 

22. Canada. The comrades who established the Toronto Commit
tee of the IST have made excellent progress, in particular in win
ning over or destroying the sympathizer circles of the RMG. Sig
nificant inroads have been made into the RMG. Prospects for expan
sion are excellent, and the name of the committee has been changed 
to the Canadian Committee of the IST. We can look forward to the 
rapid growth of the Canadian group to about 20 members. The Cana
dian comrades should aim at the rapid establishment of a branch in 
V~ncouver, which can also undertake work in the region. Although 
Wc~kers Vanguard is currently sufficient for Canada, the comrades 
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should begin moving toward acquirJng the bases for a regular press. 
Mutual assistance between the SL/US and the Canadian comrades 
should develop further with a net gain in the process going to the 
much weaker Canadians. 

23. Sweden. The Swedish section of the USec is one of the 
younger sections (the group was founded in 1970), the most left
wing of the Pabloite groups and its membership does not appear par
ticularly USec-Ioyal. Since we have a politically well-developed 
sympathizer in S'veden (who however is organizationally passive) 
wit.h an extensive knowledge of the Swedish left, the opportunity 
for rapidly recruiting a small group through our political interven
tions is both good and concrete. We therefore are proposing such a 
trial intervention centered on a modest publication program in 
Swedish. 

24. Italy. The Italian USec is, like many other sections, 
faction-ridden. The "third tendency" (Revolutionary Marxist Ten
dency) in Italy is a heterogeneous grouping which in the past has 
been at least implicitly pro-SWP. However, it also contains at 
least one leading trade unionist and has a certain strength. Thus 
the "third tendency" at the World Congress manoeuvered to have the 
leader of the Italian RMT represent it even though he was not of
ficially a delegate. 

Comrades of the 1ST have in the past had substantial contact 
with the Italian RHT, in particular \vith leadership elements. Al
though we do not nmv have the forces or language capacity to orient 
to the Italian situation, we should pay close and continuing atten
tion to developments there and attempt to involve elements of the 
RMT in serious discussions. 

25. Japan. The representative of the Oda group whom \-le have mGt 
was clearly a serious and dedicated comrade. The Oda group has 
translated the SL Declaration of Principles and the Letter to the 
OCRFI and the OC] into Japanese and may assign a representative for 
further discussion with us within the next year. Due largely to 
cultural differences between Japanese society and Western societies 
as well as to language difficulties, it has been hard to form an 
exact estimation of how close the Oda group stands to us. However, 
when our representative visited Japan in 1972, he concluded that we 
were closest to the Oda group among all the Japanese ostensibly 
Trotskyist grouFs. It appears to be the only group in Japan with 
some sense of the programmatic alternatives generally accepted by 
ostensible Trotskyists and of the implications of the different al
ternative positions. On the basis of the most recent discussions, 
there is no doubt that contacts with them should be vigorously pur
sued. Following a forthcoming report on the Japanese movement, we 
may be able to form a better evaluation in the near future. 

26. Chileans. Discussions with and winning over elements of 
the Chilean left, thrown into a state of organizational and polit
ical disarray by the 1973 coup, remains a world priority. Chileans 
in particular need to come to an unambiguous assessment of Allende's 
popular-front government. Our Spanish-language literature, which 
has already had wide distribution, is crucial to our effort to 
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crystallize out a Chilean sympathizer group of the IST. However, 
this task is rendered significantly more difficult by the fact that 
the MIR has forbidden its militants to leave the country. 

In view of the difficulties, contacts with the Chileans in 
exile should be handled directly through and under the direct in
struction of the IS. 

Interim Secretariat of the IST, 
11 August 1974 
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By J. Brule (Phila.) 

C· In examining the class na'ture of the Histadrut, \ve are asking 
the follm1ing question: will an upsurge of the Israeli proletariat 
take place inside or outside its framework. It is necessary to ex
amine the fundamental attitudes of the Israeli bourgeoisie and 
proletariat to the Histadrut. It is my contention that the former 
"lill seek to destroy it; the lat.ter to defend it. 

, 

To say that the Histadrut is part of the state apparatus is to 
tell the Israeli \'10rkers that the Histadrut is so defective it 
should be junked. It is to put the Histadrut in the same category 
as the fascist unions or tile trade unions in Francois Spain. Such 
"unio~ovements are characterized by most or all of the follow
ing: ~)o.u.tla\vin.g. th~.rig.ht to strike (J'Z) open invitation to the 
class ene~y to join 3 '):he nonexistence ofa class struggle axis 
betl.1een the'uilion's'-an he state; i.e., Franco does ~t':r::egard the 
Spanish unions-.a-s-,..a-~ ___ t9 _ theSpanish .. bourgeoi~iE( ..• ~~ constant 
attempts by the workers themselves to set up organ~zat~ counter
posed to the existing union structure. 

(1) The right to strike has always been a fundamental test 
for a trade union. Recognition of this right is at least a primi
tive recognition of the necessity for class struggle. The Hista
drut recognizes this right (Of course, the Histadrut leaders no 
more t'lant to exercise it than George Heany and Co. L (2) The Hista
drut explicitly excludes those \vho employ the labor of more than 
one other person--once again contrary to the open collaborationism 
of company unions and fascist unions (3) The main parties of the 
Israeli bourgeoisie--the Liberals and Herut--have al\vays demanded 
that the government nationalize health services (i.e., take them 
out of the hands of the Histadrut). If the Histadrut is part of 
the state, \'-Thy should the bourgeoisie care l.1hich state agency im
plements health care (In fact, dispensation of health benefits is 
one of the major attractions of the Histadrut. By attacking this 
the bourgeoisie is hoping to weaken the labor movement). (4) i>lost 
of those who repudiate the Histadrut from the left, like Comrade 
Y. Rad, counterpose the Workers Committees to the Histadrut as the 
embryos of genuine trade unions. Unfortunately, the r'lorkers I Com
mittees are the shop floor level bargaining and grievance commit
tees authorized by the Histadrut itself! Can one conceive of 
Francois trade unions similarly legitimizing the Comite Obreros? 

Arguments vs. the Histadrut 

I) A major argument in favor of repudiating the Histadrut is that 
it contains members who are a) on the other side of the class line, 
like cops, and b) nonproletarian elements, like house\V'ives and 
farmers. 

The Histadrut comprises about 1/2 of the adult Jewish popula
tion and about 75% of the total number of wage and salary earners, 
self-employed \Yorkers, and members of cooperatives. l (The corre
sponding figure for Arab workers is 50%.)2 Of its 500,000 members 
in 1955, 162,000 \vere housewives, 72,000 were members of the kib
butzim and moshavim (farm collectives and cooperatives), another 
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15,000 were under the age of 18 and members of the Histadrut youth, 
and some 10,000 were professionals and artisans. This leaves 
around 250,000 wage and salary earners. Foremen, police, and some 
salaried managers are eljgible to join the Histadrut, although they 
are not necessarily, or even generally, members of the trade union 
department of the Histadrut. 3 At the same time, actual capitalists 
who own businesses employing wage labor, are explicitly excluded. 

The mere presence of nonproletarian elements does not mean 
that the Histadrut is not a trade union. Cops,_ prison guards, 
foremen, government bureaucrats and even supervisors are represented 
by the AFL-CIO, without disqualifying it as a trade union. The big 
problem is that non-trade union members of the Histadrut have a say 
over strictly trade union matters. (This is exercised not directly, 
but through the centraliz.ation of decisien-making,. in the top coun
cils S'.f the.Hi~tCl~r.l.l.t.# .. e_lg£t.~S!_ .. 1?y._the .. <?rJ::tir.e membership~) T~at is 
not good and \ole should fight to cor-rect this. There is nothl.ng the 
matter per se, however, with the trade unions establishing working 
relationships with working class housewives and working farmers. 

The key question is whether the presence of nonproletarian 
elements qualitatively deforms the Histadrut into an institution 
that cannot, even in ~J.mi ti ve sense, defend the~l1t:ere.sts of .the 
workers • The:._~.g.t..en..~ of th~_~_:t9JJ~~.=~t:l;i.ke·~cttid· the exis tence of 
barqaiiUng··· cornmi ttees inaEipeil"dent of the bosses disproves this. 

II) It is true that the Histadrut carries out activities other than 
strictly trade union ones. Educational and cultural activities are 
certainly not inconsistent with trade unionism. Some people argue 
that the only reason so many workers join the Histadrut is to take 
advantage of its health insurance benefits. So what! As Pelling 
points out m his A History of British Trade Unionism, the prime 
cause for the jump-in the membership of British trade unions be
bleen 1910 and 1916 \'laS ". • • the integration of the unions' bene
fit functions into the state schemes for health and unemployment 
insurance. ,,4 

Hhat's usually cited here is the Histadrut's economic activi
ties. The Histadrut sector accounted for 20% of the net domestic 
product of Israel in 1960. This, however, does not mean that the 
Histadrut is capitalist or part of the state. Producers coopera
ti ves, trade union "capitalism," etc., are not unknm-m in the his
tory of the workers movement. The fact that it plays a relatively 
large role in Israel is due to unique historical factors. The point, 
however, is not to demand that the Histadrut get rid of its hold
ings, but to demand that the Histadrut sector be operated in the in
terests of the Israeli working class, Arab as well as Jew. This re
quires the expropriation of all private industry and the institution 
of genuine workers control. If there has been a trend in recent 
years, it is the further subordination of the Histadrut sector to 
capitalist interests--selling of key industries pioneered by the 
Histadrut,like shipping,to private business, etc. 

A note on this. He must support the right of \-lorkers employed 
in the Histadrut sector to strike. The Histadrut tops are partic
ularly sensitive to strikes here, because it hits at the illusion 
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that this sector is run in the interests of the workers. At the 
same time, it is necessary to recognize that it is precisely in the 
Histadrut sector that the leadership feels most pressed to pay lip 
service to "workers control." l'1hile they propose only phony, class
collaborationist schemes, they are responding to the workers' de
mands, ,.,ho regard the Histadrut ~ their O\-ln. 

III) It is said that the Histadrut discriminates against Arab \'lOrk
ers. Hy response is that it would be surprising if they didn't. 
Perhaps more significant is the inclusion of some Arab workers in 
the first place. This demonstrates the de facto junking of the line 
of "creating a Je,,,ish working class" under the need to control 
militant Arab workers. This action is characteristic of a typic
ally pragmatic labor bureaucracy--comparable to the old AF of L 
bureaucrats who dispensed with their craftl.1hi6h prejudices when 
they realized that the unskilled workers were going to be organized 
by someone. Uhile the Histadrut leadership remains riddled \.,i th 
Hebrew chauvinism, this derives from its objective relationship to 
the Is~eli working class and the better-off Je\'l1sh sector, .. and not 
fro~ __ ~~~trt3rt, ___ kEleo:f0.gJ~~;_ consideraLi.~us __ ~? 7 '.' .' '. A~j,~r" .'c" 

I"~ 

IV) There is a misconception that the Histadrut leadership is se- . "e. 
lected proportionately to the representation of the political par
ties in the Israeli parliament. This is simply false. The Hista
drut membership elects its m'm leadership every four years. Each 
party presents a list of candidates to the Histadrut membership and 
is awarded representatives on the basis of its showing. Some bour
geois and religious parties, as well as worker parties, participate 
in the elections, but this is similar to what obtains in Germany. 

The other important question broached by the Histadrut is the 
class nature of the labor parties and CP. (I ,.,ill not refer again 
to the CP, ,.,hich is a special case. Comrade Rad seems to regard it 
as an Arab peasant party similar to the Chinese Communist Party af
ter the Canton massacre. Hy response is why doesn't it act that 
way, join the PLO and wage guerrilla warfare, etc.) The organiza
tions that founded the Histadrut in 1920 were Ahdut Ha'avoda, 
Hapoel Hatzair, and Hashomer Hatzair, and the left Poale Zion.
These same organizations were the constituents of the Mapai, founded 
in 1930 (Ahdut Ha'avoda and Hapoel Hatzair) and the Hapam, founded 
in 1948 (of the left Poale Zion and Hashomer Hatzair). The Hista
drut, then, ,.,as built by the same personalities that built Hapai 
and Hapam, and it is a necessary corollary of rejecting the Hista
drut as a working class organization that one reject Napai and 
I1apam, also. 

An examination of the history of the tendencies that formed 
Hapai and Hapam \-lQuld demonstrate the strength of socialist ideology 
among their membership. This is but one factor. Within the Zionist 
movement/there were frequent physical clashes between the labor 
Zionists and the Revisionists, the right wing Zionists led by 
Jabotinsky whose members became the cadre of the Jewish-terror 
squaas like the Irgun. The Revisionists, who took to wearing brown 
shirts, attempted to break the power of the Histadrut by scabbing 
for orange gro\'lers and factory m.,ners. 5 The descendants of the Re
visionists today dominate right wing parties like the Herut and are 

''''i 
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no more re,conci led to Hapai and Hapam than they \Vere years ago. 

Mapam...f __ ._.a--le~t social democratic party, \'Ja~, based in the 
Hashome:rHatzair ,~li1ch-remained outside Hapai and moved avlaY to the 
left in the 1930's. Hashomer Hatzair espoused a more militant 
class line, had a pro-Soviet orientation and called for the estab
lishment of a binational state. For several years after the found
ing of Israel r·lapam maintained a pro-Soviet orientation (It finally 
admitted in 1958 that • • • • the maintenance of the proletarian 
dictatorship in the Soviet Union during .AOlong years brought vii th 
it manifestations of perversion and signs of degeneration

,
).6 It 

denounced Israeli complicity in the Korean \'1ar, called for the main
tenance of the labor trend in education, strict separation of church 
and state, a government of labor parties, etc. Hhile in practice 
Mapam betrayed even this program under pressure from the more dom
inant reformists of Hapai, it is difficult to see hmV' one can 
classify it as a nonworking class party. 

One incident that describes the conflict between the Hapai, 
Hapam and Histadrut on the one hand and the Israeli bourgeoisie on 
the other is the Red Flag incident of 1953. On Hay 1, 1953 the red 
flag was displayed and the workers anthem sung in some public 
schools belonging to the labor trend in education. The General 
Zionists, the main bourgeois party in the governing coalition, pro
tested. vJhEm Hapai asserted that it intended to permit the display 
of the red flag under certain ,circumstances on Hay Day and the 
Histadrut holiday for the planned unified national school system, 
the General Zionists resigned and the government fell. Eventually 
Hapoai_ capi tulated and the General Zionis ts reentered the government. 
The c+~s lines had been dra,,,,n between the working class and bour-
geois parties. 7 i ~ t A v; ,v~, ' ("", i) , -i , Ci1C' ,\ ,I 

j'. " I 

The question of the class nature of the Histadrut, Hapai, and 
Hapam is a fundamental one. Nithout a correct analysis one can make 
fevl advances in the class struggle. To some extent I believe that: 
the false characterization of the Histadrut stems from impression~ 
ism. The tempo of the Israeli movement has been greatly affected 
by the constant preparation for war, the series of military victor
ies won over the Arab states (until recently). Under these circum
stances one could expect the/labor leaders to adopt a particularly 
chauvinist and reactionary stance. Since 1948 Israel has had a 
succession of coalition governments dominated by the social demo
crats. Under such governments in a period of relative class peace 
it is natural that the class antagonisms bebleen the trade unions 
and the state would appear somewhat muted. As the class struggle 
sharpens, the class relations will manifest themselves more clearly. 
Woe to the organization that is calling for the creation of new 
trade unions ''''hen the Histadrut is striking to defend a Napai
dominated government against a military coup. It would be equally 
unfortunate if we are not present for the inevitable radicalization 
of the Histadrut and its membership. 

In addition to being impressionistic this position creates il
lusions in reformism. I would ask Comrade Rad and his cothinkers 
these questions: Suppose there existed genuine reformist-led mass 
workers organizations--hovl would they act differently from the" 
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Histadrut, Hapai, and Hapam? Would they cease to discriminate 
against Arabs, collaborate \vi th the Je\'Tish Agency and Israeli 
state, attempt to prevent strikes, etc.? In a country where one 
can legally distribute Bolshevik literature, vlhere the working 
class was shaped by strong socialist influences, there are neither 
trade unions nor vlOrkers parties? t·Jhat, after all, prevents them 
from being organized? 
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LETTER ON THE SPARTACIST LEAGUE 
61. 

by Hark London 

1. Ily object, as I have repeatedly sta'ted to you, is to belong 
to a Trotskyist organization "lhich not only recognizes the urgency 
of recuriting advanced workers, but which actively seeks to do this 
by making trade union work it$ central priority. Concretely, in 
Canada at present, the advanced workers are the social-democratic, 
and to a lesser extent, Stalinist militants. They can be reached, 
'ltli th fmv exceptions, only through the trade unions. ':i'herefore, 
immediately upon acquiring a very minimal organizational infrastruc
ture, a Bolshevik group must, as its central tasks, a) systematical
ly and persistently colonize the unions, and b) engage the NDP and 
Stalinist workers Hi thin them in hard programmatic fights based on 
the transitional program. 

2. The press, which reflects the organization's priorities, 
\-lould consequently be mostly occupied vii th sustained exposure, from 
an explicitly Trotskyist viewpoint, of social democracy and Stalin
ism, as these iueologies manifest themselves at home and abroad. 

3. Other tendencies 'It'lould be dealt ''lith, but they would be 
dealt ,'lith commensurate \vi th their influence among the advanced work
ers. In this period, then, the press \'lOuld largely ignore them 
except insofar as their militants were involved in significant 
strikes or demonstrations we deemed worthy of coverage because of 
the lessons they contained for the workers. The press '\'lould not 
sacrifice precious space, necessarily limited given our resources, 
and devoted to the social-democrats and Stalinists (the NDP and the 
CP), to provide continuing coverage of groups essentially divorced 
from the class such as the RNG, New Tendency, Socialist League, LSA, 
etc. In the rare instances \'lhere these grouplets were located in 
the class (e.g. IDIG in the post office), sustained coverage and 
polemics would be assigned to the plant bulletin of the party cell 
wi thin that \'JOrkplace. In the event these tendencies grovl in the 
next period, our press coverage vlOuld grmv accordingly. 

~. I am not opposed to an organization 'vhich concerns itself 
with petty-bourgeois radicals or other "peripheral" elements. I hope 
this Hill lay to rest the SL's allegations that I aJ.'" a "syndicalist" 
who sees the only contradiction as being that bebleen Labour and 
Capital. I Hill return to this later. 

5. It is necessary to emphasize, hm'lever, that I very defini te
ly regard work among these peripheral elements as secondary--parti
cularly in this period. Students and other marginal groups', save in 
exceptional circumstances, have only a secondary importance. t'Jhile 
the contradiction bet"leen Labour and Capital is not the only contra
diction, \'le must never lose sight of the fact that it is the central 
contradiction. Only the vlOrking class, it bears repeating, can 
overthrow capitalism. Consequently, activity anong the proletariat 
is central. 

6. Additionally, insofar as it affects party-building, vlorker 
cadre are qualitatively more important than recruits from the campus 
milieu. Left to themselves, students and intellectuals are subject 
to every intellectual fad ,·,ithin their milieu. Parties composed 
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overwhelming of petty-bourgeois elements invariably lack long-term 
organizational or programmatic stability. Hith less at stake, 
they treat party loyalty lightly and easily develop a split men
tality. They leave as easily as they join, unless they can impose 
their ovm style and outlook on the organization. In short, if you 
are ovenleight vIi th petty-bourgeois elements, you end up turning 
the party in a petty-bourgeois direction, no matter what its ori
gins and no matter hO'l.-1 programmatically pure and proletarian orient
ed it is in theory at the outset. Not for nothing did Trotsky ad
monish theSUP, (v/hose proletarian composition and programmatic 
steadfastness, in fact, were higher than in any other group at the 
time) that it still had "too many petty-bourgeois boys and girls." 
This is more true than ever in the present period. Perhaps the SL 
would like to gloss over that warning. I can't. 

7. Program and class composition cannot be treated apart 
from each other. There \"las a tendency in the old POT (and in ten
dency 3 of the mIG) to treat class composition as everything, apart 
from program. I find an opposite, but equally dangerous, tendency 
in the SLto treat program as everything, apart from class composi
tion. The SL \olaS undeniably correct to point out to the POT and 
tendency 3 that the mere fact that a party has a working class base 
does not mean it "Ii 11 be Bolshevik--\·litness the early anarcho-syndi
calists, the social democrats, the Stalinists, and, closer to home, 
the Cochranites, LO, and other \'lorking-class based Trotskyist cur
rents. But neither is program everything--or, rather, neither is 
program everything ,.,hen it is seen, as I believe the SL sees it, in 
some\'lhat narrOvl terms as being only a set of immediate and transi
tional demands and a series of positions taken on important events 
in the class struggle. Program also includes orientation and prac
tice. I refer you to the formulations in the Transi tiona I Program 
which stipulate the centrality of trade union 'vork as being a condi
tion of membership in the FI, and which dismiss discussion circles 
from membership, no matter hou ardent their committI"lent to "Trot
skyism" and hO\01 firm their attachment to the deMands of the TP. 

8. Orientation and practice--and, in this sense, program--is 
very much determined by the class base. That is ,-,hy I feel uneasy 
vlhen SL' ers emphasize, as has been my experience, that the degen
eratiQn of the SHP and the FI vTas primarily due to the fact they 
la~k€d "intellectuals of the calibre of Trotsky, Leon, Klement, etc." 
There is some truth in that. But I think it is safe to say that 
even an intellectual of Trotsky's calibre, ",ould not be able to 
carry his positions in organizations oven,eight ~·li th petty-bourgeois 
intellectuals and students. This is because the petty-bourgeoisie 
is almost congenitally unable to "Trench itself free from its mvn 
rlilieu to turn touards an alien (to it) vlOrking class environment. 
Its natural inclination is to submerge itself in its m.,n milieu, 
and reinforce its own isolation from the class. 

9. Ideologically, this fact is reflected in a pronounced ten
dency to dovmplay the -importance of the industrial proletariat and 
to exaggerate the significance of its own environment--the students 
and the h left"grouplets \vhich origInatefrom that milieu:- In the 
S\JP/LSi'l.· and in the nIT, this revision of IlarxiSiilWas embodied in the 
concept of the "youth vanguard" and the spurious "periphery to the 
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centre" tactic. In the SL, for reasons I am going to go into pre
sently , it is embodied in i tscol1cep-t O-f-!'rB9-rouI!m~Dt_~ __ !:hrough the 
"QRO~ s" • It should he added that these revisions. need not:be-a-ccom
pant-eel by iln-absolut.e rejection in ,theory of the .indu$t:t:'ial,J?'~9le
tar.i..at-. The petty-bourgeois groups, in varying degrees, all contin
ue to pay lip-~ervice to the centrality of the industrial ,yorkers, 
if only out of obeisance to inherited traditions and in order to 
''lin to its ranks students and intellectua:l.s attracted to Harxism. 
But> the- key pOint is that the centrality ofthepro~etar.iat- is 
largely ignored in the organization's pra.ctice l in making activity 
among the "lOrkers its central priority, in channeITThg ntost of its 
energies and resources in that direction, and in subordinating ",ork 
in its O\,ln milieu to that task. 

10. It is true, of course, that there are some small campus
originated groups, for the most part r.1aoist and spontaneist, ''lhich 
do recognize their petty-bourgeois composition, recoil at it, and 
attempt to move out of the campus milieu into the unions. This is 
a healthy impulse. The problem ,.,i th these groups is not that they 
attempt to \.,ork among the proletariat, but the manner in vlhich they 
do~. That :is to say, their practice among the \.,orkers is liquida
tionist. They are to be charged with succumbing to the relative 
backwardness of the proletariat in terms of the demands they raise 
when they finally make contact. Student-oriented groups like the 
SL, ... !U'iG, and LSA, however, do not see the attempt to make contact as 
a:::"hea~th.Y; impulse, ~or tl:e most part. T~e attempt i~ c(;mdemned ~ 
much -as the manner ~n ,,,h~ch the attempt ~s made. Th~s ~s ,.,hat I 
~hink-ries behind the attacks on ~"oYker~~:' which as I read it, 
~s a euphemism for vlanting to di:r<ectly attempt to penetrate the 
"larking class. I don't like the term because of ,.,hat I recognize, 
on the basis of many conversations with SL' ers, mIG' ers, and LSA' ers, 
is implicit in it, and I don't recall ever seeing it used by Lenin 
or Trotsky, particularly in the sense employed by those people. 
The debate on this question bet\,leen groups like the SL and the RUG 
and groups like the CPL and the RU, sounds very much to me like a 
debate bebleen groups, on the one hand, \,Iho succumb to the back"l.'lard
ness of the class by liquidating into it and groups, on the other 
hand, ,.,ho succumb to its back"lardness by simply ignoring it. 

11. I indicated above that I consider the SL's regroupment 
concept to be a revision. But, you may object, is it not true that 
Lenin and rrrotsky also sought to "regroup" through "splits and fus
ions" from opponent tendencies in the workers' movement? Quite 
true. But unlike the SL, for "'hom regroupment is largely abstracted 
from class considerations, Lenin and Trotsky sought to regroup from 
those currents \'lhich "lere embedded in the class and had influence 
among the advanced workers. Lenin, you'll recall, polemicized vli th 
the I-lensheviks and Economists because of the ,.,orkers \'lho "lere being 
led astray under their influence. Trotsky took on t:le social-demo
crats and Stalinists in order to reach their worker-militants. It 
is quite clear from his vlri tings, for example, that he wanted to 
orient to the Socialist Party and the Horkers Party because, as he 
repeatedly stated, these organizations had a capacity for attracting 
large and growing numbers of \'lOrkers repelled by the Stalinists. You 
can be sure that numerous "soci alis t" and "Ilarxis t" groups divorced 
from the class, \.,i thout any appreciable influence among any group 
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of advanced workers, existed in these periods also. Any you may be 
equally certain they \-Jere treated as secondary, if not altogether 
ignored, in the Bolshevik press. Trotsk.y's thrust, it is abundant
ly clear from his writings in the Thirties, when he was locked into 
this milieu, \vas to break out of i t--not to primarily build the 
party from within it (as a preliminary to breaking out), as the SL, 
in its practice, rrimarily attempts to do. Hence, another admoni
tion to the S~'7P, this time to cease spending an inordinate amount of 
time polemicizing with the left intellectuals at the expense of 
"lOrker-based currents: "It is my firm conviction," he urote Shacht
man, "that a certain reorganization of the De", International and the 
Socialist Appeal is necessary--more distance from Eastman, Lyons, 
etc. and nearer to the workers, and in this sense, to the Stalinist 
party. (In Defence of ilarxism, 8~mYemphasis). - ---- -- --------

12. I have not got a sense of a similar thrust in my talks 
with SL'ers. Quite the opposite. I have been encouraged to put 
more distance between myself and the ,.yorkers (and l in this sense, 
the social-democratic and Stalinist parties) and less bet"leen myself 
and the groups composed primarily of left intellectuals without 
perceptible influence among any group of advanced \V'orkers (RlIG, LSA , 
New Tendency, etc.). Typically, the importance of \'lOrk among the 
proletariat is dm'lnplayed and the importance of the petty-bour
geois groups is grossly magnified. Partly, this explains why the 
SL press, which regularly and attentively covers the petty-bourgeois 
groups, is so seductive to militants in these groups. It interests 
them and flatters them and makes them feel important. But it is 
not a press to ,.,in the advanced ,.yorkers. I'll get to that present
ly. 

13. SL militants are normally confident and consistent 'vhen 
defending most aspects of the organization's theory and practice. 
The confidence is largely warranted. I have found them to be cor
rect, as you knm-/, on more issues than any of the other petty
bourgeois groupings. Hhen, ho\"ever, I have pressed them on the 
character of the milieu they operate in, they have ",ith great diffi
culty, hesitation, and barely disguised annoyance that they have to 
deal with the c:pestion, provided me ,,,i th a "1hole range of contradic
tory and confus ing ans,'/ers. The anS\'lers often varied from one SL I er 
to another. 

a) There are those SL I ers \'/ho readily (sometimes eagerly) 
concede the petty-bourgeois character of these groups. Then they 
proceed to "explain" "'hat I have heard "explained" time and time 
again in the LSA and the RHG: That in this period it is more fruit
ful to engage in the primitive accumulation of cadre on the campus
es than in the trade unions. One SLier told me uithout embarrass
ment that you could not seriously think of trade union ,,,ark until 
you had "at least one thousand members"--he meant, presumably, one 
thousand students and intellectuals. 

b) 'rhere are, on the other hand, those SL I ers ",ho, perhaps 
because they feel a more instinctive unease than some of their other 
comrades about concentrating their ''lark in the petty-bourgeois mil
ieu, simply deny the obvious: that these are groups composed over
"lhelmingly of petty-bourgeois elements. They rigidly insist they 
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in the class and not divorced from it. "Is not the illiG in the Post 
Office?", I have :repeatedly been asked. End of question. End of 
ar'gument. I am supposed to conclude on the basis of this, I sup
pose, that the RUG is therefore not a group of petty-bourgeois di
vorced from the class and its institutions: 

c) Finally, and most often, you get the SL'er ",ho attempts 
to combine the two arguments. He or she will claim the organiza
tion gives equal ,V'eight to the \"lOrkers and the petty-bourgeois 
groups outside them. In other ,,,ords, \'le are nOv1 being told that 
the SL has two central priorities. 1'1mV', it ,",ould of course be nice 
to be able to claim that both are priorities, but while this may 
satisfy all of its contacts, particularly those "workerists" ,",ho 
worry about its seeming preference to operate in the petty-bourgeois 
riltllcr t:_~": t::c trade union milieu, to claim to have tldO basic 
thrusts, two orientations, blO priori ties, is a contradiction in 
terms, is a dishonest method of argument, and does not permit a 
cl~rific&tion of differences. 

Let the SL clarify. l'Jhich of the above three positions cap
tures the essence of their politics? Should we listen to those 
SL' ers ,V'ho suggest that the SL has a "proletarian orientation," in 
the sense I "lOuld understand it, i.e. tbat the organization recog
nizes the cent~ality of trade uni6n work, that its press is attuned 
to this need, and that it devotes the bulk of its energies and 
resources to this? Or should ,,,e pay more attention to those \·,ho 
argue that the SL presently Horks among the petty-bourgeois groups 
because it is a more fruitful arena for intervention and accumula
tion of cadre? Or is it going to insist that it does both equally, 
and that you can have hlo basic orientations, tHO basic thrusts, 
\>'hich do not pull in opposite directions? Let them cla;r-ify, then 
we can' proceed "Ii th the debate. 

l~. Of course, I'm not agnostic on this question of the SL's 
orientation as #13 might suggest. I think their responses are in
consistent and slippery because they do not feel themselves on firm 
ground, and they \-,ant to encompass and co-opt the criticisms. I say 
this because I have a sense of having gone through this debate once 
before in the ru·1G. Arguing ,"ith SL'ers, I have been struck by the 
similari ty of their argur.1ents on this issue to those the Smileyi tes 
employed at the RrIG convention. Perhaps the SL'ers are more adroit 
and sophisticated, but that is all. You will remember that on the 
question of orientation the Smileyites started out by emphasizing 
the need to build an elaborate organizational infrastructure as a 
prelininary to "serious" trade union \'lork. You ",ill remember that 
they placed primacy on regrouping from the other left currents, (ex
aggerating their importance and the gains to be made), and character
izing as "\V'orkerist" those \'1ho stressed turning the organization to . 
the"back\'lard" \'lOrking class. Under the pressure of the debate, they 
progressively retreated to the point v,here they began to insist that 
they too \'lere bent on "serious" trade union \1ork--hmV' could \'Ie claim 
othen'lise? They retreated to the point where they, in fact, aban
doned the priority they gave to party-building among the left group
lets, and promised to have tHO priori ties, t\-10 basic thrusts--one 
in the direction of the campus milieu, and one equally in the direc
tion of the unions. I recall complaining at the time, justifiably I 
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think, that this '-las a retreat under pressure from their originally 
stated unequivocal positions, and \'laS designed to encompass the 
debate by satisfying everyone. I remarked that the result could 
only be a blurring of differences and a lack of clarity. Now, I 
am not suggesting that SL = tendency ~ in all its manifestations 
(hardly) or that tendency 3 = Bolshevism (again, hardly), but on 
this particular question, and it is a fundamental one for me, there 
is an astonishing parallelism bebleen the SL and the Smi1eyites, 
both in the '-lay they proceed ,·lith the argument and in the conclus
ions they come to. 

15. In this period particularly, given the uneven development 
of consciousness, you cannot simultaneously orient to the advanced 
workers (Stalinist and social-democratic) and the "advanced" petty
bourgeoisie (Trotskyist, Ilaoist, syndicalist). The SL does not 
do this in the U.S. and, based on my conversations, ~lou1d not do 
this up here either. They orient to the rlaoist, Trotskyist, and 
syndicalist group1ets originating from the campuses and largely 
rooted in or around that milieu (the fact that they may have ex
students implanted without roots in the class does not alter this) 
to the detriment of an orientation to the advanced "lOrkers. I rest 
my case that the SL' s trade union "lOr].;: is secondary to their \-lOrk 
amongthe-oRO'Son the evidence of~irpress, \'lhich--I am sure the 
SL vli11 agree--a1ways reflects, or should reflect, the organization's 
priorities since it is its single most effective organizing tool. 

16. The SL press cannot simultaneously bring political con
sciousness to the workers and the advanced petty-bourgeoisie it 
seeks to reach. As a tool for regrouping social-democratic or 
Stalinist workers in canada, or Stalinist, IlcGovernite, or Ha11ace
ite workers in the States--a11 of whom express political dissatis
faction vli th the status quo, marking them off from the mass of \-,ork
ers--it is next to useless. At best, it has attempted to reach out 
to selected groups of black Haoist tvorkers, but this in no '-lay con
tradicts ,·,hat I have been arguing 0 I'll return to this be10\'J. 

The fact is that the HV is written for the concerns and consci
ousness of the Trotskyist,and Ilaoist, students and intellectuals. 
This makes it largely irrelevant to the concerns and consciousness 
of the advanced ,",orkers in the U. S. and Canada which, \'Jhi1e \-le may 
regret it, are simply not--and you can hold your breath and turn 
blue trying to deny this--the same as those of the advanced petty
bourgeoisie thrown up by the campus explosions of the Sixties. 

Does this make me a "liquidationist" as the SL Hou1d allege? 
I don't think so. You are not a liquidationist if you suggest that 
advanced workers in Canada in this period might be more interested 
in continuous coverage of the BDP and Stalinist parties and bureau
crats they are confronted with everyday of their political lives, 
than they are in Ieter 11.' s resignation letter from the RHG, or 
the RHG's refusal to debate the SL, or an extensive analysis of 
"lhere the lIe", Tendency goes '''rong. You think I am trying to make 
trivial debating points? I guarantee you that if you truly wish to 
reach the advanced '-10rkers, as you say you do, and if you stare 
reality in the face and accept that the advanced vlOrkers are in or 
around the social-democratic or Stalinist parties, you 'vil1 be 
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engaged in a running battle every "leek \·li th a Canadian SL and a 
Canadian l'7V 't'lhich Hill "Tant to, as a result of their priorities, de
vote spacethat could better be utilized to break those vmrkers 
from their reformist allegiances to cover the Ilaoist, Trotskyist, 
and spontaneist grouplets to a degree they hardly \varrant. 

But you are saying that in addition to the ORO's, the tN also 
covers t'Jatergate, Chile, Vietnam, France, Britain, and other pres
sure points of the international class struggle, and that you ,·/ish 
to cover these also. Fine. I v!ill emphatically agree that 'tve must 
cover these, and in detail, but I ,-]ill also proceed to argue that 
the SL pitches these articles to the level of consciousness of the 
grouplets and not the level of consciousness of the advanced \-,1ork
ers. Please note this 'veIl: I am not arguing that the press I 
have in mind 't'lOuld not arrive at the same political conclusions, for 
the most part, as the SL on many of these questions. You kno\-l that 
from our discussions. But I am saying that the articles I would 
",ant to see 't'lould assume less familiarity with the issues on the 
part of the workers, and consequently would have a different start
ing point ana emphasize certain lessons--the lessons the \'lorkers 
have yet to learn about the class struggle that the gaoist and Trot
skyist students and ex-students concentrated in the grouplets 
learned in the Sixties--prior to arriving at the same conclusions. 
Let me put it another T,,]ay: Right opportunists start and end at 
the level of consciousness of the workers. Left sectarians start 
and end above the level of consciousness of the 't-,1orkers (they "go 
over their heads"). Bolsheviks \llould start at the existing level of 
consciousness of the vlOrkers and step by step lead them to the appro
priate political conclusions. I tried, I think, to demonstrate hml 
the differences ,'muld reflect themselves, for example, in coverage 
of Chile when I was last in Dinnipeg. I won't go into that again 
nm'], but Hai t for the SL to come back at me once again, as I suspect 
they will, with the "liquidationist" charge before I proceed fur
ther. 

Finally, \-,1hat about the SL's coverage of trade unions, you 
say? Again, I suggest that if you read their press carefully, you 
uill find most of these articles concentrate on the \'lorkplaces 
vlhere the SL has fractions, and concern themselves for the most 
part, \'lith the economic struggle being \-1aged in them. 

To sum up, workers reading the SL press will not find enough 
in it to break them from their political illusions, 't'lill find the 
coverage of the ORO's irrelevent to their struggle, and if their 
attention is still engaged after that, v!ill not easily relate to 
the coverage of world events, and in the event their plant is at 
Ilahwah, Fremont, etc., T"lill only dra't'l lessons essentially relating 
to the economic struggle there. Taken as a totality, therefore, 
the SL press does not politically educate the advanced vlorkers by 
destroying their political illusions because it does not talk 
enough, or talk in an effective way, about those illusions. 

17. I suspect the SL leadership itself recognizes that the 
press is not a sui table vehicle for reaching the advanced "Torkers 
in the plants and offices. I have al\-,1ays been struck by the appar
ent dispartiy bet\'leen the front and rear pages of the TJV, \'lhich by 
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and large cover topical events (Hatergate, Portugal, IIiddle East, 
UAH Convention, etc.) and are capable of interesting Horkers, even 
if in a lir,li ted Hay, and the inside pages, \'7hich are heavily ''7eight
ed with neHS of the ]eft grouplets and subjects pitched more to their 
their concerns and consciousness. I suggest to you as a working 
hypothesis that the SL leadership, instinctively or consciously, 
generally accepts that plant gate sales would not proceed as brisk
ly with front pages bearing bold headlines such as "IS Splits," 
"VNL: Lonely Hearts Club," "l'1here The Lambertistes Go ~'Jrong, n etc. 
Their instincts, to be rure, are sound. But this seems to me to be 
rather in contradiction to their cocky insistence that even if the 
poli tically-conscious \-lOrkers are una\>lare of these grouplets and 
their discussions, they \1ant to force these debates to their atten
tion--\'lhat they mean \'lhen they proudly boast that "the workers have 
to read the ~ .. 1V ,·lith a dictionary. n Apart fror:l the fact that you 
cannot force anyone to read anything t'lhich is removed from their 
existing concerns and consciousness--you have to interest them by 
starting \'lith their concerns and consciousness and lead them for
\-lard, in every article, step-by-step to the correct Trotskyist 
conclusions--even if we accept this proud boast of the SL, we are 
still left \'lith the question of why, if they are so convinced that 
you can start above the existing level of consciousness of the ad
vanced \'lorkers, they rarely, if ever, express this belief concretely 
on the front page, the most important page of the press. If it is 
so critical in this period that the workers be forced to interest 
themselves ''lith the grouplets, and, moreover, that this can be done, 
how to explain this liquidation in practice of that notion on 
that page of the press which is utilized for plant gate sales. 
Surely, in Canada, if I accepted the SL theory on this, and ,,,ere 
edi ting a Canadian ~'1V, it would logically follm1 for me that I 
,,,ould not bury my polemics ,·Ii th the grouplets on the inside pages, 
but would thrust them to the forefront of the press. In other 
''lOrds, I might stand at the plant gates of Douglas Aircraft \-li th 
a front page article on, say, nUhere 'l'he RHG Goes Hrong On The 'Ne"l 
Hass Vanguard'," trying to sell it to the politically-conscious 
workers streaming through. Hhen someone would object that there is 
no \-7ay the attention of llDP or Stalnist Horkers \>lOuld be engaged 
by this (it is addressed to RHG militants), I "lOuld have to, if I 
were faithful to the SL line, reply that it was capable of interest
ing those workers, or even if it Here not, uould insist that even so 
I was not going to "liquidate my politics," and that "I ,,,as damn 
",ell going to force them to interest themselves with this"--as the 
"dictionary" theory of politics requires. But, somehm", having 
seen what the American SL does \'lith the front page of the tlV, I 
suspect a memo "70uld S00n be dispatched from the "international 
Spartacist tendency" in Net., York, telling. me to stop this nonsense 
or cut out plant gate sales. 

18. Perhaps the SL is prepared to argue, hm1'ever, as many 
of their base cadre have, that I will be able to "sell" to the 
"many" "ostensible revolutionaries"--that is, to the "many" RHG or 
New Tendency or CPC-UL or CPL implants streaming through the gates? 
Let them. I '''ill again argue they fly in the face of reality simply 
to justify their mm revisionist brand of petty-bourgeois regroup
ment politics. I nay even invite them to come up and hit any number 
of selected plants of their choice and try this. I ''1ill let them do 
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it for any number of vleeks and then gauge their success. And vlere 
there an organization distributing a press laden with exposure of 
the NDP and Stalinists in both the economic and political arenas, 
i.e. a press pitched to the concerns and consciousness of the ad
vanced workers, it Hould be instructive to compare the results. 
Regretably, of course, there is not such an organization. That is 
why our task is to begin constructing one--i~mediately. 

19. You 'Ni 11 now cite the SL' s Transformation Document \vhich 
points to a target of 35~ trade unionists in that organization in 
the next fe\'l years. You \-lill add that the multiplication of their 
caucuses, particularly in auto, indicates they are serious about 
the goal. I don't question this. In itself, and taken out of 
context, this is a step in the right direction. 

But the reassignment of even 35% of its organization (even 90~ 
if you vlant to stretch a point), in a period of campus lull and 
growing vlOrker militancy, no more indicates the SL has made a poli
tical turn to the proletariat than, for example, the reassignment 
of 35% (or 90%) of the \'10rker-cadre in the type of proletarian 
organization I \-lOuld like to hel p build, to the campuses, in a per
iod of industrial lull and campus upsurge, \vould indicate that we 
had taken a political turn to the student milieu and the left group
lets concentrated in or around it. 

This is because '!,V'e are not involved in a numbers game. It is 
not solely a question of hm'l many students you take off campus and 
implant in industry, or hml many \-lOrkers you take out of the fac
tories and send back to school. It is a question of '!,'lhat these in
dividuals bring in vii th them from the organization ,.,hen they enter 
the plants or schools. These individuals are not simply indivi
duals; they are the face of the organization in the plant or school. 
I am sure the SL Hould agree. 

To illustrate this in the concrete, let us imagine that we re
assigned 35% of our '!,-lorker-based organization to the campuses. ~vould, 
this in itself constitute a real political turn? Hardly. For such 
a political turn, if it \'1ere undertaken, \-lould have to be ref lected 
in our press, the mirror of the organization's politics, and its 
single most important organizing vehicle. If, therefore, we contin
ued to place secondary emphasis on the campus-based left (RI1G, He'!,'1 
Tendency, SDS, etc.) and continued to place primary emphasis on the 
worker-based tendencies (HDP, Stalinists), as '!,ve ",ould, I am certain 
the SL, commenting on this, would deny vIe had made an appropriate 
turn and vl0uld reject fusion on the proper understanding that 've 
still did not share the same political thrust. At best, they vlould 
say our "turn" viaS empirical and limited by their standards. They 
'!,-lOuld suggest that the fact that "Ie sent individuals to intervene 
on certain campuses and around the left groups Has not enough. They 
would claim the organization ,,,as not arming these cdes. ,·lith a press 
that could enable them to operate and recruit most effectively in 
that particular milieu, and that therefore the individuals concerned 

(, were being vlasted. 

I '!,vould say much the same thing in relation to their alleged 
turn. It is not enough to simply shift the ratio of ,,,orkers: intel-
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lectuals in an organization to claim a proletarian orientation. 
Such a turn has to be conceived of in political terms. For the SL 
to make 5._uch a political turn, it Hould have to be reflected in its 
pr~ss; I indicated above this is not the case: It continues to 
write to the concerns and consciousness of the radicalized petty
bourgeoisie and places primary emphasis on the campus-based left 
grouplets in its coverage. For us, this means that even "Tere it 
to assign 35% of its Canadian cadre to industry, I am convinced the 
priority it gives to regroupment front the petty-bourgeois milieu 
would logically result in coverage of the \'lOrker-based tendencies 
being subordinated to continuous coverage of the left grouplets 
?utside the class. On that basis, I \'70uld continue to deny that 
they had made a turn to the class, and would rule out fusion because 
their politic:;; ,.,ere not in line ,.,i th ours. I would say their turn 
was empirical and limited. I would suggest they had only sent in
dividuals to intervene in certain factories, that the organization, 
through its press ,had not made a turn to the advanced ,.,orkers in 
the class, and that even the comrades they had sent in \-Jere being 
wasted since they 'vere not armed with a press \'lhich could enable 
them to propagandize and operate most effectively in that particular 
milieu. 

20. Incidentally, the question of a youth group for us "lOuld 
be involved in a period of campus upsurge. Hot only would \'7e re
assign \-'70rker-cadre, if necessary, as I indicated, but t-le ,",ould also 
~ up ~ youth gr<?u~ ~ i ts __ press. In this l:lay, we-could m<;tx~---
m1ze our opportun1t1es 1n the campus milieu and among the po11t1cal 
group lets based there, 'vi thout having to reorient the party press 
away from the class--our consistent primary orientation. In other 
words, \'Ie \-Iould not fall prey to the "greener pastures II theory of 
the old Cochrani tes or the current SHP, lET, etc., 'Vlhich is a key 
to understanding Pabloism. This is my understanding of the youth 
group, a tactical question corresponding to a particular situation. 
I am not certain "Ihether the SL viet-7s the question this way. 

21. At root, you Hill discover, I think, that the differences 
bebleen the SL and myself flm'! out of an assessment of \-lhat is an 
advanced worker. Advanced workers a~e defined by political consci
ousness. \ That is 1D say, they concern themselves ,·lith the sphere 
of relatio~s outside the plant, outside the sphere of relations be
t"leen the bosses and the ''lorkers. In this sense, they are to be 
distinguished from the workers who have a trade-union consciousness, 
whether they are passive bread-and-butter Gompersites or angry 
young militants \-li th spontaneist impulses, ... .,hose focus does not ex
tend beyond the economic struggle. 

The category of advanced \'lOrkers, defined in this sense, the 
'-lay I1arx, Lenin, and Trotsky defined it, is- itself divided into re
formists, centrists, and Bolsheviks. The relationship of these 
forces within the class is a shifting one, depending on the nature 
of the revolutionary leadership and the conjuncture. Ue may say 
that since the degeneration of the Third International, the advanced 
\1orl~ers seen as a totality, are reformist--that is they are domir.at
ed ovenlhelmingly by the social-denocratic parties and the pro-Hos
cO\'! CP' s. 
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'l'he SL, hovlever, apparently considers as the advanced workers, 
Maoist, Trotskyist, and consciously syndicalist workers--what they 
term the "ORO's," a term, so far as I knm-" vlhich is foreign to 
the I1arxist vocabulary. They exclude the \..,orker-activists in or 
around the social-democratic parties and pro-iloscou CP' s from this 
category. If this is not explicit .in their theory, it is abundantly 
evident in thelr practICe. 

The SL also blurs the distinction bebmen advanced ,.,orkers and 
petty-bourgeois intellectuals. For me, advanced ,"orkers are only to 
be located at the point of production. But SL'ers strongly imply 
that the advanced '-lorkers also include the petty-bourgeois intellec
tuals in left groups divorced from the class on the basis that· their 
organizations, in an abstract \'lay, identify \"li th the " .. .,orkers move
ment." Therefore, the SL equates its intervention into these groups 
\'li th an intervention into the advanced '''lorkers. This is metaphysics, 
not Harxism. And if the SL has not, for obvious reasons, codified 
this blatant revisionism in documented form, it is certainly impli
ci t in the understanding of the SL cadre I have spoken vli th. 

22. The difference bebveen myself and the SL, therefore, does 
not concern, superficially, ,.,ho seeks to "regroup the advanced "'lOrk
ers" around a Trotskyist party in thisperiodas--·a-pre-rinrinary to 
winning the masses. '. Ue both clain that. The difference is that the 
SL~~-uru:let"§tt.g,D.gS by advanced \vorkers only "ostensibly rev<;>-
Jut~onar~~s #" vl11ile I understand the advanced ~:lorkers to not only ~n
clude--but to be overvlhelmingly dominated by--the reformist CP' s 
and social-democratic parties. In terms of practice, accordingly: 

a) I "lant to regroup from those vTorkers inclined tm'Tards the 
reformist parties, the UOP and the CPo If you think of the advanced 
\'lorkers not simply as a s.um total of individuals but as a category, 
the advanced workers today are in or around those parties. In other 
'''lords, if '-Ie \-7in the Imp and CP \-lOrkers, we ...,in the advanced \vorkers. ----------- -----

b) The SL wants to regroup scattered Maoist, Trotskyist, and 
syndicalist individuals in the class (most often ex-student implants 
\·lithout real roots or influence in the class) and, more especially, 
petty-bourgeois intellectuals in the ostensibly revolutionary org
anizations. In their practice, they evidently see these as the to
tali ty of the advanced ,.,orkers, .or at least the key stratum of them. 
That they are not that should be absolutely clear, because even if 
you uin every single member of the miG, LSA, Socialist League, CPC
IlL, CPL, etc., you ,.,ill stillnot have touched the ovenvhelming bulk 
of pOIIticarly consCIOUs ~.,orkers; i. e. the advanced \..,orkers, \'7ho-
WIll remain under the hegemony of the sOCTal-democratic, and to a 
Ie'S'Ser extent in North 1\.merica, the Stalinist bureaucracies. -

23. I ",ould argue further that the SL, Nith itS' political 
thrust, \"lill be mabIe to ,·lin even the "ostensible revolutionary" 
workers it claims to court. The orientation I outlined above would. 
This is because the "ostensible revolutionaries" in the class, even 
if they become convinced by your line on I'laoism, Pabloism, Cuba, etc. 
vlill still want you to provide them ''lith a press which they can use 
to break up the NOP and CP clusters in their plants. If you do not 
have a press llihich talks directly to the HOP and CP, even the most 
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serious "ostensible revolutionaries" will disregard you. Talk to 
Stu S. or Jinrrr:-, -for exumple, if you \'Tant confirmation. If there 
are any advanced \vorkers, even by the SL' s criterion, in the class, 
they most certainly include these bJO. They even read the ~'Jorker!..s 
[sic] Vanguard faithfully! Certainly Jim, and increasingly Stu, 
are closer to our positions on the history of the FI, trade union 
\10rk, etc., and therefore to the SL positions on these questions, 
than anyone else you,- ~ .. lill find in the class. But they will never 
join SL until they are convinced that it could also provide them 
l;1ith the means of polarizing Hhat they correctly recognize to be 
the overwhelming majority of advanced workers--those in or around 
the NDP and CPo 

The SL, to sum up, objectively therefore attempts to bypass the 
ovenvhelming majority of advanced ~:lorkers to reach the "ostensible 
revolutionaries," without understanding that it is not only the 
theoretical needs of the "ostensible revolutionaries" they must sat
isfy, but also their practical needs--their need to break up the 
bulk of the advanced '\'lOrkers concentrated in or around the social
democrats and Stalinists. That is to say, they do not appear to 
grasp that you do not recruit only on the basis of theory--an ideal
ist notion--but on the basis of "'hat you have to offer militants in 
terms of theory and practice. 

24. He nOH come to the last barricade SL'ers erect in defense 
of their aVO\'led proletarian orientation: The idea that they build 
formations exterior to the party called Hill-tant Action Caucuses 
"1hich are given the responsibility of injecting political conscious
ness into the class through the medium of the transitional program. 
Astonishing admission! The party, through its pres s, \'le are being 
told in effect, does ignore the \,10rkers; it passes that"chore" on to 
units ,·,hich are not explicitly identified ,..,ith it, and are equipped 
\,1i th lirai ted resources and scanty plant bulletins. The party, pre
sumably, is too busy \"i th other concerns. For myself, a proletarian 
orientation is defined not in terms of the relationship of some 
party menbers to some plants but in terms of the relationship of 
the organization to the class, most particularly to the category of 
advanced ,'/orkers. The organization must speak to the class in its 
DVm name both inside and outside the plants and offices, especially 
,.,hen this is not illegal and, perhaps even Hhen it must go under
ground. The SL, I have argued, is not able to speak to the class at 
the plant gates. And, in the fe\,1 factories where it is inside, it 
virtually liquidates the SL party cell into cell fronts "lhich it 
calls Militant Action "Caucuses." 

The HAC's are simply responses to "red clauses," you say? I 
propose that is not the only reason they are set up. The SL '"0uld 
set up a rIAC even \olhere those clauses do not exist--as, for example, 
they have stated they \'lOuld do in the post office. Their preposter
ous explanation for this,is that someday a "red clause" may be in
stituted. -- Are \'le to treat this seriously? Do they really believe 
that if the bosses and bureaucrats felt it necessary at some point 
to purge the reds, they need the formalism of a "red clause" to do 
it, and that a lIAC in response to that Hould prevent this? Setting 
up a cover for your militants, even in these circumstances, is hardly 
a guarantee against repression; it is simply a legalistic attempt, 
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a feeble one at that, to evade identification of your militants 
with your organization on a proscribed subversive list (the "red 
clause"). Liquidating the identification of your militants with 
your party, is ahlays the ~'lOrst of alternatives, yet the SL pro
poses to do this in the post office, before such is even required! 

I am inclined to suspect that the deeper reason the SL does 
not intervene in its m'm name is because its press, oriented to the 
ORO's, \'lould be an irrelevant embarrassment for them, enforcing 
their isolation in the workplace. Better, perhaps, to set up a 
HAC, free the militants from having to intervene as SL'ers circula
ting Horkers Vanguard (which should talk to the \vorkers) and cir
culate instead a ne\'7sletter in the name of the cell front, vvhich is 
more related to their consciousness and concerns. To my mind, only 
the fact that the SL would set up such a caucus around the transi
tional program makes it superior to the RlIG' s proposed practice of 
setting up cell fronts called 1'1ole Groups. But if you read that 
section of my post office document dealing \vi th the necessity of 
mili tants to identify, \'lherever possible, \'Tith the party, you v..rill 
see \1hy I think of HAC's only as a last resort to seek cover.' It 
is, the SL agrees, a tactical question. But as with the youth 
group, in practice they seem toeleva"te it to the level of aprin
ciple. Hight 've justifiably ask them, therefore, that if they truly 
see these ancillary bodies as tactical questions,- please clarify 
under \'lhat conditions they are tactically appropriate and under \vhat 
conditIOnS they are taCtICaIIY inappropriate? ---

25. You raised the question of the Communist League in the 
U.S., and "lOndered if that did not justify the SL's contention that 
the ORO's are "in the class." Comrades, the CL is an exceptional 
case. It is simply not your typical ORO.-:ft-rs-Strategically lo
cated in the centre of one of the most important industries in all 
of advanced capitalist society, and, even more important, it could 
provide a real link to the critically-i~portant black proletariat. 
The SL's attention to it is "larranted, although to split it in its 
direction, it will have to offer it more than critiques of its prac
tice in the NV; it \'1ill have to convince it that SL also orients 
to its milieU:- In any event, attention to the CL "lhich is of stra
tegic importance in the class in no way justifies allocating pre
cious space in your press to the S~7P, CSL, VNL, nu, RSL, etc. and 
the other grouplets nOHhere near as significant. The SL, comrades, 
is saying to you that the CL is in the class, therefore all the 
ORO's are in the class. It is like \vhen they argue that they have 
comrades intervening in a few factories, therefore the SL is inter
vening in the class. You have to descend very deep, I think, into 
empiricist logic to arrive at such conclusions: ~"7hat is true of the 
part is not true of the ,",hole. It is my feeling that the spacethe 
SL devotes to the-grouplets could perhaps better be used to counter
pose Trotskyism to the r-lcGoverni te, t'lallaci te, and Stalinist illu
sions of the grm·Ting number of American \'lorkers Hho are emerging out 
of the passive mass of bread-and-butter unionists and expressing 
dissatisfaction with the political status quo. In any case, my pur
pose here is not to comment in depth on the SL's relationship to the 
American class struggle. I only knmv they seek to apply tl:1eir re
groupment strategy to the conditions of the Canadian class struggle, 
and I have tried to shm'l what implications that would have for us. 
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26. Does all of this me.:m I Hould not attempt, as the SL 
does, to create splits in the petty-bourgeois ORO's \"ith an eye to 
winning their best elements? It does not. I have been arguing 
throughout only that the attempt ,,,ould be secondary to "linning the 
advanced workers--in this sense, the best of the NDP and Stalinist 
militants in the unions. But this does not preclude doing patient 
and systematic contact \vork or fostering splits in petty-bourgeois 
organizations, particularly those in motion, through the circula
tion of documents specifically aiDed at the politics of those org
anizations--much as the SL itself does. I look forward to the 
day, in fact, when vie can introduce a document along the lines of 
this one into the SL \,7i th a view to splitting it and '''inning its 
healthier elements. To have maximum impact, of course, it would 
be important to be in a position "lhere we can show the best SL' ers 
that we are not only theoretically correct, but that \'le have an 
organization and a practice, particularly one rooted in the class, 
t<;> offer t~em •. The only difference Hith the SL,. th~x:.,~ tue .sr..ues
tl.on of ....grl.entl.ng elm Horkers ' press to tnese---eTements. And as I 
have tried to S110\'l, you'~"~riTrr'eac:n the best Uostensible'-rE:!volution
aries n- iic,..t:-1r61En~{-15y·'·bTfern'fgttiem a cri tiqueof theIr 'organiza
tions, however correct, but by shm·ling a press and a practibe which 
is capable of addressing itself to, and breaking, the illusions 
of the social-democratic and Stalinist workers in the class. 

27. The question of the USec. must be seen in this context. 
The USec. is young, heterogeneous, in crisis, and of all the alleg
edly Trotskyist currents, the likeliest to grml, for better or for 
\'lOrse, as a result of the simultaneous crises of i-laoism, Castroism, 
and the traditional \'TOrkers organizations. I therefore believe ,,,e 
must intervene in the USec., starting perhaps with an intervention 
into the IT and lUG, perhaps its healthiest sections and the ones 
most accessible to us, after the PJIG convention, \vhen He "lill have 
sufficient documentation to circulate. If and \'Then "le are forced 
outside, we should maintain our links and continue to intervene, 
as I outline in #26, at the same time we develop our press and in
tervention into the unions in accordance vIi th our resources. I am 
confident tole will have a sufficient incubation period, assuming tac
tical perspicacity, to cohere around us a mature leadership from 
inside and, if necessary, from outside the USec. 

28. Did I hear you correctly "lhen you said Richard S. of the 
SL invited me to join ",lith my differences? Remind him to reread the 
that UV article ridiculing Joe:'. for daring to invite the "prin
cipled" SL into the USec. given their differences. Uhy should I 
leave the USec., a turbulent international arena of thousands of 
avovledly Trotskyist militants, to join aU. S. -based group of a fet'l 
hundred? I would split immediately to a Bolshevik organization, or 
if I concluded that the base of the USec. "las hopelessly hardened, 
that ,.,e could survive and grot'1 outside, or if the USec. betrayed 
the workers on the scale of the German events--the criteria Trotsky 
used, you'll remember, in turning a~"ay from the Third International. 
But I don't believe in "lesser evilism." In fact, the closer an 
organization is to your politics, the more relentlessly you should 
try to destroy it, because it confuses and often deflects the best 
militants from the proper course. Here, too, the SL will agree. It 
should be apparent from everything I've written and said that at 
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this point I hardly consider the SL to be anything morG than quan
titatively better than the others. A qualitatively di~ferent ~rga
nization would be a Bolshevik organization, and I'm stlll looklng. 
And if I don't find, I'll try to build. The SL, in my opinion, is 
merely the most sophisticated "left '<'ling" of the petty-bourgeois 
radical groupings. I suspect "lhen the history of the revolution 
is 'vri tten, they'll be granted a footnote of indebtedness for som~ 
theoretical and archival services to the proletarian party. Nothlng 
more. 

29. I have concentrated on the question of party and class in 
this document, because that is vlhat the S1, has apparently confused 
you most about. The difference over the press merely reflects a 
much deeper difference over the method of building the party. The 
SL recognizes this, and so do I. Ultimately, I predict the debate 
\-lill reduce itself to ti.le SL claiming it is virtually impossible 
and not really necessary to regroup advanced vlorkers (i. e. NDP, 
CP) in this period (it is always posed as "in this period" for these 
groups), and myself claiming it is both possible and urgent. That 
is to say, the debate ~",ill reduce itself to a question of those 
\-Iho succumb to the relative political backwardness of the vlOrking 
class by ignoring it, like the SL, and those like myself who refuse 
to accept this. The SL ,·Till attempt to justify this, in the final 
analysis, by developing a "theory" \'lhGreby reformist workers must 
somehm'l become "ostensible revolutionaries" before they are open to 
the influence of the party--a stages theory of consciousness--and 
that the party itself for an indefinite period (extending far beyond 
the time when it has the capacity to publish a press aimed at the 
workers) must be built from the petty-bourgeois milieu. You vTill, 
I suppose, have to ask yourselves \vhether you truly think it is 
possible to regroup advanced \yorkers vli thout liquidating the trans
itional program to finally resolve the question. 

30. Obviously, the other questions are equally critical. t'le 
have explored many of the SL questions--particularly those relating 
to the history of the FI, Stalinism, guerrilla \-Iarfare, economism, 
the popular front, etc.--to our mutual satisfaction, I think. But 
in subsequent documentation, I vlant to go into some of the lines the 
SL developed by itself, or through a mechanical interpretation of 
the teachings of the Bolsheviks. I am thinking particularly of 
their current election line on the NDP and critical support to the 
grouplets, their election line of the Labour/TUC government, their 
characterization of the OCI as left-centrist, and their approach 
to united front work and demonstrations, as it has manifested itself 
here in Toronto. I am more open on their Iliddle East position, but 
it needs discussion. 

31. There is, finally, another question I \1ant to explore. The 
SL, I understand, has charged me, in addition to being a "vlOrkerist" 
and a "liquidationist," 'vi th being a "maneuverer." I understand 
further that you comrades got annoyed at this. HOvlever, in my opin
ion, ,-,hile I appreciate this as an expression of your personal loyal
ty, I believe it is legitimate for them to introduce that charge in
to the debate. The manner in Hhich individuals £!:. political groups 
conduct polemics, i.e. their political behaviour, is inseparable 
from their politics as ~ whole. I knm'l, for example, that if the 
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situation were reversed, if the SL even hinted to me that you were 
slippery maneuverers or opportunists, I woulClhave to explore that 
further, painful as it might be, in the event the SL might be 
perceiving something grossly unhealthy about you that I was perhaps 
too blind to see. I would lay aside my personal feelings about you 
for the moment--there is no room in politics for sentiment--because 
such a serious charge, if confirmed, would cause me to immediately 
lose faith in your willingness to deal with political questions in 
an open and honest way, a Bolshevik way, and consequently your poli
tical judgements as a \'lhole would become suspect. The charge, then, 
is laden with political implications. This would apply even if I 
had become convinced you \'lere maneuvering in a largely unconscious 
\·lay. 

So the question is an important part of the discussion, and I 
urge ~ to treat it that way. You must explore this further. You 
~ request the SL to substantiate this. It is clearly in your 
interest to doso-.- If they can convince you of this, it \'Iill go a 
long \'1ay tm'1ards resolving your confusion in their favour. On the 
other hand, if they cannot--and, of course, they cannot--I think 
you should begin to call into question why they introduced that wild 
charge (among others) in the first p!ace. I believe if you do that 
you will conclude, as I do, that it was because, consciously or 
otherwise, they do not feel secure enough to deal with my criti
cisms in a completely open and political way, and have sought other 
means to undermine me. In that event, the substantiated allegations 
I have been making about their polemical maneuvering, particularly 
with regard to the question of my orientation and the p.o. document, 
may ring more true. That is my special interest in \vanting this 
question documented to the fullest extent also. 

n.d. [mid-June 197~] 
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NOTE or! THE LONDON DOCUI'4ENT 77. 

by IDB Editor 

Interception of the London document on the SL by the m1G led 
to London's removal from its Political Committee and his suspension 
from the organization. 

Richard Cramer has written a substantial draft reply analyzing 
the flat contradictions, non--sequi tors and simple falsehoods in 
the document. Certain considerations inhibit the present publica'
tion of Comrade Cramer's reply. Therefore ''''e vlould like to note here 
just three points about Comrade London's document. 

(1) His statement that the SL is a student·-centered organiza·· 
tion is a simple falsehood and fully known~olhirn-as-such. 

(2) His felt central need to orient to the alleged mass of 
social-democratic and Stalinist \'lorkers in North America expresses 
itself in his first major programmatic document (he had previously 
written one calling for more militant trade-union tactics from an 
essentially programmatically neutral standpoint!). But \,7illY-'nilly 
he has been compelled to recognize reality by making his document 
an all-out attack on the Spartacist tendency vlhich he seeks to Shm-l 
is on every grounds irrelevant. In his formal schema there is ~£ 
:e.!.~£~ and surely no need for dealing vli th the SL at all since the SL 
is surely even ~nk~£~~ to most social-democratic or Stalinist 
workers. 

(3) In actuality of course he must for his real purposes con
front the SL. Fe conclude therefore that he is not a real ''7orker
ist, as for example the Ellensi te Spark group, ,·,ho actually did 
drop Harxist politics like a hot pofato and bury themselves in the 
plants ~ ignoring the SL and all other com?etitors in favor of tell-
ing the workers about their lousy conditions of labor and life (as 
if this \-las vlhat they had to be told). London is akin rather to 
the -I1arry Turner type \'lhose armchair "vlOrkerism" is a posture to 
conceal a classic centrist opportunism and designed to bolster the 
facade of ,.,eak-willed and frantically anti-SL petty-bourgeois 
poseurs. An Ellens would hardly touch a London or a Turner with a 
ten-foot pole. She at least knovlS petty-bourgeois fakers v!hen 
she sees them. 

16 August 1974 
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by Richard Carling (Boston) 

I believe that the implicit assumption of the SL's position on 
Ireland published in NV ~:7, namely the existence of an Ulster na
tion, neither Britishnor Irish, vras factually correct but that 
insufficient atten·tion to the historical peculiarities of its na
tional development led to inadequate programmatic conclusions. 

The emergence of a Protestant Ulster nation can be traced 
through the evolution of a complex three-"Jay relationship betueen 
the English nation, the native, Gaelic, Catholic population of Ire
land and the English and Scottish settlers in Ireland. This rela-
tionship has exhibited markedly different characteristics at dif
ferent key points in the island's history. 

Prior to the Protestant Reformation, English colonization "Jas 
only partial and uas accompanied by a high dt"?gree of assimilation. 
l'a th the Pro_t~tant epoch, the Tudor monarchs decided on a path of 
clearing the island of the natives and stocking it uith loyal Eng-· 
lishmen. This plan only succeeded in one area of Ireland, the 
Northern province of Ulster. Large numbers of land--hungry settlers, 
mostly Presbyterians from the Scottish lm·;rlands, emigrated there 
after the conquest of 1609. To attract these settlers the Ulster 
Custom uas established, providing the settlers not uith mmership 
('Vlhich Has in the hands of Anglican gentry) but uith security of 
tenure and the right to profit from any improvements in their hold
ings. The most important features of Ulster society can be traced 
to this p~.r~od: the numerical predominance Qi_.£r~s---Of-...all 
cIa ses alonsicle a" _ .. ' s eCl.a. y oppressed Irish CathoJic 
Ipinorl.t~. Because sett en' pro"aee'oea"'6~i'"the--'griin£~'or~s'pecific 
~'to undertakers, rather than by a gradual movement of set
tlers from east to Hest as in America, the native Catholic Irish, 
,.1hile subj ect to loss of title to land, "Jere not systematically 
forced out of the country. In America, settlers achieved a final 
solution of the Indian problem by force ••• ln Ulster, Catholics 
remained n..gar the settlers, a standing challenge to the property of 
the ne\"! settlefsariCi to their regime.' (Richard Rose, Governing 
t'ri thout Consensus, p. 79) -

The Crom"Jellian conquest of 1652 extended the Protestant Ascen
dancy throughout the island but " .•. did not in practice involve 
colonization on the model of the Ulster plantation ••• The mass of the 
"Jorking popUlation did not change, and the chief effect of the 
settlement over most of the country 'Vlas to establish a Protestant 
landovming and ruling class, small in numbers, in a countryside 
,'.rhich remained Irish and Roman Catholic. II (Liam de Paor, Divided 
Ulster, p. 11) 

The effort of the Irish Catholics to regain their lands and 
rights by supporting the Stuarts' claim to the English throne 
produced the decisive Protestant victories celebrated to this day 
in Ul:;ter and left a prostrate Catholic populace incapable of mount
ing another serious threat to the Protestant ascendancy for genera
tions. "The Uilliamite settlement ended for a long time to come the 
possibility that a Catholic property--m'ming class ,",ould dominate 

\ 
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Ireland." (De Paor, p. 17) IlBy 1703, the proportion of land Q'I;'ln
ed by Catholics ,'!as less than 14 percent of the \vho1e of Ireland." 
(Rose, p. 79) 

Throughout the seventeenth century, small scale '-700 len , cotton r 
linen and other manufactures had developed on the basis of "cottage 
industries ': pursued by the Sc.2~S~. cmd.~ng1i.s~ ~!3ett,ler~& l:E,~~.~n~,~ke 
the ~athol~c .!~~~u1:~_l;; ~.:'!:.~~E~E}~~t~it~Blgr~_!1i~.;,pE.~e:eas ·of 
JiiX!t:bi~eve~rH:s or d~ vers~f~cat~on ~n the~r ~_Cl.?~_<i.~-_c~t 
oftfiese manufactureS"'"anu-also-Q'f' livesto'ck'Has seen as a compet~
tive threat by English manufacturers and landlords alike. They 
moved to squash this threat, driving many of the Protestant settlers 
into bitter opposition, "'hile a1lovling the grouth of the non-com
r>etitive linen and hempen industries, cente~~g;l_i..[l_Jrt§.t§£.. English 
prQ:tectionism, primitive methods of agriculture and the semi-feudal 
system of :'rack-renfing ll (Rack-'rent"ing' allmled

c 
landlords to increase 

rents proportionate to increases in tenants' yield.) that prevailed 
in the rest of the island ensured that, except for Ulster, Ireland 
",ould remain-·a.-.bac.~t:?ard ansL ,impoveri §.h.E?(:t_Clgrc~cul turalsociety __ ypti 1 
v7e11_._into the bJentiet.h <::~_D-j:;iiry~-'-'In the outline of a report on 
Irelaria~l-larx"-notecf:" '. 

"1698: The Anglo--Irish Parliament (like obedient colon
ists) passed, on ~'the command of the mother country, a pro
hibitory tax on Irish woolen goods export to foreign countries. 

"1698: In the same year, the English Parliament laid a 
heavy tax on the import of the home manufactures in England 
and Hales, and absolutely prohibited their export to other 
countries. She struck dm-ln the manufacturers of Ireland, 
depopulated her cities and thret'1 the people back upon the 
land. 

"Similar legislation of England against Irish cattle. 

"1698: r·l01yneux pamphlet for the independence of the 
Irish Parliament (i.e. the English colony in Ireland) against 
the English. Thus began the struggle of the English colony 
in Ireland and the English Nation. Simultaneously, struggle 
bet\'leen the Ang10- Irish Colony and the Irish Nation. II (I do 
not believe rIarx used the term, !lIrish Nation," in a precise, 
scientific sense in this context.) 

(r·larx and Engels, Ireland and the Irish 
Question, p. 129) 

In the absence of any serious Catholic challenge to the Pro
testant Ascendancy during the 18th century (The struggles of the 
h1hiteboys and other secret societies grett! out of specific, local 
abuses of the agrarian system and '-lere not a fundamental threat to 
the Protestant order.), a steady accumulation of English abuses 
led the Protestant settlers to fo1lO':'7 a course not unlike that of 
the American colonists. Protectionism alienated manufacturers, 
merchants and commercial farmers, large and small. Discriminatory 
religious 1aus applied not only to Catholics but also to Ulster 
Presbyterians. Pm-Jer in the Dublin Parliament ,-ras concentrated 
through a system of rotten boroughs in the hands of the most 
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corrupt, parasitical and subservient section of the Protestant land
lords. Anxious to pin support from the small minority of "respec
table" Catholic landlords and merchants, the rising Protestant 
bourgeoiS1e began to cautiously link the cause of Catholic emanci
pation to their demands for free trade and parliamentary reform. 
The Dungannon assembly of the Ulster Volunteers in February, 1782, 
described by Irish historian ~.;. Eo H. Lecky as ['undoubtedly the most 
faithful representatives then sitting of the opinions and wishes 
of the Irish Protestants, I' resolved by nearly unanimous vote that 
" .•• as men and as Irishmen, as Christians and as Protestants, t-.re 
rejoice in the relaxation of the penal lm'ls against our Roman 
Catholic fellm'r-subjects, and that ,'re conceive the measure fraught 
with the happiest consequences to the union and the prosperity of 
the inhabitants of Ireland." (W.E.H. Lecky, A History of Ireland 
in the 18th Century, pp. 181 and 183) 

In 1791 T'lolfe Tone, Presbyterian lm·ryer and founder of the 
Uni ted Irishmen, ",rote that IlThe \"ealthy and moderate party of the 
Catholic persuasion with the whole Piotestant interest would form 
a barrier against invasion of property." (LeckYr p. 229) 

Tone deserves his niche in the lexicon of Irish nationalist 
saints, not by virtue of any mystical identification ''lith the 
Gaelic past, but because the 1798 upri§J}}g __ !"~EE~sented the first' 
(and last} ~,US"PQRs!J2.il~!y. .. ..91......a...s.e.c.l.l.~~;:!w,,~.l.!:d..~pe:naen.t;"'imd,~-linl..t.esL 
~~§.~g __ 9Jl"".Q....,J;:i.sing n,!ltional capitalism. The insurrection 
t'laS not only defeated through superior----mili.t:~ry' force and organiza
tion but also because the national struggle bypassed the vast major
ity,of Catholic peasants (\'Jith the notable exception of County 
Wexford), ~:leighed down by ignorance, brutal oppression and clerical 
reaction. In addition, the divide and rule policies of British 
imperialism \'lere developed to perfection in this period. A limited 
Catholic franchise in 1793 \-las a bid for Catholic loyalties, on 
the one hand. The grm'7th of the secret and rabidly anti-Catholic 
Orange Order \'las a bid for Protestant loyalties, on the other. 
Catholic D~f~!l9-ers and Protestant P~ep 0' Day boys ,.,rere allot-Jed to 
~rry on their sporadic pogroms in the rural areas of Ulster. 
Harx's outline describes the result of the rebellion's defeat: 
'Ang:lo''';':Iris}i'House of Commons voted for the Act of Union passed in 
1800. By the Legislature and Customs Union of Britain and Ireland 
closed the struggle bet\'leen the Anglo-Irish and the English. ,; (I·larx 
and Engels, p.'13l) 

In the 1840's the rise of a substantial Catholic petty-bour
geoisie, tied to the Chu~ and pressing the claims of a specifi
cally Catholic nation, ",elded the interests of the Ulster indus
trialists and merchants to the Protestant Ascendancy, in general, 
and particularly to the British Connection. Opponents of the "tuo 
nations" analysis of Irish history must provide a consistent alter
native explanation of the process ",hereby the direct descendents 
of the leaders of the United Irishmen became the staunchest support
ers of the Union "/i thin a single generation. The evolution of tHO 
nationalities on the island can be traced primarily to the uneven 
development of industrial Ulster and agricultural Ireland. The 
prosperity of Ulster's engineering and shipbuilding industries 
(built on the foundations of the linen industry) required free 
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access to the British market and '-JaS fundar:'lentally counterposed to 
the demands of the Catholic lea~ers for protective tariffs. This 
basic ecolomic conflict interlocked with the persisting sectarian 
divisions, especially aggravated by the close association of the 
Catholic clergy vIi th the Home Rule movement. '1'he foundation of the 
Unionist movement in 1886 \'las not simplY the expression of Protes
tant bigotry or the reflex loyalty of transplanted Englishmen. 
Poli tically, socially and economically, "a chasm opened betvleen 
North and South in the 1880' s." (Rose, p. 85) , f 

til' ~.,<,-./ < 

h . 
All classes of Ulster Protestants, Presbyterian 'and Anglican 

alike;l:~nRe<,. their interests vIi thJ;he most ~§lqc:::t:i.9P:~.:r:y.gl:~JTIents of 
tl)~nbo\lrgeoi§e; gentry -and milItary caste. The partition 
of 1920 r~esented~e definitive seP3~ru"Q.Il.....o.f~ ... th.Q._ t\:LQ".nanQ:t1qli
tiee in :frel§!lli:Lv~nd repres~mt~CLa:::s:rriillarwpx-oce.ss-o£c,,,lla,lkani.z,at,i.on 

"as ~~1<:_I?,~E.t~.~~.<:>.l!?,.~(~Jncn.a·"and :palest:i,);te. The creation of a Prot-=-

! e~an~ D1s::,:~!:.,_~c:!:.~ion '."i ~~'.'Cl.~. a~,,~,.and.-~. imi-±.Med·.~~.ish .Cat.~olic 7 
I m!!:or~ ty '-las .. the ·~.....:t:_J:tQJ:._Qf~jl._bollrge.o~s.democ.x:atlC naUO~.!. ! 
; m~vement .~!L.:the ... _e.P'QG.b .. Qfrising ca. pital..:i:ST:l .. hlXt .... O.f .. t..h .. a,.di~.int.e.gr'l- J 
' t~ve 'Eendens.'?:5:,? .s>f a reaction?lry n.at.ional movemeni:; .. ~u~aVlned .by. de-:; 
, 'caylng -Imperialism. This is del'Jonstrated most clearly by the par
\ 't~"E'ion-Ttself'~By~' excluding three of the nine origin9,!, .. 9Q)Jl}tJes of 
. Ulst~r, t~e Pa:r:tition a~§,~.;r:e.-u:-:~n'·-a- permanentproEe'it;fln~,Jn~j.g£!I~(! 
b) ~Ig_~.$is~ntJY:I:~¥: te;rrit:ory to .nmintain some inter;nal. market 
and an agr~cul turaI . hinterland, c) a J,.argE: 9atholic. minort~y,<,.to 
serve~'l1r~a-"Pbtn"6f' super-exploitable slJrplus labor argras ~ the 
raiso~ ~. ~~.~:=I..QJ;_:t,tle re~ctiQ:na:r:y ideology and,.instit,vf:.'1~nal struc
ture tEal: cements the' protestant Ascerld?-ncY!:9SI~:tll.~F acrp'§.S, __ iC,lass 
lines. '.- , 
'-.:...:.. 

Do the Ulster Protestants regard themselves as a nationality, 
different from :ene"~rigusn-and the Irish? , Based on an extensive 
survey of the national and religious loyalties of Ulster, conducted 
in 196B, Richard Rose concluded: 

"The evidence of the Loyalty survey questions the claim of 
both London and Dublin by shm'ling that . .Qlster is truly a sep
arate political system ••• lf historical ev~n-es and contemporary 
social psychology be regarded as sufficient to justify the cre
ation of a nation-state, then Northern Ireland P1-!-~t claim com
pl~te independel}9sL Q~l:>9tp,I3t:.i,. ta'in arurfle~~~- Yet't'fiiS-T§ 
thes6rutrOri."le~§,t~.II1entioned- in the politics offhIs""·froID5Iecr'· 
la~--"'-'-'-'-'" (Rose, pp. 215-216) .....",. .... , 

Pollrn:rIng the disintegration of the Unionist monolith, the experi
ence of direct rule, the extension of internment to right-tl]ing 
Protestants, the failure of Sunningdale and the Ulster ~Jorkers Coun
cLL'strike, ind~pendence is a very live question in Ulster: 

"The Union itself ••• is burdensome and distasteful nm'l to 
the Protestant masses ••• Hr. Hilson's televised reference to 
'spongers' did more than anythinq to crystallise and harden 
this feeling, and nOt'l there are scores of former Loyalists 
proudly wearing miniature sponges in their lapels. 

liThe Ulster Independence I-lovement has its roots in the 
extreme Right-\-Ting of Unionism. Hilliam Craig \'las talking 
about it obliquely t,",o years ago and only no\'T is he being 
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taken seriously. In these t"lO years, hm'lever, the idea 
has taken,.holdand flourished in the para-military organisa-:-, 
tions, "lhich ''lith· their vast membership and' political influence 
aYe the real grassroots of the Protestant community." 

(The Guardian, 30 Hay 1974) 

IlEarly this week, ••• a group of Northern Irish business
men did a most unusual thing. They t-lent to London to try to 
talk to the people in pOvJer (if not in control) to suggest 
that ••• Northern Ireland might be better off \·7ithout the 
British connection ••• The group was led by I·Ir. Desmond Lorri
mer (t-lho, among other things, is chairman of the Northern 
Ireland Housing Executive), and comprised Protestant employ
ers--financially successful men with public school voices 
and public school backgrounds 0 t: 

(The Observer, 2 June 1974) 

t'ihile recognizing that Protestant Ulster meets the r-Iarxist 
criteria of a nation and that ~ther~' is·"agro,·7ing sentiment to 
break the British connection, our programmatic approach must be 
conditioned by a number of factors. First, the existence or 
possibility of a bourgeois-democratic national movement. In his 
polemic against Luxemburg's criticism of Clause #9 of the Bolshe
vik program, Lenin \\Trote "If one interprets the Ilarxist programme 
in r,larxist fashion, not in a childish 't'Jay, one 'Hill l:7i thout diffi
culty grasp the fact that it refers to bourgeois-democratic nation
al movements ••• No less obvious ••• is the conclusion that our pro
gramme refers only to cases tlThere such a movement is actually in 
existence." (COIIected t·Jorks, Vol. 20, pp. 404-405) The U.D.I. 
minded Ulster Protestants no more resemble a bourgeois democratic 
movement than the r.1uslim League in India. or the Je\·7ish Agency in 
~alestine. SEcondly, 11hether the'exercise of the right of self
determination aids or contradicts the demands of democracy in gen
eral and the proletarian struggle for pouer. Again from Lenin, 
"The several demands of democracy, including self-determination, 
are not an absolute, but only a small part of the general-democratic 
(nov': general-socialist) vlOrld movemen~In individual concrete 
cases, the part may contradict the ,·,hole, if so, it must be rejected. 
It is possible that the republican movement in one country may be 
merely an instrument of the clerical or financial-monarchist in
trigues of other countries;, if so, we must not support this parti
cular, concrete movement, but i t ~/lould be ridiculous to delete the 
demand for a republic from the programme of international Social
DemQ9racy on these grounds.rI(Vol. 22, p. 341) 

Leninists raise the right of self-determination in order to 
combat the chauvinism of t"orkers in oppressor nations and to build 
class solidarity across national divisions. Do our slogans in t'N 
~7 accomplish this? "For the Right of Self-Determination for an 
Independent, Democratic Ulster rl aims to t1cut across the legitimate 
aspeCts of the Protestant \'lorkers' fears of domination by the 
present, clerical reactionary state in the South." In the first 
place, it is, to say the least, unusual to direct such a slogan 
at the \<lOrkers not of'tne-'na'fiorl. \·Jhich actually oppresses Ulster, 
Britain, but at the \'lorkers of a potentially oppressive nation, 
Eire. Indeed, it could be reduced to a campaign to amend the 
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1937 Eire constitution. Second, the movement for a democratic 
Ulster and the movement for an independent Ulster are fundamentally 
counterposed with no bourgeois (or even petty-bourgeois) national 
movement to link them, even in a partial and half-hearted manner. 
Thirdly, our qualified formulation of the slogan guts the right of 
self-determination of any real meaning. To paraphrase Lenin's ana
logy, it is like insisting that a Homan's right to a divorce implies 
that she must get a divorce. Fourthly, if the slogan is under
stood to be synonymous \\1i th an !l Independent t'lorkers Ulster, II it is 
not a very useful slogan (some\·,hat analogous to 'A United, Red 
BengalO). A revolutionary transformation in Ulster before Britain 
or Eire is both the least likely and most vulnerable possiblity. 

To link this first slogan "lith "The Unification of Ireland in 
a completely Secular, Democratic Irish State tJ is to further esche'" 
our programmatic thrust by reading Ulster's history through a 
Rep~blican lens. Ulster is an integral part of the British Isles, 
no more:: fundamentally linked to Ireland than it is to England. In 
the event of a \'lorkers revolution in Eire, \'7e \'.TOuld struggle for a 
Socialist Federation of Ireland. In the event of a \'lOrkers revolu 
tion in Bri tain, "le "lOuld struggle to maintain the British connec-' 
tion albeit on the basis of full national equality. I propose drop
ping this first set of demands altogether. 

Parenthetically, the only "democratic" solution to the Ulster 
problem that "Ie might conceivably support ,,,ould be a ne\v border in 
which those overwhelmingly Catholic areas continguous ,·lith Eire 
\07ere ceded ,·li th the consent of their Catholic majority. Even this 
possibility raises the spectre of religious uar and pogroms and 
\ooJ'ould hardly be one of our demands. 

l'Jhile I do not have a precisely formulated set of slogans to 
counterpose to those raised in t'N f;'7, I ,.,ill suggest the key types 
of demands that are needed: 

1. Not Orange Against Green but Class Against Class 
Democratic Rights for the Irish National r,linori ty in Ulster 
Secularization of the State of Eire 
A Sliding Scale of Wages and Hours 

2. British Out of Ulster 
End Internment 
End Sectarian r·lurder 
Fo;r Worke,rs Militias Based on the Trade Unions 

/V 0<\ , ~ C. ( H. (I, ~ 

3. Break with the Coalition Government in Eire 
Labor to PO\'Ter on a Socialist Program of Expropriating Basic 

Industry 

4 • Do\'m Wi th the E. E • C • 
--For Trade Union Unification Throughout the British Isles 

For a Socialist Federation of the British Isles with the Equal 
Participation of Eire, England, Ulster, Scotland and T'lales. 

17 August 1974 
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TH~3ES Oi.\J 'l'HE IRISH QUESTION 84. 

By J. Holbrouck (Boston) 

I. "In Northern Ireland Catholics are Blacks who happen to have 
white skins." (De Paor, p. 13) 

The conflict bet\'leen Protestants and Catholics in Ireland is 
historically analogous, not to the "religious" conflict in the 
Middle East which led to the partitioning of Palestine on a 
national basis, but rather to the conflict between black and white 
in the United States. 

II. The nation is a category applicable to the period of the rise 
of capitalism. The historical development of Ireland has been as 
one nation, not two. Although Catholics and Protestants are dis
tinct religiously, culturally, ancestrally, and at one point even 
linguistically, the pre-Partition Northern provinces of Ireland did 
not have a separate political economy, the key criterion for a na
tion, any more than the Black Belt in the South ever did. The 
"rack-renting" system, which the North escaped through the "Ulster 
custom," raised a barrier to the development of capitalism in the 
South, making it a backward agricultural hinterland to the urban 
North, burdened by the Protestant Ascendancy. 

III. The bourgeois revolution in Ireland, at the end of the 18th 
Century, took the classic form of the revolutionary urban classes 
leading behind them the backward, vacillating peasantry. This took 
the form of the revolutionary alliance between the United Irishmen 
of east Ulster, the industrial center of Ireland and at that point 
almost 100% Protestant, and the Defenders, the arm of the Catholic 
peasantry against the Protestant Ascendancy. It was defeated by 
the counterrevolutionary alliance of the British and the Orange 
Order. 

IV. The Orange Order originated out of conflict between Protestant 
and Catholic peasants in mid-Ulster. 

"But there were also in the North, and in the North alone, 
Protestant masses, who, unlike the landlords and placemen, did 
not maintain a continuing connexion with Britain and a colon
ial relationship to Ireland. They had been assimilated to the 
country and were themselves an exploited class, paying rent to 
the landlords or, in rapidly increasing numbers, producing the 
new industrial wealth for factory wages. They had l':1.heri ted, 
from the special privileges of their settler ancestors, the 
'Ulster custom' in land-tenure~ which left them with a feeling 
that their position was superior to that of the natives of 
other parts of the country, but with the abiding fear that 
they might be reduced to the condition of these. The land
lords, especially from the late eighteenth century onward, 
had exploited this fear, fomenting the conflict between poor 
Protestants and poorer Catholics in competition for land, in 
a kind of rent-auction where the poorest could make the high
est bidding because they could better tolerate poverty, which 
led to the explosion of violence between Defenders and Orange
men at the end of the century." 

(De Paor, p. 49) 
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In all-Protestant Belfast, as much as in Catholic Dublin, the 
Orange lodges were simply government creations. They in no sense 
reflected any desire for "Ulster self-determination" and in fact 
were not originally "loyalist." vJhen the Dublin parliament \'las 
abolished by the Act of Union, according to De Paor, "Among those 
who were opposed to the Union were the great majority of Orangemen 
throughout the country." The famous Orange slogan "croppies lie 
dO\,ln" \'las originally directed against the Protestant United Irish
men, who cropped their hair as a symbol of republicanism. As a 
movement, the Orange Order was and is similar in character to the 
American Ku Klux Klan. 

V. The Great Famine of the 1840's led to the flight of the Irish 
peasantry either out of Ireland entirely or to the urban North. By 
the late 19th century, the Catholic population of Belfast had risen 
from almost nothing to 35%, transforming the "rent-auction" into a 
"wages auction," and transforming the Protestant working-class of 
Belfast into the mainstay of Orangeism, which it remains to this 
day. 

VI. In the era of imperialism, the national bourgeoisie, tied to 
the imperialists, is no longer capable of aqcomp1ishing the demo
cratic tasks of the bourgeois revolution. Neither the very weak 
Catholic bourgeoisie of Dublin nor the Protestant bourgeoisie of 
Belfast desired to escape from the yoke of British Imperialism. 
The parliamentary maneuvering by Parnell and the Irish Parliamentary 
Party, the representatives of the Catholic bourgeoisie, represented 
opposition, neither to Imperialist rule, nor to the Protestant bour
geoisie of the North, but to the Protestant Ascendancy in the 
South. The Irish Parliamentary Party lined up with the British 
Liberal Party against the Tories. 

VII. "The struggle for power within the English establishment 
threatened now seriously to affect the interests of the 
colonial establishment in Ireland. The English landlord in
terest was under severe pressure as a result of the consti
tutional change effected in the Parliament Act (\"hich abol
ished the veto power of the House of Lords--JH); their Irish 
wing was in danger, there they resolved to take their stand." 
(p. 76) 

The "settler's rebellion" was actually a rebellion of the 
right wing of the Tories against English bourgeois democracy. 
"Ulster will fight, and Ulster will be right" was the slogan of 
Lord Randolph Churchill! The partitioning of Ireland, unlike that 
of Palestine and now Cyprus, was not the result of the national 
conflict of two interspersed peoples. It was the result of the 
class struggle in primarily, England, and secondarily, Ireland. It 
is,therefore,more analogous to the partitioning of Vietnam, Korea 
or Germany. This is symbolized by the fact that the Irish Parlia
mentary Party in the North sent its parliamentary representatives 
to Stormont, and not the First Dai1! 

"A nineteenth-century-style ruling caste, supported (at 
times uneasily and reluctantly) by an aggressive Protestant 
middle class, established, and maintained for half a century, 
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power in Northern Ireland by a classic application of the 
principle of divide et impera." (p. 104) 

86. 

Naturally, the partition resulted in a disastrous economic depres
sion, with an average unemployment rate of 25% until WWII. 

VIII. Except in Northern Ireland, the Irish Parliamentary Party 
simply ceased to exist after ~~I. The old colonial state apparatus 
was destroyed and a new bourgeois state was erected in the course 
of the Irish Rebellion and the immediately following Irish civil 
war. The Irish Republican Volunteers was a petty-bourgeois insur
rectionary force not dissimilar in type from Castro's rebel army. 
One wing (represented by Pearse) allied itself with the Irish Citi
zens' Army, a worker's militia led by Connoloy, in the Easter Ris
ing. The other, represented by Griffith and the original Sinn 
Fein, was viciously anti-proletarian. The issue of the civil war 
was not reunification, but rather whether a neo-colonial relation 
should be set up with Britain. The Free State made peace \lith the 
British and the Protestant Ascendancy in the South, crushed the 
peasant movement, which achieved its highest expression in the 
Limerick Soviet, and dismantled the Sinn Fein courts and police. 
The defeated IRA split, with the right wing, led by Eamon De 
Valera, accepting the results of the civil war and forming Fianna 
Fail. 

IX. It is essentially incorrect to characterize Eire as a "theoc
racy." A genuine theocracy would be pre-Civil War Spain, where 
the Church was the second largest landowner. In Ireland, the land
owners were the "Protestant Ascendancy," and Catholicism vlaS an op
pressed religion, whence derives its great influence. Whereas the 
Unionists are rigidly sectarian, the heirs of the "Protestant 
Ascendancy" are an integral part of the Southern ruling class, and 
Protestants have not infrequently held top governmental posts. It 
must not be forgotten that the "Browne affair!! led directly to the 
fall of the Costello government. Eire has repeatedly offered, in 
case of reunification, to exempt Protestants from all laws against 
abortion, contraception, etc. Actually, religion has more influ
ence in the North (through the Unionist Party and such figures as 
Rev. Paisley) than in the South. 

X. At the present time, both North and South are integrated into 
the British economy, with quantitatively more British investment in 
the South. Therefore, the current British policy is to seek to end 
the economic vivisection of Ireland by reuniting it, thereby making 
it a more efficient unit for imperialist exploitation, and equally 
importantly, ending the extension of British welfare state benefits 
to Northern Ireland. 

XI. The democratic demand of the reunification of Ireland can only 
be carried out fruitfully through proletarian revolution. We do 
not calIon the bourgeoisie, English or Irish, Catholic or Protes
t!t, to reunite Ireland. Our, attitude toward concrete reunifica
ti n schemes should be essentially parallel to the criteria for 
su porting union mergers as outlined by Cde. Seymour. Therefore, 
we can give critical support for reunification schemes only under 
the following two preconditions. 
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1) No loss of the social benefits won by the British working 
class through 100 years of struggle! To Leninists, class questions 
always take precedence over democratic questions. 

2) Complete separation of Church c.nd State! The religious 
fears of the Protestants, though objectively irrational, are none
theless a real, material force which cannot be ignored. 

XII. The WV slogan of "self-determination for Ulster" objectively 
gives backhanded support for the Enoch Pm'lell-William Craig slogan 
of UDI. The conditions attached to it merely make it utopian (why 
not call for a Protestant worker's republic?). The ~>JV. slogan "The 
Unification of Ireland in a completely secular, democratic Irish 
state" has the defect of being what the British imperialists want! 
Our slogans must be: 
FOR A SOCIALIST FEDERATION OF THE BRITISH ISLES 
FOR A UNITED SOCIALIST IRELAND THROUGH PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION 

XIII. The Loyalist Movement, unlike Stalinism, is "reactionary 
through and through and to the core." The mass sectarian mobiliza
tion of the late '60's was generated, not by NICRA calling for the 
reunification of Ireland (instead they called for protection from 
British troops!) nor even by IRA terrorism, \'lhich was a later 
phenomenon, but by the elementary calculation that equal access to 
jobs, housing, etc. (the NICRA program) meant less access for 
Protestants! Any doubt that this is so should be resolved by the 
reactionary strike in Ulster, which, formally speaking, simply 
sought to achieve "self-determination for Ulster" by abolishing 
Sunningdale, which objectively represented a British attempt to re
unite Ireland! Nonetheless, we consider it to be a reactionary 
strike, and would seek to end it (while opposing British interven
tion). 

received 19 August 1974 



INTERPENETRATED PEOPLES, SELF-DETERHINI.TION 
AND PEru~nT "REVOLUTION 

by Reuben Samuels 

88. 

The Leninist position on the national question is perhaps pre
sented most succinctly in the fo11m7ing passage from Lenin's "Draft 
Program for the 4th Congress of Social Democrats of the Latvian 
Area," (1913, Collected ~'Jorks, Vol. 19, p. 116): 

"As democrats ,ltle are irreconcilably hostile to any, hm'lever 
slight, oppression of any nationality and to any privileges 
fO..I .. ,any nationality. As democrats, \1e demand the right of 
nations. to se1f~dete;I!lina:t~gI:l in the political sense of that 
ferm'(se'e ~'Elie P:iogr'arnme of theR.S.D.L.P.), i.e., the right to 
i~~~de. He demand uI}.fondi tiona~~ equa.l.:itt."f,or all nations in 
the §tate and the uncondi ti'on'alpro·tection of the right~. of 
eV~~._~_~~iona1 minority. ~'Je demand broad self-government and 
autonomy £orregions, which must be demarcated, among other 
terms of reference, in respect of nationality to~." 

The problem of applying these Leninist criteria for the special 
national question raised by interpenetrated peoples was graphically 
presented by llerej~Il' a Ukrainian delegate to the Second Congress of 
the CI, in an amendment to the "Theses on the National and Colonial 
Questions": 

"The attempt made to settle the relationships bet'\'leen the 
nations of the majority and the minority nationalities in ter
ritories of a mixed population (Ukraine, Poland, Nhite Russia), 
has shm'Tn that the transfer of the pOHer of government from 
the hands of the big capitalists to the groups of the petty 
bourgeoisie constituting the democratic republics not only does 
not diminish but, on the contrary, aggravates the friction amons 
the nationalities. The democratic republics oppose themselves 
to the proletariat, and attempt to convert the class war into 
a national qne. They become rapidly impregnated \"lith nation
alis€iC'e~g]:q9iveness, and easily adapt themselves to the prac
ti~-of the previous dominating nations, which fermented dis
cord among nationalities, and organised pogroms, ,.,i th the as
sistance of the government apparatus, to combat the dictator
ship of the proletariat (the anti-semitic movement in the 
"democratic" Ukraine tOHards the end of 1917 and the beginning 
of 1918, organised by the Central Rada). The savage pogroms 
during the end of . .-l918.Jmd the first half of 1919 were organ
ised by the "Ukraini.an Nal::16na1 Directorate." The pogram 
movements in the-Polish democratic republic have been fur
thered by the Polish Socialist Party, the Party belonging to 
the Second International, as well as by the coalition regime 
of Pi1sudsky. Ex~erience has likewise sholtTn that the,~ is po 
de crat' '"0 ov nment wfiicn ·would aefena the ri~ts 
~~~~;:~E~,:t:;(~,~i:!.~_<?I2~~,!.!~~~L~x:r~ tor;t. '-1J. . ii_.~<:;,[:2.~-

-------(The amendment concludes '\'lith an attack on Austro-Harxian individual 
national autonomy.) Likewise, Stalin, in "National Factors in Party 
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and State Development," a resolution adopted by the 12th Congress of 
the Russian CP (April 1923), wrote that the nationalities oppressed 
by Tsarism retain a heritage of "defensive nationalism" which: 

"often turns into aggressive nationalism, into the Ql..ltright 
chauvinism of the stronger nationality directed against the 
weaker nationalities of these republics. Georgian chauvinism 
(in ,Georgia) against the Armenians, Ossets, Adjarians and 
Abkh~ians; Azerbaidj anian chauvinism (in .. _~~~rbaidj an) against 
the Armenians; Uzbek chauvinism (in Bokhara and ,I<horezm) 
against the Turkmens and Kirghiz, (~mQ~~~~auvinism,) and 
so on--all these forms of chauvinism, which moreover are fos
tered by the conditions of the New Economic Policy and by com
petition, are a grave evil \'Thich threatens to make certain of . 
the national republics the scene of squabbling.and wrangling."t 

-(quoted from Selections from V.I. Lenin and J.V. Stalin on 
National and Colonial Questron, Calcutta Book House, p. 
142) 

It should be noted that these two passages deal with the problems of 
mixed populations after the proletarian conquest of power in Russia. 
The t1erejin amendment deals both "lith the situation in t'lhich Soviet 
power granted outright self-determination to a bourgeois government 
(Poland) and where self-determination was, subordinated to qUestions 
of c~y.;J..4ar, foreign interventi,on and consolidation of the prole
tariaQ dictatorship (the Ukraine). The Stalin passage deals'-\'iit 
the prQl)lems'-engendered by intermixed populations in areas (Trans
caucasus) where the heritage of Tsarist national oppression has 1" 
generated a "defensive nationalism," which for the more powerful ; 
nationalities (Georgians and Azerbaidjanian), self-government is 
often converted into "offensive nationalism" directed against weak
er intermixed peoples. No doubt the situation in the Transcaucasus 
was exacerbated by the "Great Russian" policies of Stalin and 
Orjonikidze against which the incapacitated Lenin protested in his 
last ''lritings dictated from his deathbed r It is also important to 
note the interrelationship between:--national rivalries of mixed popu
lations and social stratification especially among the peasantry, 
which were both exacerbated by the N.E.P. For example, Stalin wrote 
~n 1912: 

"Ifo •• there is no serious anti-Russian ns;ltionalism in 
Georgia [t-1rote Stalin in '1912] -it is ""rfrtmarili" becaus'e "there 
are no Russian landlords there or a Russian big bourgeoisie 
to supply the fuel for such nationalism among the masses. In 
Georgia there is an anti-Armenian nationalism; but this is 
because there is an Armenian big bourgeoisie there t'lhich, beat
ing the small and still unconsolidated Georgian bourgeoisie, 
drives the latter to anti-Armenian nationalism." . 

(quoted from E.H. Carr, The Bolshevik Revolution, Vol. 1, 
p. 344) -

The experience of the Bolshevik Revolution confirms that the demo
cratic resolution to the problem of mixed populations with conflict
ing national claims depends on the carrying out of the agrarian 
revolution led by the proletarian dictatorship and a regime of work
ers democracy "'hich in the context of defending the proletarian dic-
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tatorship exercises the greatest possible sensitivity and flexi
bility in handling the national question. 

Our movement first confronted the question of mixed populations 
with conflicting national claims in Palestine, and our re-evaluati0n 
of the 19~8 Israel-Arab war. Our original position, of revolution
ary defensism on the side of the Hagannah against the Arab League, 
was based on the belief that the Arab League invasion threatened 
the genocide, dispersal or forced annexation of the Hebre~l people 0 

Contrary to Cobet, in this kind of war, the military relationship 
of forces and intentions of the combatants is central to a revolu
tionary defensist position, and not solely on a class analysis. 
Obviousl both sides were capitalist. Our revolutionary defensist 
position was based on the el~e t at the Arab League forces massed 
such overwhelming military superiority that they threatened the 
destruction of the Hebrew_-peop1.e. __ From~_J?_:iJn....p_1:e class analysis of 
the Nigerian ~lar against Biafraort:.he North Sudanese \var against 
the Southern blacks, we \"lOuld conclude that since both sides were 
capitalist,(or in the case of Sudan one side capitalist and the 
other pre-capitalist) that such a \var "las no different than the 
various Indo-Pakistani Wars. Obviously--the difference bet\veen the 
former and the latter, the reason that \-le have a defensist position 
on the side of South Sudan or Biafra is not from _a class analysis 
of the contending sides, but because one side had such overtvhelming 
military superiority--that it threatenedthEi-destruction of another 
people. And this had been our p~i~ion in the 1948 Israel-Arab 
~lars. One can justj fiab1y _claim_that_J:2llruUnderstanding of--that: war 
was highly out of line ~Lth the reaLity. But it is for that reason 
that a_clQ§er -reading of the histor-Y-L~the accUiJlulation of. f!~F- facts 
(the Hyerson-Ab ullah ~9'reements, the relative e<l':!al_i:ty -Q"f~military 
for " 0 or- - - -- - mulated mili-
tary-~riority on the Israeli side) and not a different or deeper 
class analys; s l.?b.ich- com,Tinced --U..S-_t.ha:t_lrle had--ne-en=liffi5iig about-_tbe 
19~8 tolar. If Cobet has a different class analysis than ours about 
~8 Nar (i.e., that it was analagous to the Indo-Pakistani 
wars), then he should make this explicit. It is not to be found 
in his letter. 

Further we must ask the hypothetical question: If the war had 
indeed threatened genocide, would Cobet have taken a revolutionary 
defensist position? vIe note that it is Cobet's letter and not Nor
den's amendment which confuses the nation and the state. Our old 
position \-Tas that it ,,,,as a people and not a state \'lhich we defended; 
only for Zionists and right-wing Arab nationalists are the Hebre,., 
people co-equal with the Israeli state. Further, revolutionary de
fensism does no:t;--mean--voting war--eredi.ts-£or a bou~eois army • 
Trotsky did not call for a vote for war credits for the Republican 
Army in the Spanish Civil t'lar; instead he defend~d the struggle for 
an independent workers militia. Nor did he call for a vote for war 
credits to the KHT in'the Sino-Japanese war (assuming that a parlia
ment in \-1hich such a vote might have been taken existed). Instead 
he called for a military alliance between the KMT and Red armies. 

Nor is our position dependent on considering the Jewish immi
grant population in Palestine an already compacted nation by 15 Hay 
1948. Even if the Jewish population in Palestine at that time was 
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a dispersed people living in noncontiguous communities, vIe \vould 
still be revolutionary defensist if ~ve thought they were confronted 

4t; ~h pogroms. 

, 

During the 30's the Trotskyist movement did not consider the 
Jewish population in Palestine to be a nation. Their demand was 
for complete equality for Jews in a democratic, independent Arab 
Palestine. However, after the defeat of the 1936-39 Palestinian 
Arab revolt the Zionists consolidated a closed economy. While the 
only common language of the Jewish immigrant population was Yiddish, 
the language of commerce ''las the artificial modern Hebrew 'VIhich im
migrants were expected to rapidly learn (the use of Yiddish was 
often proscribed by the Zionists). When the UN passed partition on 
29 November 1947 there were 600,000 JevlS and 1,200,000 Arabs in 
Palestine. Over half the Jewish population ,-ras concentrated in 
three cities: 150,000 in Tel Aviv, 100,000 in New Jerusalem and 
80,000 in Haifa. The rest of the Jews lived mainly in agricultural 
settlements or small towns located in the central plains bebleen 
Tel Aviv and Haifa or in eastern Galilee. However, this area \\'as 
one of mixed population. Adjacent to Tel Aviv was the Arab city of 
Jaffa, adjacent to New Jerusalem was the mainly Arab Jerusalem and 
Haifa ~"as an Arab community almost coequal in size to the JevTish. 
The Central Plains and eastern Galilee also had Arab settlements. I 

While the Jews constituted 1/3 of the population and owned only 6% 
of the land, under partition they were to get 55% of the land, the 
most important cities and best ports (Tel Aviv, Jaffa and Haifa) 
and the best land, vlhile the Palestinian Arabs who made up 2/3 of 
the population got 45% of the land. The Zionist state would en
compass 538,000 Jews and 397,000 Arabs 'Vlhile the Arab state included 
804,000 Arabs and 10,000 Jews. Thus the UN partition vIas highly 
unjust on the Arab side. And bebleen November 1947 and f1ay 1948 
when the Zionists declared "independence," and "determined itselJ," 
300,000 Arabs had been driven out of the Zionist part of partition. 
Thus by May 1948 a relatively compact and homogenous entity had 
been created; certainly by Hay 1948 a nation had been created. To 
ask what day and what hour this Jewish population in the Near East 
compacted into a nation is like asking ""hen does a boy become a 
man: When he is bar mitzvahed? In the 30's the Jews in Palestine 
vlere not a nation i by May 1948 they had become a nation; in between 
they ~'lere an immigrant population from Central and Eastern European 
countries who lived in compact communities and were rapidly accul
turated and drawn into a Hebrew-speaking Zionist political economy. 

Thus, we should stand '-lith the position adopted by the SWP 
during this period 'VTi th regard to Palestine: 

"Haven't the Jewish people the right to self-determination and 
statehood as other peoples? Yes--but even if we abstract 
this question from its aforementioned social reality the fact 
remains they cannot carve out a state at the expense of the 
national rights of the Arab peoples. This is not self-deter
mination, but conquest of another people's territory.' 
. --Hilitant, 31 f.1ay 1948 
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To which Hal Draper of the Shachtmani te vlorkers Party responded in 
"How To Defend Israel" (Ne\v International, July 1948): 

!'A dishonest reply. 1) It means that the JevlS have a right 
to self-determination but no right to exercise it. This 
does not make sense. One may-,-as:we-said, advise against 
its exercise, in favor of a different course, but it is 
pure fakery to grant the right and in the same breath de
nounce its exercise as the 'conquest of another people's 
terri tory.' 2) If the Je"lS have the right of self-determina
tion "'hat terri tory can they 'self-determine themselves' in 
without infringing upon the national rights of the Arab 
peoples? Is there any? Obviously none. l'Jhat does the I Yes' 
mean?" 

For the WP, in transit from Trotskyism to social democracy, self
determination has a sort of vJilsonian categorical imperative. For 
Leninists, on the other hand: 

!'The several demands of democracy, including self-determina
tion, are not absolute, but only a small part of the general
democratic (nov7: general-socialist)WoxTd movement. In 
individual cases, the part may contradict the \'lhole; if so 
it must be rejected.' 

The SWP realized that in the objective situation which existed in 
1)47-48 that the Hebrev' people could only "self-determine themsel
ves" in the Zionist fashion, in the nationalist fashion, in the 
capitalist fashion, through the destruction of another nation and 
the conquest of their territory. Dispersal and genocide are the 
capitalist and nationalist solutions to the problems of mixed 
nationalities. To undo this problem Sammarakkody claims that Israel 
did not represent the self-determination of the Hebre\v people (a 
qestion he incorrectly claims has been on the agenda since the be
ginning of the 20th century) while many comrades, including Cde. 
Cobet, claim that the Hebrew nation no lo~ger has the right to 
self-determination. After all, says Cde. Cobet, the Hebre"l nation 
has had its self-determination, i.e., Israel. But here once again 
obet makes the Zionist mistake of equating the Hebrevl nation t-li tlt 

Israel. Our movement rejected the UN partition scheme, we opposed 
the formation of the state of Israel, 'rYe fought for and fight for 
another determination for the Hebre,,,, nation, the socialist federa
tl.on or tRe Near and !-1iddle East, in ",hich the Hebre", nation, as an 
application of the principle of the equality of nations, must get 
out of the occupied territories, must repudiate the Zionist annexa
tions. But the Hebre"l nation can democratically only enter into 
such a federation voluntarily, freely, and this implies the right 
to secede as 'veIl as the right to federate (i.e., self-determina
tion) . 

Likewise in Ireland/Ulster, has the Irish auestion been resolved 
because the Irish nation has "determined itself" into an independent 
Irish state, Eire? Of course not. Prior to 1921 v'hile fighting 
for a socialist federation of the British Isles we would have fought 
for complete independence for all 32 counties of Ireland, even if 
that meant that Ireland would have fallen under a reactionary 
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Catholic-clericist regime. But now there has been an indepen<1ence, 
a "determination," an lIindependent" Ireland; the "Republic" of Ire
land nO~l exists. The Irish question is no longer simply one of 
independence from England. The simple demand for a reunified Ire
land implies a forced reunification with the reactionary clericist 
Dublin regine irrespective of the "lishes of the Protestants. This 
is not a democratic, much less a socialist solution. The Protes
tants, ~]ho 'vould constitute 25% of a united Ireland, \'-lOuld no 
doubt expec·t to be treated the volay the Georgians treated the Armen
ians, the ""ay the Turks are now treating the Greeks on Cyprus, i. e. I 

it would simply represent a reversal of the terms of oppression • 
Cde. Holbrouck claims that Dublin has promised Protestants reli
gious freedom and that the ban on contraceptives ",]ould not apply to 
them. But of course no mixed marriages. Cde.Holbrouck.~d even the 
Romonovs let the Pale of Settlement have its rabbis. 

Then what is the Irish question? The Irish question is one of 
an oppressed national minori ty in a piece of "'"lhat is called the 
United Kingdom, i.e., Ulster. Obviously, one '"solution" for this 
Catholic national minority is to take the three counties ~lest of 
the River Bann and reunite with ule~~Je This would involve enor
mous dislocation and uprooting, mass population transfers, etc. 
Ulster has a population of 1.5 million of which 65.1% are Protes
tant and 34.9% are Catholic. Thus, while the Palestinian Arabs 
outnumbered the Je,vs 2: 1 the Protestants outnumber the Catholics by 
the same ratio. Ulster is divided ethnically and geographically by 
the River Bann. Here is the religious composition by county for 
Ulster: 

East of the Bann Catholic Protestant 

Antrim 24.4% 75.6% 

Dm1n 27.6 71.5 

Armagh 47.3 52.7 

West of the Bann 

Londonderry 50.5 49.5 

Fermanagh 53.0 47.0 

Tyrone 54.6 i 5 • 4 

Is Ulster, or are the Ulster Protestants, a nation? I believe we 
must reject the conception of Ulster or Ulster Protestants as a 
nation at this time. This is not to say that under certain condi
tions (withdrawal of British troops and England washing its hands 
of Ulster, continued inter-communal fighting, growing exclusiveness 
of the Protestant population, population transfers, etc.) that the 
Protestants could develop into a nation, but even given their num
erical majority they do not at this time have the attributes of 
nationhood. Therefore I think our demands for "the right to self-· 
determination for Ulster!: and for "a democratic independent secular 
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Ulster" mt.st be rejected. { 
/ .' 

/ I'· 
Jilt> 

Then what is the Ulster Protestant? He is an extension of the 
English (end Scottish!) nation into Ireland. He is not a white 
settler ir: Rhodesia and the IRA are not the r1au Hau. The Ulster 
Protestan:: belongs to British trade unions, he sends his represen
tatives t) the British parliament, and participates in the benefits 
of the En~lish welfare state. There is a material basis for Union
ism: a higher standard of living for the Protestant working and 
middle class than can be provided for Catholics in Dublin. Unless 
we are some sort of Third World ri(aoists or Christian egalitarians, 
socialism is not asking Protestant ''lorkers to give up the "privile
ges" they enj oy by union \d th England by a union ,,,i th Catholic 
Dublin. 

Cde. Richard C. \'lho considers· the Ulster Protestants a nation, 
writes: 

"In the first place, it is, to say the least, unusual to 
direct such a slogan (right to self-determination) at the 
workers not of the nation which actually oppresses Ulster, 
Britain, but at the workers of a potentially oppressive 
nation, Eire.' 

What unites Cdes. Cobet, Richard C. and, as far as I can tell Ed 
C. and Charley B., is the belief that a gunshot \'ledding for either 
the Hebrews in the Near East or the Protestants into a '·united 
Arab Republic" or a "united Ireland" is a democratic resolution of 
the Irish and Palestinian questions. What they do not understand 
is that the Hebrew nation and the Protestants in Ulster are not 
Tsarist Russia, the U.S., Germany or Great Britain. They are not 
great imperialist powers. They are a besieged people, surrounded 
by a much more numerous people ,-,ho view them and ,·,hom they vie,,, as 
enemies. Their "privileges" which are at best a not very high 
European working-class standard of living, are very precarious if, 
for them, precious. Their nationalism is not simply "great pO\,ler 
chauvinism," it is also a defensist nationalism. The Jews of Israel 
know about pogroms and genocide. The tlexemplary" actions of the IRA 
and Palestinian commandoes speak to the Hebrew and Ulster Protes
tants a distinct "political program" which may not be the program 
that the vicarious Third Norld cheerleaders of the IRA and Fatah 
project on their heroes. It is the program of the pogrom, the pro
gram of the "defensive nationalism II of an oppressed nation \,lhich 
in power becomes the naggressive nationalism ll of the irredentist 
oppressor nation. The right of the Ulster Protestants and Hebrew
speaking nation to decide their O\'ln fate within the context of a 
general democratic and socialist solution in the British Isles and 
the Near East is an irreducibly necessary guarantee that the 
"squabbling and ,,,rangling" that took place even in Red Georgia and 
Red Azerbaidjan might not have to be repeated again and again, and 
that the "defensive nationalism" of both the oppressor and oppressed 
nations be fought. 

A generalization of the perspective some comrades have offered 
on the Irish and Palestinian questions borders on Haoism. To 
believe that th Dublin regime has an historic mission in the reun-
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ification of Ireland and that the Protestants should swim back to 
Scotland, or that anyone of the Arab "republics" can create a 
"democratic" solution to the Palestinian question by denying the 
rights of the Hebrew nation, including the right to another, a soc
ialist determination, is the r1aoist two-stage revolution. Instead 
we stand on the basis of the Permanent Revolution of Trotsky which 
perhaps has had i'ts most resounding confirmation in regard to the 
question of interpenetrated peoples. Only "1i thin the frame'{.<1ork of 
the proletariat in power can there be a democratic resolution of 
mixed populations with conflicting national and democratic claims • 

At the same time the theory of the Permanent Revolution and 
espcially its application to the problem of mixed populations shoulG 
not lead us to an ultra-Ie'ftist insensitivity to national oppres
sion. TIle right __ .t.Q,,);i.~;tt::,g~te;rminatiqn is an immedi.ate bu:r:ning.'· . 1 
~.!:)~ion o:( .. ,'t:hsLF9,lestinian refugees, robbed of their lanq, in a 
~ay in which it is not for the Hebrew "lOrkers and farmers "Tho 
o~cupy tn-eii st.o.len lands. There is a series of urgent democratic--.->' 
questions ",hich confront the Catholic oppressed national minority 
in Ulster. For example, in the Near East we must invert the racist 
and exclusionist slogans of Zionism. "Conquest of land," but for 
the Palestinians: Israel out of the occupied territories, no 
annexations. End military law in the occupied territories and the 
emergency regulations in Israel. For a Constituent Assembly elect
ed by direct universal suffrage on both sides of the Jordan. For 
"the right of return" only for the Palestinians: repatriation with 
full democratic rights and/or full compensation to be paid to the 
fellahin (peasants) and not the effendis (landlords). "Cong!,lte.!:jt of 
l~~"for the Palestinians, for a bi-national trade union organi
zation with full internal democracy and independent from the Zionist 
s.tate.,- no discrimination .. .inhiring,.for control of hiring by inde
pend~_!: __ b,i,:;;:nat~oI1.~l·'urilons, sliding scale of ,,,ages and hours, abol
ish the\,~gann.ah~ for"a hi-national workers militia. Towards an 
Arab-Het3tewWorkers Republic as part of the socialist federation of 
the Near East. 

In Ulster we would continue to call for British troops out, 
an end to internment, disarm the Royal Ulster Constabulary, for a 
non-sectarian workers militia against orange and green terror, no 
discrimination in housing, for a sliding scale of wages and hours 
and no discrimination in hiring, for British Isles-"dde trade union 
federation, for union control of hiring, etc. We should demand an 
Irish Worker's Republic, as part of the Socialist Federation of the 
British Isles, i.e., we shou~d'drop the slogan of the right to self
determination for Ulster and for an independent secular Ulster, nor 
should we call for a united secular Ireland or a united socialist 
Ireland or a socialist Ulster, the latter being simply utopian. 
Only the demand for an Irish Workers Republic as part of the 
Socialist Federation of the British Isles presents the framework , 
in which the problem of mixed populations can be resolved in Ulster. 
And without a Trotskyist section in Ulster able to intervene and 
shape events, we can really do no more than champion the democratic 
rights of the Catholics and present the framework in which a 
democratic resolution of the sectarian s' 1 • 11! Pin Ulster can be 

ST,.,rt.. 
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resolved. In any case we should be clear that 'to7e rej:~ct the 
forced unification of the Protestants into a capitalist Ireland, 
especially Eire, meaDj~g ill toRe J?resen;t..-eonLexL tRei~ ri~hi!, 
i:f-trr~t""want, to ' t lb 't d ~.:t. f ~"''''''-~d :t rv,..--'I;,..f,I)-....;r~e~ma~..Ll.Jl.~,~ .. par. ~-.a e·].· ua·--re· ,uce _ " O-'~'n • 

21 August 1974 


